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Pursuant to the notice of investigation, 85 Fed. Reg. 48264 (Aug. 10, 2020), this
is the Initial Determination in Certain Movable Barrier Operator Systems and
Components Thereof, United States International Trade Commission Investigation No.
337-TA-1209.
It is held that a violation of section 337 (19 U.S.C. § 1337) has occurred with
respect to U.S. Patent No. 8,970,345; U.S. Patent No. 9,483,935; U.S. Patent No.
7,180,260; U.S. Patent No. 7,956,718; and U.S. Patent No. 8,410,895.
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I.

Background
A.

Institution of the Investigation; Procedural History

By publication of a notice in the Federal Register on August 10, 2020, pursuant to
subsection (b) of section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, the Commission
instituted this investigation to determine:
[W]hether there is a violation of subsection (a)(l)(B) of
section 337 in the importation into the United States, the
sale for importation, or the sale within the United States
after importation of certain products identified in paragraph
(2) by reason of infringement of one or more of claims 1, 2,
16, and 17 of the ‘345 patent [U.S. Patent No. 8,970,345];
claims 1, 4, 16, and 19 of the ‘935 patent [U.S. Patent No.
9,483,935]; claims 10-12, 14-16, and 18 of the ‘516 patent
[U.S. Patent No. 7,173,516]; claims 1-3, 7, and 8 of the
‘260 patent [U.S. Patent No. 7,180,260]; claims 18 and 24
of the ‘718 patent [U.S. Patent No. 7,956,718]; and claim
17 of the ‘895 patent [U.S. Patent No. 8,410,895], and
whether an industry in the United States exists as required
by subsection (a)(2) of section 337.
85 Fed. Reg. 48264 (Aug. 10, 2020).
Pursuant to section 210.10(b)(1) of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and
Procedure, 19 C.F.R. § 210.10(b)(1):
[T]he plain language description of the accused products or
category of accused products, which defines the scope of
the investigation, is “garage door systems and components
thereof, remote controls, wireless transmitters, and software
for operating the garage door systems.”
Id.
The complainants are Overhead Door Corporation of Lewisville, Texas; and GMI
Holdings Inc. of Mount Hope, Ohio. The respondent is The Chamberlain Group, Inc. of
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Oak Brook, Illinois. The Office of Unfair Import Investigations is not a party to this
investigation. Id.
The target date for completion of this investigation was originally set at 16
months, i.e., December 10, 2021, with an evidentiary hearing scheduled to commence on
April 28, 2021. See Order No. 3 (Aug. 27, 2020); Order No. 9 (Jan. 11, 2021).
The Commission affirmed the following initial determinations:
•

Order No. 8 (Initial Determination Granting Motion to Terminate the
Investigation As to Claims 2 and 17 of U.S. Patent No. 8,970,345) (Dec. 17,
2020), aff’d, Commission Decision Not to Review an Initial Determination
Granting an Unopposed Motion for Partial Termination of the Investigation as
to Certain Patent Claims (Jan. 5, 2021).

•

Order No. 10 (Initial Determination Granting Motion to Terminate the
Investigation As to Claims 10-12, 14-16 and 18 of U.S. Patent No. 7,173,516)
(Jan. 19, 2021), aff’d, Commission Decision Not to Review an Initial
Determination Granting an Unopposed Motion for Partial Termination of the
Investigation As to U.S. Patent No. 7,173,516 Based on Withdrawal of the
Complaint (Feb. 10, 2021).

•

Order No. 12 (Initial Determination Granting Motion for Summary
Determination Concerning Economic Prong) (Apr. 26, 2021), aff’d,
Commission Decision Not to Review an Initial Determination Granting an
Unopposed Motion for Summary Determination That the Economic Prong of
the Domestic Industry Requirement is Satisfied (May 26, 2021). 1

A prehearing conference was held on April 28, 2021, with the evidentiary hearing
in this investigation commencing immediately thereafter. The hearing concluded on
April 30, 2021. See Order No. 9 (Jan. 11, 2021); P.H. Tr. 1-26; Tr. 1-835. The parties
were requested to file post-hearing briefs not to exceed 300 pages in length, and to file
reply briefs not to exceed 120 pages in length. See Order No. 11 (Apr. 14, 2021) at 4.
1

Accordingly, complainants have satisfied the economic prong of the domestic industry
requirement under the provisions of 19 U.S.C. §§ 1337(a)(3)(A) and (B). See Order No.
12.
2
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On May 19, 2021, the parties filed a joint outline of the issues to be decided in the Final
Initial Determination. See Joint Outline of Issues to Be Decided in the Final Initial
Determination (Pursuant to G.R. 11(a)) (“Joint Outline”) (EDIS Doc. ID No. 742980).
On May 28, 2021, the parties filed a joint outline for the reply briefs. See Joint Outline of
Issues to Be Decided in the Final Initial Determination (“Joint Reply Outline”) (EDIS
Doc. ID No. 743654).
On August 5, 2021, the undersigned issued an initial determination setting the
target date at 17 months and four days, i.e., January 14, 2022, which made the deadline
for this initial determination September 14, 2021. Order No. 15 (Initial Determination
Extending the Target Date) (Aug. 5, 2021), aff’d, Commission Decision Not to Review
an Initial Determination Extending the Target Date (Aug. 30, 2020).
B.

The Parties

The complainants are Overhead Door Corporation (“OHD”) of Lewisville, Texas;
and GMI Holdings Inc. (“the Genie Company”) of Mount Hope, Ohio.
OHD is an Indiana corporation that manufactures barrier operating systems,
including garage door systems. See Compls. Br. at 7; Complaint, ¶ 2.20. OHD is both
the inventor and the current holder of all rights associated with the asserted patents. See
Compls. Br. at 7. The Genie Company is a Delaware corporation, and is responsible for
developing, assisting in distributing, and selling OHD’s and the Genie Company’s
domestic industry products. See Compls. Br. at 7; Complaint, ¶ 2.21.
The respondent is The Chamberlain Group, Inc. (“CGI” or “Chamberlain”) of
Oak Brook, Illinois. According to the complaint, CGI is a Delaware corporation that
“designs, develops, manufactures, sells, imports into the United States, and sells the
3
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Accused Products after importation into the United States for use and distribution by
Chamberlain’s customers.” Complaint, ¶ 3.22, 3.23.
As noted, the Office of Unfair Import Investigations is not a party to this
investigation. Id.
C.

Asserted Patents and Technological Background

U.S. Patent Nos. 8,970,345 and 9,483,935
U.S. Patent No. 9,483,935 (“the ‘935 patent”), entitled “Channel-Switching
Remote Controlled Barrier Opening System,” issued on November 1, 2016, to named
inventors Grant Carlson and Brett Reed. JX-0005 (‘935 Patent). The ‘935 patent is a
continuation of U.S. Patent No. 8,970,345 (“the ‘345 patent”), and the ‘935 and ‘345
patents share the same specification. JX-0004 (‘345 Patent). The ‘345 patent issued on
March 3, 2015, to named inventors Grant Carlson and Brett Reed. The ‘935 and ‘345
patents claim priority to the application that issued as United States Patent No. 8,591,695
(CX-0058 (“the ‘695 patent”)), which was filed on May 27, 2009. The ‘935 and ‘345
patents relate “generally to remotely controlled barrier operator systems for opening and
closing garage doors, gates and other barriers, and more particularly to improved wireless
communication systems and methods for such barrier operator systems.” JX-0005 (‘935
Patent) at 1:19-23. Each of the ‘935 and ‘345 patents has a total of 26 claims.
Complainants assert independent claims 1 and 16 from each of the ‘935 and ‘345
patents.
U.S. Patent No. 7,180,260
U.S. Patent No. 7,180,260 (“the ‘260 patent”), entitled “Barrier Operator
Controller With User Settable Control Limits When Entrapment Device Present,” issued
4
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on February 20, 2007, to named inventors Larry Murphy and Ulrich Theile. JX-0001
(‘260 Patent). The ‘260 patent was filed on February 21, 2006, and claims priority to
U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 11/171,798, filed on June 30, 2005. Id. The
Summary of the Invention section of the ‘260 patent states, “The present invention
provides a barrier operator controller which includes means providing for the user of the
operator to set certain control limits, such as maximum forces exerted by the operator
when opening and closing the barrier, as long as an external entrapment device is present
and operably connected to the operator controller.” JX-0001 at 1:38-44. The ‘260 patent
has a total of 12 claims.
Complainants assert independent claims 1 and 7 and dependent claims 2, 3, and 8
of the ‘260 patent.
U.S. Patent Nos. 7,956,718 and 8,410,895
U.S. Patent No. 7,956,718 (“the ‘718 patent”), entitled “Remote Control and
Monitoring of Barrier Operators With Radio Frequency Transceivers,” issued on June 7,
2011. JX-0002 (‘718 Patent). The ‘718 patent was filed on December 13, 2005. Id.
U.S. Patent No. 8,410,895 (“the ‘895 patent”) issued on April 2, 2013, and is a
continuation of the ‘718 patent, shares the same title and specification as the ‘718 patent,
and claims priority thereto. JX-0003 (‘895 Patent) at 2. The named inventors of the ‘718
and ‘895 patents are Larry Murphy, Brian Yackey, and Grant Carlson. The ‘895 patent
was filed on June 3, 2011, and like the ‘718 patent, claims ultimate priority to U.S.
Provisional Patent Application No. 60/636,513, which was filed on December 16, 2004.
Id. The Summary of the Invention section of the ‘718 patent states:

5
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The present invention provides an improved barrier operator
control system which includes a radio frequency (RF) transmitter/receiver,
commonly referred to as a transceiver, which may be located at an
operator base or head unit, the head unit including a base controller and
motor, and included in one or more remote control units including units
adapted for placement in a motor vehicle, as well as units adapted for
disposition as a control console disposed in various locations, including
being mounted on an inside or outside wall of the structure at which the
barrier is disposed.”
JX-0002 at 2:7-16.
Complainants assert independent claims 18 and 24 of the ‘718 patent, and
dependent claim 17 of the ‘895 patent.
D.

The Accused Products

U.S. Patent Nos. 8,970,345 and 9,483,935
Complainants argue:
For the ‘935 and ‘345 patents, the Accused Products are barrier
operators, including garage door operators, commercial barrier operators,
and gate operators. CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 187. Specifically, the
Accused Products are receivers and transmitters that implement CGI’s
“Tri-Band Radio” functionality. Id. The specifications for the accused
Tri-Band functionality recite that
CX-0038C.2 (CGI’s
For garage door operator products, the motor operator, opener, and
receiver are the portion that sits in a consumer’s garage to open and close
the garage door in response to signals from a transmitter, like a handheld
remote. CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 179-187 (also identifying accused
product models). Tri-Band is configured to enable the motor operators,
openers, and receivers to receive data from a compatible transmitter at
three frequencies: 310 MHz, 315 MHz, and 390 MHz. Id. at Q/A 181-182;
CX-0046.1 (Model Comparison Charts). The Accused Products include
the garage and barrier operator systems having both a transmitter and
receiver, as well as components thereof (like replacement and universal
transmitters). JX-0017 (Joint Statement Identifying Accused Products).
6
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For purposes of this Investigation as it relates to the ‘935 and ‘345
patents, the parties agree that “[t]he Chamberlain™ C205 is representative
of all accused CGI operators, openers, and receivers, including any
accessories which include a receiver” and “the Chamberlain™ 953ESTD
is representative of all accused CGI transmitters.” Id; Resp. P.H. Br. at 78. Dr. Wells testifies that he also found the C205 receiver and 953ESTD
transmitter to be representative of the Accused Products for infringement
purposes. CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 188-193.
Compls. Br. at 10.
Respondent argues:
OHD asserts claims 1 and 16 of the ‘345 patent. JX-0004. OHD
asserts claims 1, 4, 16, and 19 of the ‘935 patent. JX-0005. OHD purports
to accuse hundreds of CGI products that incorporate CGI’s patented TriBand radio-frequency communication technology. For purposes of this
investigation only, CGI does not dispute that the Chamberlain C205 GDO
and 953ESTD transmitter are representative of products with the accused
Tri-Band functionality.
Resp. Br. at 8-9.
As seen from the parties’ arguments, the parties agree that Chamberlain™ C205 is
representative of all accused CGI operators, openers, and receivers, including any
accessories which include a receiver, and the Chamberlain™ 953ESTD is representative
of all accused CGI transmitters.
U.S. Patent No. 7,180,260
Complainants argue:
The CGI products at issue (“the ‘260 Accused Products”) include
garage door openers and gate openers that infringe the ‘260 patent. OHD
rigorously proved that these products all work in materially the same way
with respect to CGI’s infringement of the ‘260 patent. First, Mr. Baer
reviewed all source code that CGI produced and determined that it
Baer Tr. 185:16-24; CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 81 (explaining that
CX0556C (Conrad WS) at Q/A 50. Dr. Conrad (who also reads source code)
7
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conferred with Mr. Baer about Mr. Baer’s methodology and confirmed
Mr. Baer’s analysis based on his own independent review of source code
printouts and documentation produced in this case. CX-0556C (Conrad
WS) at Q/A 21; Baer Tr. 190:14-24; Conrad Tr. 300:24-301:6; 358:19-23.
Based on this rigorous analysis, Dr. Conrad and Mr. Baer selected a single
directory of source code and used it to analyze the common functionality
across all accused products. CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 79-80. Dr.
Conrad then walked through documents for two representative accused
products—CGI’s Models 8500 and 3850—and this source code to show
how all Accused Products infringe. See, e.g., CX-0556C (Conrad WS) at
Q/A 75-83. This thorough analysis and proof, which is entirely
substantively unrebutted by CGI, establishes representativeness. See
Certain Led Lighting Devices, Led Power Supplies, & Components
Thereof, Initial Determination, No. 337-TA-1081, 2018 WL 7350925, at
*59-60 (Dec. 19, 2018); cf. TiVo, Inc. v. Echostar Comm. Corp., 516 F.3d
1290, 1308 (Fed. Cir. 2008); Hassoun Hrg. 679:21-15 (admitting he did
not review of the Model 8500 source code).
CGI’s purported redesign further corroborates this analysis. For
the potential redesign, CGI produced a single set of source code and a
single redesigned product number based on the same code upon which Mr.
Baer and Dr. Conrad relied. CX-0540C (CGI 12/8 Contentions) at 16-17;
CX-0107C (Redesign Prod. Req. Doc.). In fact, the proposed redesign
involves precisely the same source code that Mr. Baer analyzed. Hassoun
Tr. 688:11-18 (“Q. All right. Dr. Hassoun, now even though you say, on
the infringement side of the world, Mr. Baer relied on the wrong code for
infringement, whatever that means, CGI’s proposed redesign is to the
same source code that Mr. Baer relied on; is that right? A. That is my
understanding, yes.”). The foregoing further supports the conclusion that
there are no material differences among these products—were it
otherwise, CGI would have needed multiple, separate source code
redesigns to address all ‘260 Accused Products. CX-0556C (Conrad WS)
at Q/A 53.
CGI makes two attempts to rebut this showing of
representativeness. Tellingly, neither involves any source code analysis
whatsoever. But in any event, both fail.
1.

Garage Door Openers

CGI argues that OHD’s representativeness analysis does not take
into account a supposed difference between the various accused garage
door openers. But this argument misrepresents CGI’s products in an
attempt to draw a distinction where none exists.
CGI contends that most accused products represent “Evolution
8
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Products,” which it contends “were introduced to the market in
Resp. P.H. Br. at 12. CGI then asserts that its Model 8500 and 3850
“(which preceded the Evolution Products) are not representative of the
Evolution Products.” Id. at 237. CGI thus contends that OHD has shown
representativeness only for the narrow set of products that supposedly are
not “Evolution Products.” Resp. P.H. Br. at But contrary to CGI’s
contentions, the Model 8500 and 3850—along with all other products
accused in the case—are part of CGI’s Evolution product line. The
Model 8500 Product Requirements Document
RX0102C (
) at 3. The earliest release date of the
product described in this document is
. Id. at 1. Even Dr. Hassoun
admits that “Model 8500 is categorized as an Evolution product.” RX0666C (Hassoun RWS) at Q/A 86. Additionally, CGI and its expert
acknowledged that Model 3850 and Model 8500 practice the same
functionality. Resp. P.H. Br. at 236 (“CGI acknowledges that Model
8500 is representative of Model 3850); RX-0666C (Hassoun RWS) at Q/A
93 (“Model 3850 applies the same steps as Model 8500 to set travel and
force limits . . . will treat Model 3850 and 8500 as having no material
differences from each other.”). The ALJ should reject CGI’s contention
that OHD did not prove infringement by the Evolution Products on the
basis that all accused products—including the representative products—
are Evolution Products. Moreover, even if this were the case, it is
undisputed that the source code for all of the accused products, is
substantively identical for purposes of infringement. See, supra Section
V.B.
The lone difference between Models 8500 and 3850 and the bulk
of the Accused Products is that the user must press two buttons on the
3850 instead of one on the 8500 to start the infringing process. But this
difference is immaterial to infringement, which. Eeven CGI admits that
this is immaterial to infringement because it CGI never even argues that
this additional button press ias a basis for non-infringement. See generally
Resp. P.H. Br. at Section IX.C. Indeed, the extra button press needed to
enter the force adjustment mode for Model 8500 has no bearing on
infringement because the extra step the user must take to enter the mode
where infringement occurs does not transform the accused device from an
infringing one to a non-infringing one. See VirnetX Inc. v. Apple Inc., 792
F. App’x 796, 806 (Fed. Cir. 2019) (rejecting non-infringement argument
based on a “location check” functionality that requires extra steps and
often prevents initiation of performance of the infringing operation);
Genentech, Inc. v. Chiron Corp., 112 F.3d 495, 501 (Fed. Cir. 1997)
(“‘Comprising’ is a term of art . . . which means that the named elements
are essential, but other elements may be added and still form a construct
within the scope of the claim.”).
9
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2.

Gate Openers

CGI next attempts to argue—again with no mention of source
code—that its gate openers materially differ from its garage door openers
with respect to infringememt. But the only actual difference is an option
in the gate openers to fine-tune the force limits that takes place “[o]nce the
initial limits have been set” using the infringing method. CX-0005
(LA400UL Manual) at 24; see also Resp. P.H. Br. at 240-50. This
“additional step[]” which can take place after infringement is already
complete, is irrelevant to infringement, and CGI has not identified
anything in the claim language that excludes optional fine-tuning from the
scope of the claims. Smith & Nephew, Inc. v. Ethicon, Inc., 276 F.3d
1304, 1311 (Fed. Cir. 2001) (“claims are infringed when all of the steps
thereof are performed”); Vivid Techs., Inc. v. Am. Sci. & Eng’g, Inc., 200
F.3d 795, 811 (Fed. Cir. 1999) (“infringement is not avoided by the
presence of elements or steps in addition to those specifically recited in the
claim.”).
CGI also points to physical differences between door and gate
operators, stating that “the manner of opening and closing is
fundamentally different” and that certain gates can create hazards while
closing and opening. Resp. P.H. Br. at 240-41; see also RX-0666C
(Hassoun RWS) at Q/A 111. Although it is true that some gates swing
and may look superficially different from garage doors, it is undisputed
that they involve the same relevant control limits. CX-0556C (Conrad
WS) at Q/A 102; RX-0666C (Hassoun RWS) at Q/A 108-10. CGI’s gates
(both swinging and sliding) have travel limits that define where they start
and stop, just as with garage doors. CX-0556C (Conrad WS) at Q/A 96,
98; Id. RX-0666C (Hassoun RWS) at Q/A 110. They also have force
limits that cap the amount of force applied by their motor, just as with
CGI’s garage doors. CX-0556C (Conrad WS) at Q/A 102; RX-0666C
(Hassoun RWS )at 108-9. And they have external entrapment devices that
ensure the gate moves only when there are no obstacles in the way. CX0556C (Conrad WS) at Q/A 101. These superficially different
appearances of swinging gates and garage doors do nothing to negate Mr.
Baer’s and Dr. Conrad’s analysis showing that gate operator source code
treats these limits the same way as garage door operator source code. CX0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 151 (“similar functionality as described
[regarding CGI Representative Products] was found for CGI gate operator
receivers.”).
Compls. Br. at 122-26. 2

2

In this Initial Determination, unless noted otherwise, when quoting, emphases are from
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Respondent argues:
OHD purports to accuse hundreds of CGI products that, for the
purposes of the ‘260 patent and this investigation, fall into two
categories—(1) Model 8500/Model 3850, which OHD has selected as
purported representative products; and (2) CGI’s Evolution line of GDO
products (the “Evolution Products”), which account for the vast majority
of products that OHD accuses of infringement (collectively, the “Accused
Products”). Model 8500 and Model 3850 each practice functionalities that
predate the Evolution products. The Evolution Products were introduced
to the market in
(CX-0606C (Conrad RWS) at Q/A 56, 158), use a
different code base, and contain different functionalities, such as a
modified travel adjustment feature to automatically enter force learn mode
upon completion. CX-0015C (5-Year Plan GDO Evolution). The ‘260
Representative Products are representative of only two accused GDOs,
styled RJO20 and Prodigy II (8500RGD) (which are each rebranded
versions of Model 8500), but not of any Evolution product.
OHD alleges that the automatic force-setting feature of all ‘260
Accused Products infringes independent claims 1 and 7 (and their
respective dependent claims), and the automatic travel limit feature
infringes independent claim 7 (and its respective dependent claim), yet
fails to account for critical differences between Model 8500/Model 3850
and the Evolution Products.
Resp. Br. at 9-10.
As seen from the parties’ arguments, there is no dispute that complainants chose
CGI’s Models 8500 and 3850 as representative products for the ‘260 patent. The main
dispute is whether those products are representative of the accused products for the ‘260
patent. The specific issues related to representativeness of those products are discussed
below in the context of the infringement analysis for the asserted claims.
U.S. Patent Nos. 7,956,718 and 8,410,895
Complainants argue:
CGI manufactures and sells garage doors under multiple brand
names, including LiftMaster, Chamberlain, and Craftsman. Additionally,
the original source, and footnotes from the original source are omitted.
11
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CGI manufactures and sells gate operators under the brand name
LiftMaster. The CGI products set forth in Complainants’ list of accused
products (“the ‘718 and ‘895 Accused Products”) infringe the ‘718 and
‘895 patents.
There are two general categories of accused products: (1) nonWiFi integrated operators installed with a MyQ Hub; and (2) WiFi
integrated operators. CGI’s Model C205 is representative of all of CGI’s
non-WiFi integrated garage door openers and operators, CGI’s MYQG0301 Smart Garage Hub is representative of any version of CGI’s
accused standalone Smart Garage Hub that would be used with a nonWiFi integrated operator, and CGI’s Model B970 is representative of all of
CGI’s WiFi integrated garage door openers and operators (“the ‘718 and
‘895 Representative Products”). OHD has met its burden to show
representativeness for both groups.
First, the parties have agreed to the representativeness of these
products for the purposes of the ‘718 and ‘895 patents. JX-0017
(Amended Joint Statement Re: Accused Products). Second, Mr. Williams
has independently concluded the ‘718 and ‘895 Representative Products
are representative of their respective categories. CX-0560C (Williams
WS) at Q/A 40-42. Third, CGI has not contended that there are any
material differences between the categories such that the ‘718 and ‘895
Representative Products are not representative. For example, CGI has
proposed a potential alternative design, but has proposed just a single
change with respect to all ‘718 and ‘895 Accused Products that does not
differ according to product, confirming the representativeness of the ‘718
and ‘895 Representative Products. CX-0560C (Williams WS) at Q/A 43.
CGI disputes that gate operators are represented by the
representative products. However, as Mr. Williams confirmed, each of the
accused gate operators is compatible with MyQ, have Security+ 2.0, and
have obstruction detectors. CX-0560 (Williams WS) at Q/A 41-42.
Therefore, each of the accused gate operators is represented by the C205
with respect to these patents.
Compls. Br. at 187-88.
Respondent argues, inter alia:
For purposes of this investigation only, the parties agree that: (1)
the Chamberlain™ C205 is representative of all accused CGI GDOs
without integrated WiFi capabilities; (2) the Chamberlain B970 is
representative of all accused CGI GDOs with integrated WiFi capabilities;
and (3) the Chamberlain™ MYQ-G0301 Smart Garage Hub is
representative of any version of CGI’s accused standalone Smart Garage
12
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Hub. JX-0019 (Joint Representative Prods. Stip.) at 2.
OHD argued in the above-mentioned stipulation for the first time
that various CGI gate operators are also represented by the C205 and the
B970. Id. at 2-3. CGI disputed this, noting that OHD has “provided no
infringement contentions relating to any accused gate operator, and have
provided no evidence or explanation to support their assertion that any
purported representative product is representative of any accused gate
operator.” Id. at 3. It is undisputed, however, that these products are very
different from the GDOs that OHD selected as representative products.
RX-0667C (Heegard RWS) at Q/A 23, 210-213. Gate operators are used
to open and close outdoor gates (such as lifting or swinging gates for
parking lots and gated communities) and do not operate overhead doors,
let alone garage doors. These products are outside the scope of this
investigation, which is limited to “garage door systems and components
thereof, remote controls, wireless transmitters, and software for operating
the garage door systems.” 85 Fed. Reg. 48,264 (Aug. 4, 2020).
Resp. Br. at 11.
As seen from the parties’ arguments, the parties agree that: (1) the Chamberlain™
C205 is representative of all accused CGI garage door openers without integrated WiFi
capabilities; (2) the Chamberlain B970 is representative of all accused CGI garage door
openers with integrated WiFi capabilities; and (3) the Chamberlain™ MYQ-G0301
Smart Garage Hub is representative of any version of CGI’s accused standalone Smart
Garage Hub.
The parties dispute whether CGI gate operators are within the scope of this
investigation. The administrative law judge ruled on this issue in Order No. 13. The
order states:
CGI’s MIL No. 1, entitled “To Exclude Testimony Related to Gate
Operators” (Motion Docket No. 1209-21) is denied. It has not been
established that gate operators have been excluded from this investigation
and that the testimony and other evidence at issue must be stricken,
especially in view of OHD’s allegations beginning with the complaint.
Whether OHD will base its case on adequately representative products has
yet to be determined.
13
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Order No. 13 at 3-4 (Apr. 27, 2021) (emphasis added). Further, as found herein, the
asserted claims read on accused gate operators. The specific issues related to
representativeness of the accused products are discussed below in the context of the
infringement analysis for the asserted claims.
E.

The Domestic Industry Products

U.S. Patent Nos. 8,970,345 and 9,483,935
Complainants argue:
The Domestic Industry Products are garage door barrier operator
systems including a receiver and transmitter that implement OHD’s “auto
seek dual frequency” feature. CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 511-515
(listing product names). OHD’s Infinity 2000 system is representative of
the functionality in all of the domestic industry products. Id. at Q/A 516521; see also JX-0018 (Complainant’s List of DI Products); CX-0555C
(Baer WS) at Q/A 15-18 (source code review confirms
representativeness). CGI does not dispute that the Infinity 2000 system is
representative. See RX-0699C (Villasenor RWS) at Q/A 156-163.
Compls. Br. at 113-14.
For the ‘345 and ‘935 patents, respondent agrees that “OHD alleges its Model
Infinity 2000 is representative of its domestic industry products.” Resp. Br. at 9.
U.S. Patent No. 7,180,260
Complainants argue:
OHD products Model Infinity 2000 9020H (Infinity 2000) and
Genie StealthDrive 50 Plus (Model 7055) (together, the “OHD
Representative Products”) embody and/or practice at least one claim of the
‘260 Patent. The Infinity 2000 and Model 7055 are representative of the
jackshaft and overhead-drive models that satisfy the technical domestic
industry requirement.
Compls. Br. at 182.
Respondent does not disagree with respect to the representative domestic industry
14
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products for the ‘260 patent. Resp. Br. at 10 (“With respect to domestic industry, OHD
has selected its Infinity 2000 9020H and its Genie StealthDrive 750 Plus 7055 as
representative of both the jackshaft and overhead-drive models designated as ‘260 Patent
Domestic Industry Products (collectively, the ‘Domestic Industry Products’)).
U.S. Patent Nos. 7,956,718 and 8,410,895
Complainants argue:
Aladdin Connect standalone devices installed in connection with
Genie garage door openers represent the general composition of the
representative systems. The Aladdin Connect Door Control Module
(“DCM”) installed with the Genie 1035 or the Stealthdrive 750 Plus and
used with the user’s smart device with the Aladdin Connect app
(collectively the “1035 DCM System” or “750 Plus DCM System”
respectively) are representative systems that practices the asserted claims
of the ‘718 and ‘895 Patents. The parties have agreed to the
representativeness of the Aladdin DCM System as so configured. JX-0018
(Complainants’ List of Domestic Industry Products); CX-0560C
(Williams WS) at Q/A 18, 306.
Compls. Br. at 277.
Respondent argues, inter alia:
For its alleged domestic industry products, for the ‘895 patent,
OHD contends that the Aladdin Connect Door Control Module (“DCM”)
when installed with the StealthDrive 750 Plus integrated WiFi GDO
practices claim 17 of the ‘895 patent. OHD contends that the DCM in
conjunction with the Genie 1035 non-WiFi GDO practices claims 18 and
24 of the ‘718 patent. OHD alleges that these combinations are
representative systems that practice the asserted claims.
Resp. Br. at 11-12.
As can be seen from the parties’ arguments, there is no dispute that the Aladdin
Connect Door Control Module (“DCM”) installed with the Genie 1035 or the
Stealthdrive 750 Plus and used with the user’s smart device with the Aladdin Connect
app (collectively the “1035 DCM System” or “750 Plus DCM System” respectively) are
15
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representative domestic industry products for the asserted claims of the ‘718 and ‘895
patents.
II.

Jurisdiction and Importation
Complainants argue:
CGI stipulates that the importation requirement is satisfied with
respect to the Accused Products (see JX-0016C (Joint Stipulation
Regarding Importation), ¶¶ 3-5). Further, as OHD’s technical experts
testified at the evidentiary hearing, CGI admits to selling the Accused
Products after importation. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 195; CX0560C (Williams WS) at Q/A 125; CX-0556C (Conrad WS) at Q/A 74.
And CGI’s responses to OHD’s interrogatories confirm the

See CX-0546 (CGI Interrogatory Resps.) at 22.
The Commission thus has jurisdiction over CGI and this
Investigation. In personam jurisdiction has been met because CGI has
appeared and participated in this Investigation. See Certain Windshield
Wiper Devices & Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-881, Initial
Determination, at 5 (May 8, 2014). Subject matter jurisdiction and in rem
jurisdiction have been met, as OHD’s Complaint properly alleges a
violation of Section 337, and the Accused Products have been imported.
See Complaint (July 6, 2020); see also Certain Dig. Video Receivers, Inv.
No. 337-TA-1001, Initial Determination, at 7-8 (May 26, 2017) (citing
Certain Electronic Devices with Image Processing Sys., Components
Thereof, & Associated Software, Inv. No. 337-TA-724, Comm’n Op., at 910 (Dec. 21, 2011)). CGI’s prehearing brief further confirms that it “does
not contest that (1) the Commission has jurisdiction over the subject
matter of this investigation, (2) the Commission has personal jurisdiction
over CGI, (3) the importation requirement of section 337 is satisfied, and
(4) Overhead Door has standing.” Resp. P.H. Br. at 5.
Compls. Br. at 7-8.
Respondent argues:
For purposes of this investigation only, and without prejudice to
CGI’s rights in any other investigation or proceeding, CGI does not
contest that (1) the Commission has jurisdiction over the subject matter of
this investigation, (2) the Commission has personal jurisdiction over CGI,
16
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(3) the importation requirement of section 337 is satisfied, and (4) OHD
has standing.
Resp. Br. at 8.
Section 337(a)(1)(B) declares unlawful, inter alia, “[t]he importation into the
United States, the sale for importation, or the sale within the United States after
importation by the owner, importer, or consignee, of articles that . . . infringe a valid and
enforceable United States patent.” 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(1)(B). Complainant has filed a
complaint alleging a violation of this subsection, and the Commission therefore has
subject matter jurisdiction. See Amgen, Inc. v. United States Int’l Trade Comm’n, 902
F.2d 1532, 1535-37 (Fed. Cir. 1990). As noted above, respondent does not contest that
the importation requirement of section 337 is satisfied.
As noted, respondent does not contest the Commission’s personal jurisdiction.
Indeed, respondent has appeared and participated in this investigation. The Commission
therefore has personal jurisdiction over respondent. See e.g., Certain Liquid Crystal
Display Modules, Products Containing Same, and Methods for Using the Same, Inv. No.
337-TA-634, Final Initial and Recommended Determinations at 3 (June 12, 2009)
(unreviewed).
The Commission has in rem jurisdiction over the accused products. See e.g.,
Sealed Air Corp. v. United States Int’l Trade Comm’n, 645 F.2d 976, 985-86 (C.C.P.A.
1981). As noted above, respondent does not contest that the importation requirement of
section 337 is satisfied.
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III.

General Principles of Applicable Law
A.

Claim Construction

Claim construction begins with the plain language of the claim. 3 Claims should
be given their ordinary and customary meaning as understood by a person of ordinary
skill in the art, viewing the claim terms in the context of the entire patent. 4 Phillips v.
AWH Corp., 415 F.3d 1303, 1312-13 (Fed. Cir. 2005), cert. denied, 546 U.S. 1170
(2006).
In some instances, claim terms do not have particular meaning in a field of art,
and claim construction involves little more than the application of the widely accepted
meaning of commonly understood words. Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1314. “In such
circumstances, general purpose dictionaries may be helpful.” Id.
In many cases, claim terms have a specialized meaning, and it is necessary to
determine what a person of skill in the art would have understood the disputed claim
language to mean. “Because the meaning of a claim term as understood by persons of
skill in the art is often not immediately apparent, and because patentees frequently use
terms idiosyncratically, the court looks to ‘those sources available to the public that show
what a person of skill in the art would have understood disputed claim language to
3

Only those claim terms that are in controversy need to be construed, and only to the
extent necessary to resolve the controversy. Vanderlande Indus. Nederland BV v. Int’l
Trade Comm., 366 F.3d 1311, 1323 (Fed. Cir. 2004); Vivid Tech., Inc. v. American Sci. &
Eng’g, Inc., 200 F.3d 795, 803 (Fed. Cir. 1999).
4

Factors that may be considered when determining the level of ordinary skill in the art
include: “(1) the educational level of the inventor; (2) type of problems encountered in
the art; (3) prior art solutions to those problems; (4) rapidity with which innovations are
made; (5) sophistication of the technology; and (6) educational level of active workers in
the field.” Environmental Designs, Ltd. v. Union Oil Co., 713 F.2d 693, 696 (Fed. Cir.
1983), cert. denied, 464 U.S. 1043 (1984).
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mean.’” Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1314 (quoting Innova/Pure Water, Inc. v. Safari Water
Filtration Sys., Inc., 381 F.3d 1111, 1116 (Fed. Cir. 2004)). The public sources identified
in Phillips include “the words of the claims themselves, the remainder of the
specification, the prosecution history, and extrinsic evidence concerning relevant
scientific principles, the meaning of technical terms, and the state of the art.” Id. (quoting
Innova, 381 F.3d at 1116).
In cases in which the meaning of a claim term is uncertain, the specification
usually is the best guide to the meaning of the term. Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1315. As a
general rule, the particular examples or embodiments discussed in the specification are
not to be read into the claims as limitations. Markman v. Westview Instruments, Inc., 52
F.3d 967, 979 (Fed. Cir. 1995) (en banc), aff’d, 517 U.S. 370 (1996). The specification
is, however, always highly relevant to the claim construction analysis, and is usually
dispositive. Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1315 (quoting Vitronics Corp. v. Conceptronic, Inc., 90
F.3d 1576, 1582 (Fed. Cir. 1996)). Moreover, “[t]he construction that stays true to the
claim language and most naturally aligns with the patent’s description of the invention
will be, in the end, the correct construction.” Id. at 1316.
Claims are not necessarily, and are not usually, limited in scope to the preferred
embodiment. RF Delaware, Inc. v. Pacific Keystone Techs., Inc., 326 F.3d 1255, 1263
(Fed. Cir. 2003); Decisioning.com, Inc. v. Federated Dep’t Stores, Inc., 527 F.3d 1300,
1314 (Fed. Cir. 2008) (“[The] description of a preferred embodiment, in the absence of a
clear intention to limit claim scope, is an insufficient basis on which to narrow the
claims.”). Nevertheless, claim constructions that exclude the preferred embodiment are
“rarely, if ever, correct and require highly persuasive evidentiary support.” Vitronics, 90
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F.3d at 1583. Such a conclusion can be mandated in rare instances by clear intrinsic
evidence, such as unambiguous claim language or a clear disclaimer by the patentees
during patent prosecution. Elekta Instrument S.A. v. O.U.R. Sci. Int’l, Inc., 214 F.3d
1302, 1308 (Fed. Cir. 2000); Rheox, Inc. v. Entact, Inc., 276 F.3d 1319 (Fed. Cir. 2002).
If the intrinsic evidence does not establish the meaning of a claim, then extrinsic
evidence may be considered. Extrinsic evidence consists of all evidence external to the
patent and the prosecution history, and includes inventor testimony, expert testimony, and
learned treatises. Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1317. Inventor testimony can be useful to shed
light on the relevant art. In evaluating expert testimony, a court should discount any
expert testimony that is clearly at odds with the claim construction mandated by the
claims themselves, the written description, and the prosecution history, in other words,
with the written record of the patent. Id. at 1318. Extrinsic evidence may be considered
if a court deems it helpful in determining the true meaning of language used in the patent
claims. Id.
B.

Infringement
1.

Direct Infringement

Under 35 U.S.C. §271(a), direct infringement consists of making, using, offering
to sell, or selling a patented invention without consent of the patent owner. The
complainant in a section 337 investigation bears the burden of proving infringement of
the asserted patent claims by a “preponderance of the evidence.” Certain Flooring
Products, Inv. No. 337-TA-443, Comm’n Notice of Final Determination of No Violation
of Section 337, 2002 WL 448690, at *59, (Mar. 22, 2002); Enercon GmbH v. Int’l Trade
Comm’n, 151 F.3d 1376 (Fed. Cir. 1998).
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Literal infringement of a claim occurs when every limitation recited in the claim
appears in the accused device, i.e., when the properly construed claim reads on the
accused device exactly. 5 Amhil Enters., Ltd. v. Wawa, Inc., 81 F.3d 1554, 1562 (Fed.
Cir. 1996); Southwall Tech. v. Cardinal IG Co., 54 F.3d 1570, 1575 (Fed Cir. 1995).
If the accused product does not literally infringe the patent claim, infringement
might be found under the doctrine of equivalents. “Under this doctrine, a product or
process that does not literally infringe upon the express terms of a patent claim may
nonetheless be found to infringe if there is ‘equivalence’ between the elements of the
accused product or process and the claimed elements of the patented invention.” WarnerJenkinson Co., Inc. v. Hilton Davis Chemical Co., 520 U.S. 17, 21 (1997) (citing Graver
Tank & Mfg. Co. v. Linde Air Products Co., 339 U.S. 605, 609 (1950)). “The
determination of equivalence should be applied as an objective inquiry on an
element-by-element basis.” 6 Id. at 40.
“An element in the accused product is equivalent to a claim limitation if the
differences between the two are insubstantial. The analysis focuses on whether the
element in the accused device ‘performs substantially the same function in substantially
the same way to obtain the same result’ as the claim limitation.” AquaTex Indus. v.

5

Each patent claim element or limitation is considered material and essential. London v.
Carson Pirie Scott & Co., 946 F.2d 1534, 1538 (Fed. Cir. 1991). If an accused device
lacks a limitation of an independent claim, the device cannot infringe a dependent claim.
See Wahpeton Canvas Co. v. Frontier, Inc., 870 F.2d 1546, 1552 n.9 (Fed. Cir. 1989).
6

“Infringement, whether literal or under the doctrine of equivalents, is a question of
fact.” Absolute Software, Inc. v. Stealth Signal, Inc., 659 F.3d 1121, 1130 (Fed. Cir.
2011).
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Techniche Solutions, 419 F.3d 1374, 1382 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (quoting Graver Tank, 339
U.S. at 608); accord Absolute Software, 659 F.3d at 1139-40. 7
Prosecution history estoppel can prevent a patentee from relying on the doctrine
of equivalents when the patentee relinquished subject matter during the prosecution of the
patent, either by amendment or argument. AquaTex, 419 F.3d at 1382. In particular,
“[t]he doctrine of prosecution history estoppel limits the doctrine of equivalents when an
applicant makes a narrowing amendment for purposes of patentability, or clearly and
unmistakably surrenders subject matter by arguments made to an examiner.” Id.
(quoting Salazar v. Procter & Gamble Co., 414 F.3d 1342, 1344 (Fed. Cir. 2005)).
2.

Indirect Infringement
a.

Induced Infringement

Section 271(b) of the Patent Act provides: “Whoever actively induces
infringement of a patent shall be liable as an infringer.” 35 U.S.C. § 271(b).
Under 35 U.S.C. § 271(b), whoever actively induces infringement of a patent
shall be liable as an infringer. In contrast to direct infringement, liability for inducing
infringement attaches only if the defendant knew of the patent and that the induced acts
constituted patent infringement. Commil USA, LLC v. Cisco Sys., Inc., 135 S. Ct. 1920,
1926 (2015); see also Microsoft Corp. v. Datatern, Inc., 755 F.3d 899, 904 (Fed. Cir.
2014) (to prove induced infringement, patentee must show that accused inducer took an
7

“The known interchangeability of substitutes for an element of a patent is one of the
express objective factors noted by Graver Tank as bearing upon whether the accused
device is substantially the same as the patented invention. Independent experimentation
by the alleged infringer would not always reflect upon the objective question whether a
person skilled in the art would have known of the interchangeability between two
elements, but in many cases it would likely be probative of such knowledge.”
Warner-Jenkinson, 520 U.S. at 36.
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affirmative act to encourage infringement with knowledge that the induced acts constitute
patent infringement). Induced infringement requires a finding that the infringer
possessed a specific intent to encourage another’s infringement. i4i Ltd. Partnership v.
Microsoft Corp., 598 F.3d 831, 851 (Fed. Cir. 2010), aff’d, 564 U.S. 91 (2011).
b.

Contributory Infringement

Section 271(c) of the Patent Act provides: “Whoever offers to sell or sells within
the United States or imports into the United States a component of a patented machine,
manufacture, combination or composition, or a material or apparatus for use in practicing
a patented process, constituting a material part of the invention, knowing the same to be
especially made or especially adapted for use in an infringement of such patent, and not a
staple article or commodity of commerce suitable for substantial noninfringing use, shall
be liable as a contributory infringer.” 35 U.S.C. § 271(c).
Section 271(c) “covers both contributory infringement of system claims and
method claims.” 8 Arris, 639 F.3d at 1376 (footnotes omitted). To hold a component
supplier liable for contributory infringement, a patent holder must show, inter alia, that
(a) the supplier’s product was used to commit acts of direct infringement; (b) the
product’s use constituted a material part of the invention; (c) the supplier knew its
product was especially made or especially adapted for use in an infringement” of the
patent; and (d) the product is not a staple article or commodity of commerce suitable for
substantial noninfringing use. Id.
8

“Claims which recite a ‘system,’ ‘apparatus,’ ‘combination,’ or the like are all
analytically similar in the sense that their claim limitations include elements rather than
method steps. All such claims can be contributorily infringed by a component supplier.”
Arris, 639 F.3d at 1376 n.8.
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C.

Validity

One cannot be held liable for practicing an invalid patent claim. See Pandrol
USA, LP v. AirBoss Railway Prods., Inc., 320 F.3d 1354, 1365 (Fed. Cir. 2003).
Nevertheless, each claim of a patent is presumed to be valid, even if it depends from a
claim found to be invalid. 35 U.S.C. § 282; DMI Inc. v. Deere & Co., 802 F.2d 421 (Fed.
Cir. 1986).
A respondent that has raised patent invalidity as an affirmative defense must
overcome the presumption by “clear and convincing” evidence of invalidity. Checkpoint
Systems, Inc. v. United States Int’l Trade Comm’n, 54 F.3d 756, 761 (Fed. Cir. 1995).
1.

Anticipation

Anticipation under 35 U.S.C. § 102 is a question of fact. z4 Techs., Inc. v.
Microsoft Corp., 507 F.3d 1340, 1347 (Fed. Cir. 2007). Section 102 provides that,
depending on the circumstances, a claimed invention may be anticipated by variety of
prior art, including publications, earlier-sold products, and patents. See 35 U.S.C. § 102
(e.g., section 102(b) provides that one is not entitled to a patent if the claimed invention
“was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in
public use or on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of the
application for patent in the United States”).
The general law of anticipation may be summarized, as follows:
A reference is anticipatory under § 102(b) when it satisfies
particular requirements. First, the reference must disclose each
and every element of the claimed invention, whether it does so
explicitly or inherently. Eli Lilly & Co. v. Zenith Goldline
Pharms., Inc., 471 F.3d 1369, 1375 (Fed.Cir.2006). While those
elements must be “arranged or combined in the same way as in the
claim,” Net MoneyIN, Inc. v. VeriSign, Inc., 545 F.3d 1359, 1370
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(Fed.Cir.2008), the reference need not satisfy an ipsissimis verbis
test, In re Bond, 910 F.2d 831, 832-33 (Fed.Cir.1990). Second, the
reference must “enable one of ordinary skill in the art to make the
invention without undue experimentation.” Impax Labs., Inc. v.
Aventis Pharms. Inc., 545 F.3d 1312, 1314 (Fed.Cir.2008); see In
re LeGrice, 49 C.C.P.A. 1124, 301 F.2d 929, 940-44 (1962). As
long as the reference discloses all of the claim limitations and
enables the “subject matter that falls within the scope of the claims
at issue,” the reference anticipates -- no “actual creation or
reduction to practice” is required. Schering Corp. v. Geneva
Pharms., Inc., 339 F.3d 1373, 1380-81 (Fed.Cir.2003); see In re
Donohue, 766 F.2d 531, 533 (Fed.Cir.1985). This is so despite the
fact that the description provided in the anticipating reference
might not otherwise entitle its author to a patent. See Vas-Cath
Inc. v. Mahurkar, 935 F.2d 1555, 1562 (Fed.Cir.1991) (discussing
the “distinction between a written description adequate to support a
claim under § 112 and a written description sufficient to anticipate
its subject matter under § 102(b)”).
In re Gleave, 560 F.3d 1331, 1334 (Fed. Cir. 2009).
2.

Obviousness

Under section 103 of the Patent Act, a patent claim is invalid “if the differences
between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subject
matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a
person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.” 9 35 U.S.C.
§ 103. While the ultimate determination of whether an invention would have been
obvious is a legal conclusion, it is based on “underlying factual inquiries including: (1)
the scope and content of the prior art; (2) the level of ordinary skill in the art; (3) the
differences between the claimed invention and the prior art; and (4) objective evidence of

9

The standard for determining whether a patent or publication is prior art under section
103 is the same as under 35 U.S.C. § 102, which is a legal question. Panduit Corp. v.
Dennison Mfg. Co., 810 F.2d 1561, 1568 (Fed. Cir. 1987).
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nonobviousness.” Eli Lilly and Co. v. Teva Pharmaceuticals USA, Inc., 619 F.3d 1329
(Fed. Cir. 2010).
The objective evidence, also known as “secondary considerations,” includes
commercial success, long felt need, and failure of others. Graham v. John Deere Co.,
383 U.S. 1, 13-17 (1966); Dystar Textilfarben GmbH v. C.H. Patrick Co., 464 F.3d 1356,
1361 (Fed. Cir. 2006). “[E]vidence arising out of the so-called ‘secondary
considerations’ must always when present be considered en route to a determination of
obviousness.” Stratoflex, Inc. v. Aeroquip Corp., 713 F.2d 1530, 1538 (Fed. Cir. 1983).
Secondary considerations, such as commercial success, will not always dislodge a
determination of obviousness based on analysis of the prior art. See KSR Int’l Co. v.
Teleflex Inc., 550 U.S. 398, 426 (2007) (commercial success did not alter conclusion of
obviousness).
“One of the ways in which a patent’s subject matter can be proved obvious is by
noting that there existed at the time of invention a known problem for which there was an
obvious solution encompassed by the patent’s claims.” KSR, 550 U.S. at 419-20. “[A]ny
need or problem known in the field of endeavor at the time of invention and addressed by
the patent can provide a reason for combining the elements in the manner claimed.” Id.
Specific teachings, suggestions, or motivations to combine prior art may provide
helpful insights into the state of the art at the time of the alleged invention. Id. at 420.
Nevertheless, “an obviousness analysis cannot be confined by a formalistic conception of
the words teaching, suggestion, and motivation, or by overemphasis on the importance of
published articles and the explicit content of issued patents. The diversity of inventive
pursuits and of modern technology counsels against limiting the analysis in this way.” Id.
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“Under the correct analysis, any need or problem known in the field of endeavor at the
time of invention and addressed by the patent can provide a reason for combining the
elements in the manner claimed.” Id. A “person of ordinary skill is also a person of
ordinary creativity.” Id. at 421.
Nevertheless, “the burden falls on the patent challenger to show by clear and
convincing evidence that a person of ordinary skill in the art would have had reason to
attempt to make the composition or device, or carry out the claimed process, and would
have had a reasonable expectation of success in doing so.” PharmaStem Therapeutics,
Inc. v. ViaCell, Inc., 491 F.3d 1342, 1360 (Fed. Cir. 2007); see KSR, 550 U.S. at 416 (a
combination of elements must do more than yield a predictable result; combining
elements that work together in an unexpected and fruitful manner would not have been
obvious). 10
3.

Written Description

The issue of whether a patent is invalid for failure to meet the written description
requirement of 35 U.S.C. § 112, ¶ 1 is a question of fact. Bard Peripheral Vascular, Inc.
v. W.L. Gore & Assocs., Inc., 670 F.3d 1171, 1188 (Fed. Cir. 2012). A patent’s written
description must clearly allow persons of ordinary skill in the art to recognize that the
inventor invented what is claimed. The test for sufficiency of a written description is
“whether the disclosure of the application relied upon reasonable conveys to those skilled
in the art that the inventor had possession of the claimed subject matter as of the filing

10

Further, “when the prior art teaches away from combining certain known elements,
discovery of a successful means of combining them is more likely to be nonobvious.”
KSR, 550 U.S. at 416 (citing United States v. Adams, 383 U.S. 39, 52 (1966)).
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date.” Id. (quoting Ariad Pharm., Inc. v. Eli Lilly & Co., 598 F.3d 1336, 1351 (Fed. Cir.
2010) (en banc)).
D.

Patentability Under 35 U.S.C. § 101

In Alice Corp. Pty. Ltd. v. CLS Bank International, the Supreme Court reaffirmed
a two-step inquiry to determine whether claims “are directed to a patent-ineligible
concept” under section 101, such as an abstract idea. 573 U.S. 208, 218 (2014). Step one
“look[s] at the focus of the claimed advance over the prior art to determine if the claim’s
character as a whole is directed to excluded subject matter.” Koninklijke KPN N.V. v.
Gemalto M2M GmbH (“KPN”), 942 F.3d 1143, 1149 (Fed. Cir. 2019). The Federal
Circuit has “caution[ed] against ‘overgeneralizing claims’ in the § 101 analysis,
explaining that characterizing the claims at ‘a high level of abstraction’ that is ‘untethered
from the language of the claims all but ensures that the exceptions to § 101 swallow the
rule.’” TecSec, Inc. v. Adobe Inc., 978 F.3d 1278, 1294 (Fed. Cir. 2020) (quoting Enfish,
LLC v. Microsoft Corp., 822 F.3d 1327, 1337 (Fed. Cir. 2016)). At step one, a court
cannot “disregard elements of the claims at issue that the specification makes clear are
important parts of the claimed advance in the combination of elements.” Id. Claims that
are “directed to a specific improvement in the capabilities of computing devices” are not
abstract, and the Alice inquiry ends. Core Wireless, 880 F.3d at 1361.
Even if the claims are directed to ineligible material at step one, the claims are
nonetheless eligible at step two if the claims add “an ‘inventive concept.’” Alice, 573
U.S. at. 217-18. “[A]n inventive concept can be found in the non-conventional and nongeneric arrangement of known, conventional pieces.” BASCOM Global Internet Servs. v.
AT&T Mobility LLC, 827 F.3d 1341, 1350 (Fed. Cir. 2016). The party challenging the
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claims must establish that the additional elements, individually or in combination, do not
“involve more than performance of well-understood, routine, and conventional activities
previously known to the industry.” Aatrix Software, Inc. v. Green Shades Software, Inc.,
882 F.3d 1121, 1128 (Fed. Cir. 2018). “The question of whether a claim element or
combination of elements is well-understood, routine and conventional to a skilled artisan
in the relevant field is a question of fact … [that] must be proven by clear and convincing
evidence.” Berkheimer v. HP Inc., 881 F.3d 1360, 1368 (Fed. Cir. 2018).
E.

Domestic Industry

A violation of section 337(a)(1)(B), (C), (D), or (E) can be found “only if an
industry in the United States, with respect to the articles protected by the patent,
copyright, trademark, mask work, or design concerned, exists or is in the process of being
established.” 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(2). Section 337(a) further provides:
(3) For purposes of paragraph (2), an industry in the United States
shall be considered to exist if there is in the United States, with
respect to the articles protected by the patent, copyright, trademark,
mask work, or design concerned—
(A) significant investment in plant and equipment;
(B) significant employment of labor or capital; or
(C) substantial investment in its exploitation, including
engineering, research and development, or licensing.
19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(3).
These statutory requirements consist of an economic prong (which requires
certain activities) and a technical prong (which requires that these activities relate to the
intellectual property being protected). Certain Stringed Musical Instruments and
Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-586, Comm’n Op. at 13 (May 16, 2008)
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(“Stringed Musical Instruments”). The burden is on the complainant to show by a
preponderance of the evidence that the domestic industry requirement is satisfied.
Certain Multimedia Display and Navigation Devices and Systems, Components Thereof,
and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-694, Comm’n Op. at 5 (July 22, 2011)
(“Navigation Devices”).
IV.

U.S. Patent Nos. 8,970,345 and 9,483,935
U.S. Patent No. 9,483,935 (“the ‘935 patent”), entitled “Channel-Switching

Remote Controlled Barrier Opening System,” issued on November 1, 2016, to named
inventors Grant Carlson and Brett Reed. JX-0005 (‘935 Patent). The ‘935 patent is a
continuation of U.S. Patent No. 8,970,345 (“the ‘345 patent”), and the ‘935 and ‘345
patents share the same specification. See JX-0004 (‘345 Patent). The ‘345 patent issued
on March 3, 2015, to named inventors Grant Carlson and Brett Reed. The ‘935 and ‘345
patents claim priority to the application that issued as United States Patent No. 8,591,695
(CX-0058 (“the ‘695 patent”)), which was filed on May 27, 2009. The ‘935 and ‘345
patents relate “generally to remotely controlled barrier operator systems for opening and
closing garage doors, gates and other barriers, and more particularly to improved wireless
communication systems and methods for such barrier operator systems.” JX-0005 (‘935
Patent) at 1:19-23. Each of the ‘935 and ‘345 patents has a total of 26 claims.
Complainants assert independent claims 1 and 16 from each of the ‘935 and ‘345
patents.
As discussed below, the evidence shows that (1) the asserted claims are infringed
by the accused products; (2) complainants have satisfied the technical prong of the
domestic industry requirement; (3) asserted claims are patent eligible under section 101;
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and (4) the asserted claims are not invalid.
Asserted independent claims 1 and 16 of the ‘935 patent read as follows:
1. A remote controlled barrier opening system, comprising:
a transmitter configured to:
(a) switch an output frequency to different channels,
the switching being performed at a transmitterswitching rate, and
(b) on each of the channels, transmit multiple copies
of a message;
a receiver configured to:
(a) switch a reception frequency to the different
channels at a receiver scan rate that is different
from the transmitter-switching rate, and
(b) on each of the channels, receive data for a period
of time greater than a transmission time of one
copy of the message; and
a barrier operator configured to operate a device at
least in part in response to receipt of a copy of the
message on any of the different channels.
16. A method of operation for use with a channel switching
remote controlled barrier opening system, the method
comprising:
operating a transmitter, including:
(a) switching a transmitter to different channels, the
switching being performed at a transmitterswitching rate, and
(b) on each of the channels, transmitting multiple
copies of a message;
operating a receiver, including:
(a) switching a receiver to the different channels in a
manner that is asynchronous with the switching of
the transmitter at a receiver scan rate that is
different than the transmitter-switching rate, and
(b) on each of the different channels, receiving data
for a period of time greater than a transmission
time of one copy of the message; and
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operating a device at least in part in response to
receipt of a copy of the message on any of the
different channels.
JX-0005 (‘935 Patent) at 11:7-24, 13:6-24 (emphasis added).
Asserted independent claims 1 and 16 of the ‘345 patent read as follows:
1. A channel switching remote controlled barrier opening
system, comprising:
a transmitter operatively connected to:
(a) perform iterative, sequential setting of an output
frequency of a transmitter to multiple channels,
and
(b) on each of the channels, perform transmission of
multiple copies of a message before tuning of the
transmitter, at a transmitter-switching rate, to a
next one of the multiple channels;
a receiver operatively connected to:
(a) perform iterative, sequential setting of a reception
frequency of the receiver to the multiple channels
at a receiver scan rate that is faster than the
transmitter-switching rate, and
(b) over each of the multiple channels, receive data
for a period of time greater than that required for
transmission of exactly one copy of the message;
and
a barrier operator operatively connected to operate a
device at least in part in response to receipt of a
copy of the message on any of the multiple
channels.
16. A method of operation for use with a channel switching
remote controlled barrier opening system, the method
comprising:
operating a transmitter, including:
(a) performing iterative, sequential switch of a
transmitter to multiple channels, and
(b) on each of the channels, performing
transmission of multiple copies of a message
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before switching of the transmitter to a next one
of the multiple channels at a transmitterswitching rate;
operating a receiver, including:
(a) performing iterative, sequential switching of a
receiver to the multiple channels in a manner that
is asynchronous with the switching of the
transmitter at a receiver scan rate that is faster
than the transmitter-switching rate, and
(b) over each of the multiple channels, receiving data
for a period of time greater than that required for
transmission of exactly one copy of the message;
and
operating a device at least in part in response to
receipt of a copy of the message on any of the
multiple channels.
JX-0004 (‘345 Patent) at 10:65-11:17, 13:16-36 (emphasis added).
A.

Claim Construction
1.

A Person of Ordinary Skill in the Art

Complainants argue:
For the ‘935 and ‘345 patents, a person having ordinary skill in the
field of the art (“POSA”) would be a person with a bachelor’s degree in a
technical field such as electrical engineering, wireless communication,
computer engineering, computer science, or physics, or the equivalent
through relevant practical experience. Either as an individual or as a team,
a person having ordinary skill in the art would have access to, consult
with, or otherwise possess, the skills and experience of individuals with
additional specialties, such as in mechanical engineering, industrial and
product design, and radio frequency transmission and reception. CX0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 32-33. CGI asserts a similar level of ordinary
skill. CX-0534 (CGI’s Interrogatory Resps.) at 61. Dr. Wells is a POSA
under either party’s definition. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 1-8,
36; CX-0035 (Wells CV). No disputed issue in this Investigation turns on
the level of skill in the art.
Compls. Br. at 11.
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Respondent argues:
For all asserted patents, a person of ordinary skill in the art
(“POSA”) would include a person who has at least the equivalent of a
bachelor’s degree in a technical field such as electrical engineering,
computer engineering, or computer science, or the equivalent through
relevant practical experience. RX-0003C (Villasenor WS) at Q/A 32; RX0001C (Hassoun WS) at Q/A 38; RX-0002C (Heegard WS) at Q/A 56.
More work experience can compensate for less education, and vice versa.
Id. Either as an individual or as a team, this person would have access to,
consult with, or otherwise possess the skills and experience of individuals
with additional specialties, such as in mechanical engineering, industrial
and product design, and radio frequency transmission and reception. Id.
Resp. Br. at 27-28.
As seen above, the parties agree on this issue. As proposed by the parties, the
administrative law judge finds that a person of ordinary skill in the art (“POSA”) with
respect to the ‘935 and ‘345 patents is a person who has at least the equivalent of a
bachelor’s degree in a technical field such as electrical engineering, computer
engineering, or computer science, or the equivalent through relevant practical experience.
Additionally, this person would have access to, consult with, or otherwise possess the
skills and experience of individuals with additional specialties, such as in mechanical
engineering, industrial and product design, and radio frequency transmission and
reception.
2.

Agreed Claim Term

The parties agree and stipulate that for purposes of this investigation, the term
“message” in the asserted claims of the ‘935 and ‘345 patents means “data sufficient to
cause a device to operate.” See Compls. Br. at 11-12 (citing Resp. P.H. Br. at 53). This
construction is supported by the claim language itself and the specification. See CX0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 38-73.
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The administrative law judge has determined to adopt the parties’ proposed
construction for the claim term “message.”
3.

“on each of the channels, transmit multiple copies of a
message” (‘935 Patent Claim 1; see id. Claim 16) and,
“on each of the channels, perform transmission of multiple
copies of a message before tuning of the transmitter, at a
transmitter-switching rate, to a next one of the multiple
channels” (‘345 Patent Claim 1; see id. Claim 16);

Below is a chart showing the parties’ proposed claim constructions.
Claim Term
“on each of the channels,
transmit[ting] multiple
copies of a message”
(‘935 Patent, Claims 1, 16)

“on each of the channels,
perform[ing]
transmission of multiple
copies of a message
before [tuning/switching]
of the transmitter, at a
transmitter-switching
rate, to a next one of the
multiple channels”
(‘345 Patent, Claims 1, 16)

Complainants’ Proposed
Construction

Respondent’s Proposed
Construction
No construction required.

“transmitter configured to
automatically transmit
multiple copies of a
message upon actuation of
the transmitter”

“transmitter operatively
connected to automatically
transmit multiple copies of a
message upon actuation of
the transmitter earlier in
time than the transmitter is
operatively connected to
transmit multiple copies of a
message on the next channel
given the transmitter
switching rate”

See Compls. Br. at 11-18; Resp. Br. at 44-52.
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For the reasons discussed below, the administrative law judge has determined that
the claim term “on each of the channels, transmit[ting] multiple copies of a message”
should be construed to mean “transmitter configured to automatically transmit multiple
copies of a message upon actuation of the transmitter.” Similarly, the administrative law
judge has determined that the claim term “on each of the channels, perform[ing]
transmission of multiple copies of a message before [tuning/switching] of the transmitter,
at a transmitter-switching rate, to a next one of the multiple channels” should be
construed to mean “transmitter operatively connected to automatically transmit multiple
copies of a message upon actuation of the transmitter earlier in time than the transmitter
is operatively connected to transmit multiple copies of a message on the next channel
given the transmitter switching rate.”
As seen from the asserted claims, the disputed claim terms are part of the
“transmitter” limitations, and those transmitters are part of a “remote controlled barrier
operator system” as recited in the preamble. See JX-0005 (‘935 Patent) at Claims 1, 16;
JX-0004 (‘345 Patent) at Claims 1, 16; CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 77-78. A POSA
would understand that the recited transmitter will transmit messages upon actuation
(pressing a button on a garage door opener) which triggers automatic transmission of
multiple copies of a message. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 78.
The specification states that the “one way wireless communication system” of the
patents is something in which the “packet data is transmitted automatically on more than
one RF channels in a switching style while sending two or more redundant multibit code
hopping data packets on each of the RF channels.” See JX-0005 (‘935 Patent) at 4:30-39,
Fig. 6(b); 5:66-6:10; CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 79-90.
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The ‘935 Patent Claims
For the claim term “on each of the channels, transmit[ting] multiple copies of a
message,” CGI proposes “transmitting multiple copies of a message on one frequency
and then transmitting multiple copies of the message on another frequency.” The lack of
such requirements is consistent with the specification, which recites that “[a]ny method
for performing RF channel switching or changing is acceptable.” JX-0005 (‘935 Patent)
at 5:29-30. For example, the specification recites one embodiment “in which data
packets are transmitted along alternatively switched channels between the transmitter and
receiver, to avoid the noise and interference on any one channel.” Id. at 2:19-22;
Villasenor Tr. 489. The specification recites a number of other embodiments as well.
See JX-0005 (‘935 Patent) at 2:22-51; 3:37-9:28.
CGI’s construction improperly imports requirements from the specification to
restrict the claims to a preferred embodiment. See RX-0003C (Villasenor WS) at Q/A
38, 41 (“A POSA would interpret the claims this way because this is the only
embodiment described in the specification.”); see also id. at 14-15 (citing embodiments);
CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 101-102. Yet, the “claims, not specification
embodiments, [that] define the scope of patent protection,” Kara Tech., 582 F.3d at 1348,
and limitations from the specification must not be read into claims. See DSW, 537 F.3d
at 1347. Moreover, nothing in the exemplary embodiments, or any other part of the
intrinsic record, requires transmitting multiple copies of a message on one channel “and
then” on a second channel. To the contrary, the specification specifically states that (1)
“[a]ny method for performing RF channel switching or changing is acceptable,” JX-0005
at 5:29-30, (2) recites an embodiment “in which data packets are transmitted along
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alternatively switched channels between the transmitter and receiver,” id. at 2:19-21, and
(3) states that “[t]he invention is not limited to the described examples or embodiments.”
Id. at 10:66- 11:5; Wells. Tr. 269-270 (testifying that the specification indicates “the
changes are acceptable in the – the channel switching”); Wells Tr. 273 (testifying that the
“triggering event” for CGI’s transmitters’ switching is “time”).
The applicants’ choice of words of the ‘935 patent claims shows that the claims
should not be construed to include CGI’s proposed “and then” language. As originally
filed, the claims of the ‘935 patent would have recited “on each of the channels, perform
transmission of multiple copies of a message, before tuning of the transmitter, at a
transmitter-switching rate, to a next one of the multiple channels.” JX-0010.52 (‘935
Patent File History) (Original Application). However, the applicants expressly
eliminated that limitation during prosecution. See Blackbird Tech LLC v. ELB Elecs.,
Inc., 895 F.3d 1374, 1378 (Fed. Cir. 2018) (finding that a limitation should not imported
to the claims “because that limitation was originally present in claim 12 and was
expressly eliminated during prosecution.”).
Moreover, the ‘345 patent claims recite “transmission of multiple copies of a
message before tuning of the transmitter” to another frequency, but no such language
appears in the ‘935 asserted claims. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 91-92, 99, 100;
CDX-005C.03 (JX-0004 (‘345 Patent)) (comparing claim language). CGI’s proposal
would mean that the terms of both patents have an identical meaning despite this
materially different language. See RX-0003C (Villasenor WS) at Q/A 37 (alleging “these
four terms share the same plain meaning”); RX-0699C (Villasenor RWS) at Q/A 22
(opining “the absence of this [before tuning of the transmitter] language was simply a
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stylistic change … and not a substantive change”). Inasmuch as the asserted ‘345 patent
claims require transmitting messages “before” switching and the ‘935 claims do not, the
claims do not inherently require that the transmission occur at any particular time or
manner after actuation. See Digital-Vending Services International, LLC v. University of
Phoenix, Inc., 672 F.3d 1270, 1275 (Fed. Cir. 2012) ( refusing to read in a limitation into
a continuation’s claims that was expressly recited in the parent patent’s claims).
Additionally, the language of unasserted claims demonstrates that none of the
asserted claims of the ‘935 patent require transmission of multiple copies of a message on
one channel as a precondition to switching to another. Claim 6 recites that the change in
transmitter frequency be “triggered by” transmission of multiple copies of a message.
See JX-0005 (‘935 Patent) claim 6 (“wherein cycling between the first and second
channels is triggered by transmission of a predetermined number of copies of the
message.”). Similarly, claim 10 recites making “a second determination of whether the
predetermined number of the multiple copies of the message have been transmitted …
and in response,” switch channels. Id. at claim 10. When, as here, the patent includes
two or more independent claims that “use different terms in parallel settings,” the “two
terms were not meant to have the same meaning.” Aspex Eyewear, Inc. v. Marchon
Eyewear, Inc., 672 F.3d 1335, 1349 (Fed. Cir. 2012).
The ‘345 Patent Claims
CGI’s proposed construction of the asserted claims of the ‘345 patent is also
unpersuasive. Those claims recite “transmission of multiple copies of a message before
tuning of the transmitter” to another frequency. See JX-0004 (‘345 Patent) at Claims 1,
16. The plain meaning of “before” is “earlier in time.” See CX-0090.1 (Definition of
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“before,” AMERICAN HERITAGE DICTIONARY (2000)). The ordinary meaning of the
subject language merely requires that the transmitter transmit multiple copies of a
message on one channel at an earlier time than on another channel. See CX-0559C
(Wells WS) at Q/A 94-95.
In addition, other claims demonstrate that none of the asserted claims of the ‘345
patent require transmission of multiple copies of a message on one channel as a
precondition to switching to another. Claim 6 of the ‘345 patent recites “cycling to a next
channel in a sequence of the multiple channels is triggered by transmission of … at least
two copies of the message on a current one of the multiple channels.” JX-0004 (‘345
Patent) at Claim 6 (emphasis added); see id. at Claim 10; CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A
121-126. CGI’s construction would also improperly limit a claim term based on a
preferred embodiment. See RX-0003C (Villasenor WS) at Q/A 41; Q/A 38 (citing
embodiments); CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 117-19.
4.

“receiver scan rate” (‘935 Patent Claims 1, 16; ‘345 Patent
Claims 1, 16)

Below is a chart showing the parties’ proposed claim constructions.
Claim Term

“a receiver scan rate”

Complainants’ Proposed
Construction

Respondent’s Proposed
Construction

“rate at which the receiver
switches frequencies”

“a set rate at which the
receiver switches
frequencies, which rate is
not affected by the detection
of a signal”

See Compls. Br. at 19-31; Resp. Br. at 52-58.
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For the reasons discussed below, the administrative law judge has determined that
the claim term “a receiver scan rate” should be construed to mean “rate at which the
receiver switches frequencies.”
The plain meaning of “rate” is “the amount, degree, etc. of anything in relation to
units of something else.” See CX-0091 (Definition of “rate,” WEBSTER’S NEW WORLD
COLLEGE DICTIONARY (2009)); CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 133. The asserted claims
use “receiver scan rate” consistently with this plain meaning to refer to the switching of
frequencies as a function of time, or the rate at which the receiver switches frequencies.
See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 131-32, 134. For example, claim 1 of the ‘935 patent
recites “a receiver configured to . . . switch a reception frequency to the different
channels at a receiver scan rate.” The “receiver scan rate” is simply the rate in which the
receiver “switch[es] . . . frequency” as recited by claim 1. Similarly, independent method
claim 16 of the ‘935 patent recites “switching a receiver to the different channels . . . at a
receiver scan rate.” Id.; JX-0005 (‘935 Patent) at Claims 1, 16.
The language of the claims encompasses receivers having one or more such scan
rates. Claims 1 and 16 of the ‘935 and ‘345 patents are “comprising” claims that recite “a
receiver scan rate.” When a “comprising” claim uses the indefinite article “a” before a
claim element, the claim is interpreted to encompass one or more of the prescribed
elements. See Baldwin Graphic Sys., Inc. v. Siebert, Inc., 512 F.3d 1338, 1342 (Fed. Cir.
2008). Inasmuch as the claims recite a receiver scan rate, they permit one or more scan
rates. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 136-38. The dependent claims also reflect the
fact that the independent claims are not limited to just one set rate. Id. at Q/A 138; JX0005 (‘935 Patent) at Claims 2, 3.
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The specification describes “a receiver scan rate with a dwell time of 200 msec
for frequency F1, followed by 200 msec of dwell time for F2, before going back to F1,”
and “[t]he receiver repeats this scanning rate between the two frequencies until it detects
a data packet on one of the two channel frequencies.” See JX-0005 (‘935 Patent) at 7:4753; CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 139-40. Dwelling, as used in the specification, refers
to the time that the receiver will listen for data on a particular frequency channel. Thus,
the receiver scan rate refers to the rate at which the receiver switches reception
frequencies. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 136-38.
Next, the specification discloses that a receiver can have multiple scan rates, and
one or more scan rates that dynamically change based on detected data. For example, the
receiver can have a “normal scanning rate” for switching between channels when no
valid data is sensed, and another scanning rate “once data is sensed on” a frequency. See
JX-0005 (‘935 Patent) at 7:45-60, 3:43-47 (“the RF receiver scan rate can be changed at
any time to a new rate”). The dwell times, corresponding to scan rates, can be “different
in length or identical in length.” See JX-0005 (‘935 Patent) at 8:35-42; CX-0559C
(Wells WS) at Q/A 139-40. The specification likewise describes that the receiver can
“revert back to its normal scan rate” in various circumstances. See JX-0005 (‘935 Patent)
at 7:54-65.
CGI’s Proposed Construction
CGI’s proposed construction requires that “receiver scan rate” be “a set rate” and
“not affected by the detection of a signal.” According to CGI’s expert, this precludes the
receiver from dwelling on a frequency upon detecting a signal. See CX-0668C
(Villasenor RWS) at Q/A 87 (opining that CGI’s receiver does not infringe because it
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“detects a signal [and] the length of time that it remains on the relevant frequency
changes”).
CGI’s proposed construction reads out the preferred embodiment. See CX-0559C
(Wells WS) at Q/A 139-40. As described above, the ‘935 patent discloses embodiments
where the receiver includes scan rates that “dynamically” change based on received data.
In the preferred embodiment, the scanning rate is affected by the detection of a signal,
which then transitions the receiver into a dwell mode. The specification thus recites that
“the receiver will dwell on a frequency once data is sensed on that frequency.” Id. at
7:54-55; Wells Tr. 277-278. CGI’s expert acknowledges this “dynamically determined”
dwell time embodiment in the specification and then admits, under CGI’s construction,
“none of the claims, whether asserted or unasserted, of the ‘345, ‘935, and ‘695 patents”
would include that preferred embodiment. See RX-0003C (Villasenor WS) at Q/A 42.
CGI’s construction reads out the preferred embodiment from every claim of the patent
family. Such a construction is “rarely, if ever, correct.” Vitronics Corp. v. Conceptronic,
Inc., 90 F.3d 1576, 1583 (Fed. Cir. 1996).
CGI’s proposed construction would improperly interpret the ‘935 patent
independent claims to conflict with their dependent claims. Claim 3 of the ‘935 patent,
which depends from asserted claim 1, requires that the receiver be capable of “opening a
window of time” and “temporarily lifting” a particular requirement for receipt of two
sequential messages:
said receiver is configured to respond to receipt of packets
from said transmitter during a learn mode by determining
whether said transmitter is already learned and, if so, opening
a window of time during which another type of transmitter can
be learned by temporarily lifting the requirement for
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successful receipt of at least two sequentially transmitted
copies of the message on each of the multiple channels.
‘935 Patent (JX-0005) at Claim 3 (emphasis added); CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 138.
Thus, claim 3 explicitly recites different dwell times and scan rates, and alters the dwell
time depending on the receipt of particular data about the type of transmitter. Claim 1,
which is broader than claim 3, embraces more than one scan rate. See CX-0559C (Wells
WS) at Q/A 138; Wells Tr. 281 (testifying that claim 3 changes the scan rate).
Prosecution of the ‘695 Patent
CGI relies on the patentee’s remarks made during prosecution of U.S. Patent No.
8,581,695 (the parent to the ‘345 Patent), in response to an October 9, 2012 Office
Action. CGI cites the arguments between the examiner and OHD about U.S. Patent
Application Publication No. 2006/0181428 to Blaker et al. (“Blaker”). CGI argues that
“OHD clearly disclaimed receivers, like CGI’s, that use scan-and-stop technology.”
Resp. Br. at 53. CGI argues:
The ‘935 patent is a continuation of the ‘345 patent, which is a
continuation of the unasserted ‘695 patent. JX-0005 at 1 (63). The ‘695
patent is thus a common ancestor of both patents. During prosecution of
the ‘695 patent, the examiner rejected the claims as obvious over
Witkowski and Blaker. CX-0059 (‘695 File History) at 79-91. In
response, the patentee amended claims 1 and 16, including by adding the
limitation at issue: “a receiver scan rate that is faster than the transmitterswitching rate.” Id. at 59, 65. The patentee then distinguished Blaker by
first acknowledging that “Blaker describes a controllably tuned RF
detector that is ‘swept across a wide frequency range by varying a control
voltage,’ and when ‘a signal is detected, the sweeping stops.’” Id. at 70
(quoting CX-0066 (Blaker) ¶ 33). The patentee argued that this scan-andstop methodology is not within the scope of the claims because it fails to
“switch frequencies at one set rate.” Id. As the patentee made clear:
“Blaker’s detector sweeps frequencies until a signal is detected, indicating
that its detector does not switch frequencies at one set rate at all.
Instead, it switches frequencies sporadically whenever a signal is
detected.” Id. In addition to confirming that “sweeping” and “switching”
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mean the same thing in this context, the patentee distinguished CGI’s
accused products, which operate similar to the distinguished Blaker prior
art.
Resp. Br. at 53-54.
The statements must be viewed in context. Placed in proper context, the
applicants simply explained that the claim requires at least one scan rate faster than the
transmitter switching rate and that Blaker did not disclose any particular rate for
switching frequencies. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 143-145; see also Wells Tr.
257-258. The statement at issue does not use the phrase “receiver scan rate.” See CX0059.70-.71 (‘695 Patent File History); Wells Tr. 257-258.
The applicants explained that Blaker’s receiver “sweeps frequencies.” See CX0059.70-71 (‘695 Patent File History). As the prior art Zinn reference discloses, a
receiver that “sweeps” between two frequencies differs from a receiver that hops or
switches channels. See RX-0031 (Zinn) at 3:31-34; CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 238;
Wells Tr. 277, 259. In that context, the applicants’ statement is reasonably understood:
“Blaker’s detector sweeps frequencies until a signal is detected, indicating that its
detector does not switch frequencies” at any particular rate whatsoever. See CX-0059.70
(‘695 Patent File History). It created no disclaimer with regard to dwelling.
As Dr. Wells explained, a sweeping receiver, like Blaker’s (or Zinn’s), sweeps
across a swath of frequencies, and then stops when it detects a signal. See Wells Tr. 277;
RX-0031 (Zinn) at 3:31-34 (“The receiver 200 … differs from conventional frequency
hopping spread spectrum receivers in that it operates in a frequency sweeping mode
instead of a frequency hopping mode.”). In contrast, the asserted claims are directed to
“a scan and dwell receiver. What they do is they— they switch frequencies.” Wells Tr.
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277. Blaker does not disclose any scan rate, and it does not switch at all. See CX0059.110 (“There is no mention [in Blaker] of switching between different channels”);
Wells Tr. 280. Given the foregoing, the statement at issue is not a disclaimer of more
than one set rate. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 156-58. The last sentence of the
applicants’ response was simply explaining that Blaker “switches frequencies
sporadically whenever a signal is detected.” That sentence says nothing about a scan rate
either. Id. at Q/A 159. The fact that Blaker changes frequencies upon detection of a
signal is the opposite of the embodiment at issue, as well as the accused product’s
configuration. See Wells Tr. 259.
The disclaimer argument is unpersuasive because the preferred embodiment CGI
asserts to have been disclaimed doesn not have the elements of Blaker. Thus, even if one
were to consider the applicants’ remarks as disclaiming a system like Blaker’s, that
would only exclude from the claims a system which uses a frequency “sweep” that
“switches frequencies sporadically whenever a signal is detected.” As noted, the
preferred embodiments do not “sweep[] frequencies,” and they do not “switch[]
frequencies sporadically whenever a signal is detected.” See JX-0005 (‘935 Patent) at
2:22-26; CX-0059.70-.71 (‘695 File History). Instead, the preferred embodiments scan
rather than sweep, have multiple potential scan rates, and dwell upon detecting a signal
for purposes of obtaining a message. Id.
CGI proposes that the appropriate construction includes the words “which rate is
not affected by the detection of a signal.” See Resp. Br. at 52. CGI also argues that the
applicants disclaimed all “receiver methodologies that use . . . a dwell mode.” The words
“dwell” and “rate not affected by the detection of a signal” do not appear in the ‘695
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prosecution history. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 163-66. Thus, a POSA would
not conclude that the applicants’ statements revealed a clear and unmistakable disclaimer
of receiver methodologies that have one or more set rates and that dwell on a frequency
in response to the detection of a signal. Id. at Q/A 167.
The prosecution and issuance of other claims of the ‘695 patent confirms that
there was no disclaimer. Claim 1 of the ‘695 patent was the subject of an examiner’s
Amendment after the remarks relied on by CGI. See CX-0059.29 (‘695 Patent File
History). In that amendment, the examiner added the following claim elements (among
others) to claim 1:
(d) respond to receipt of packets from said transmitter
during a learn mode by determining whether the transmitter
is already learned and, if so, opening a window of time
during which another type of transmitter can be learned by
temporarily lifting the requirement for successful receipt of
at least two sequentially transmitted copies of the message
on each of the multiple channels;
Id. at CX-0059.28-.29. The examiner then cited those same added claim elements in his
Reasons for Allowance. See id. at CX-0059.37-.38 (‘695 File History). The amendment
to the pending, and ultimately issued, claim 1 of the ‘695 patent occurred after the
remarks relied on by CGI, yet recites a receiver “open[ing] a window of time” and
“temporarily lifting” a particular requirement for receipt of two sequential messages. Id.
at CX-0059.37-.38 (‘695 File History). Thus, the system would encompass an extended
dwell mode, and more than one scan rate. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 169-71.
Prosecution of the ‘345 Patent
CGI also argues that OHD made a relevant disclaimer during prosecution of the
‘345 patent. See Resp. Br. at 54-55. CGI cites statements made during prosecution of the
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‘345 patent, addressing the examiner’s reliance on Blaker to teach “over each of the
multiple channels, receive data for a period of time greater than that required for
transmission of exactly one copy of the message”:
While this cited passage does disclose sweeping a RF
detector across a wide frequency range, it makes no
disclosure whatsoever about the period of time for which
that RF detector receives data on each of those channels.
In fact, the second to last sentence of this cited passage,
which explains that the sweeping stops when a signal is
detected, suggests that receiver receives data on each
channel for a period of time less than required for
transmission of exactly one copy of a message. If the
receiver received data on each channel for a period of time
greater than that required for transmission of exactly one
copy, then the receiver would have no need to stop the
sweep when a signal is found. Therefore, paragraph 33
(and FIG. 4, which is merely a circuit schematic) of Blaker
does not teach “a receiver operatively connected to ... over
each of the multiple channels, receive data for a period of
time greater than that required for transmission of exactly
one copy of the message”, as recited in independent claim
1.
JX-0009.239 (‘345 Patent File History) (emphasis added). These remarks also do not
support CGI’s construction or any purported “disclaimer.”
CGI proposes its construction for a “receiver scan rate,” but these remarks have
nothing to do with the “receiver scan rate” limitation. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A
142-46. As the italicized text from the applicants above shows, the remarks were
addressing the other receiver limitation of claim 1. Nowhere did the patentee even use
the words “a receiver scan rate.” Nor did the patentee limit the meaning of that term to
“a set rate” or a “rate not affected by the detection of a signal.” See CX-0559C (Wells
WS) at Q/A 147-51. In fact, the examiner did not rely on Blaker as disclosing the
“receiver scan rate” limitation. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 153. Instead, the
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examiner relied on specific portions of U.S. Patent No. 8,233,095 (“Fisher”) to teach “at
a receiver scan rate that is faster than the transmitter-switching rate.” Id. at Q/A 145-146;
JX-0009.185 (‘345 Patent File History).
CGI argues that OHD disclaimed “receivers that rapidly scan multiple frequencies
and then stop to dwell and acquire an incoming message on one frequency once a signal
is detected.” Resp. Br. at 52. The applicants said nothing about “rapidly scanning” or
“dwelling.” See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 147-48.
Even if there were a disclaimer, it would be limited to the precise manner of
Blaker’s operation. Blaker’s receiver was “sweeping” between frequencies, rather than
switching, so it “stopped” the sweep rather than “dwell” on a particular channel upon
detection of a signal, “which it then learns and stores.” See RX-0003C (Villasenor WS)
at Q/A 42; CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 238; Wells Tr. 277; CX-0066 (Blaker) at ¶
0033 (“When a signal is detected, the sweeping stops. . .”). The preferred embodiment
does not recite “sweeping,” or “stopping”. It describes “scanning” and “dwelling” and
then reverting to “normal scan rate.” See JX-0005 (‘935 Patent) at 7:45-65.
The prosecution of other claims also shows that there was no disclaimer. For
example, dependent claim 3 covers dwelling for an extended period on a channel as well
as more than one scan rate, which was allowed by the examiner after the remarks relied
on by CGI. See JX-0009.261 (‘345 Patent File History) (“Reasons for Allowance”: “2.
Claims 1-26 are allowed.”). Inasmuch as the pending and ultimately issued claim 3 of
the ‘345 patent recite a receiver “open[ing] a window of time” and “temporarily lifting” a
particular requirement for receipt of two sequential messages, the claimed system would
(1) cover an extended dwell mode on one channel (enabling “successful receipt of at least
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two sequentially transmitted copies of the message on each of the multiple channels”);
(2) change the dwell time (and thus the scan rate) on a specific channel in certain
circumstances; (3) not be limited to “one set” of data receiving time; and (4) permit dwell
mode so as to be able to both receiver two sequentially transmitted messages in certain
circumstances, but lift that requirement and only require a single message for certain
transmitters. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 153-54.
B.

Infringement Analysis of the ‘345 and ‘935 Patents

As discussed above, complainants assert independent claims 1 and 16 from each
of the ‘935 and ‘345 patents.
Complainants argue, inter alia:
As an initial matter, there is no dispute that CGI manufactures and
imports the Accused Products into the United States, nor is there a dispute
that CGI sales the Accused Products through a number of distribution
channels in the United States. See JX-0019 (Joint Stip. Re Importation) at
1-2; CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 194-196. Further, as counsel agreed in
Opening Statements, there is no real dispute as to the manner in which the
Accused Products are configured and operate. Hr’g Tr. 79:16-18.
Notably, when it looked to introduce that infringing functionality, CGI did
so in response to the fact that “
CX-0050C.1 (CGI Spreadsheet
dated
). It is therefore not surprising that the Tri-Band
CX-0038C.9
CX-0037C.3
. CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A

218

CX-0037.C.3
at Q/A 48.

); RX-0668C (Villasenor RWS)

With regard to Tri-Band receivers,
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CX-0038C.4

CX-0037C.3

Villasenor Tr.

509:20-510:6; CX0038C.3

; CX-0328.3
(2011 LiftMaster Bulletin) (“The receiver scans all three frequencies, and
regardless of which frequency is received first, the code is deciphered and
activation occurs.”).
As Dr. Jonathan Wells explains in detail, and as the supporting
source code inspection of Mr. Nikolous Baer and testing of Dr. Joshua
Phinney shows, CGI directly infringes claims 1, 4, 16, and 19 of the ‘935
patent and claims 1 and 16 of the ‘345 patent. CX-0559C (Wells WS) at
Q/A 194-412; CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 15-43, 77-115, 152-160; CX0558C (Phinney WS) at Q/A 23-41; 109-110; 113-114.
Compls. Br. at 32-33; see id. at 33-74.
Respondent argues that complainants have not shown that the Accused Products
and the redesigned products infringe asserted independent claims 1 and 16 from each of
the ‘935 and ‘345 patents. See Resp. Br. at 58-88.
For the reasons discussed below, the Accused Products (for the ‘345 and ‘935
patents) literally infringe independent claims 1 and 16 from each of the ‘935 and ‘345
patents.
1.

Applicable Law

Under 35 U.S.C. §271(a), direct infringement consists of making, using, offering
to sell, or selling a patented invention without consent of the patent owner. The
complainant in a section 337 investigation bears the burden of proving infringement of
the asserted patent claims by a “preponderance of the evidence.” Certain Flooring
Products, Inv. No. 337-TA-443, Comm’n Notice of Final Determination of No Violation
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of Section 337, 2002 WL 448690, at *59, (Mar. 22, 2002); Enercon GmbH v. Int’l Trade
Comm’n, 151 F.3d 1376 (Fed. Cir. 1998).
Literal infringement of a claim occurs when every limitation recited in the claim
appears in the accused device, i.e., when the properly construed claim reads on the
accused device exactly. 11 Amhil Enters., Ltd. v. Wawa, Inc., 81 F.3d 1554, 1562 (Fed.
Cir. 1996); Southwall Tech. v. Cardinal IG Co., 54 F.3d 1570, 1575 (Fed Cir. 1995).
If the accused product does not literally infringe the patent claim, infringement
might be found under the doctrine of equivalents. “Under this doctrine, a product or
process that does not literally infringe upon the express terms of a patent claim may
nonetheless be found to infringe if there is ‘equivalence’ between the elements of the
accused product or process and the claimed elements of the patented invention.” WarnerJenkinson Co., Inc. v. Hilton Davis Chemical Co., 520 U.S. 17, 21 (1997) (citing Graver
Tank & Mfg. Co. v. Linde Air Products Co., 339 U.S. 605, 609 (1950)). “The
determination of equivalence should be applied as an objective inquiry on an
element-by-element basis.” 12 Id. at 40.
“An element in the accused product is equivalent to a claim limitation if the
differences between the two are insubstantial. The analysis focuses on whether the
element in the accused device ‘performs substantially the same function in substantially

11

Each patent claim element or limitation is considered material and essential. London v.
Carson Pirie Scott & Co., 946 F.2d 1534, 1538 (Fed. Cir. 1991). If an accused device
lacks a limitation of an independent claim, the device cannot infringe a dependent claim.
See Wahpeton Canvas Co. v. Frontier, Inc., 870 F.2d 1546, 1552 n.9 (Fed. Cir. 1989).
12

“Infringement, whether literal or under the doctrine of equivalents, is a question of
fact.” Absolute Software, Inc. v. Stealth Signal, Inc., 659 F.3d 1121, 1130 (Fed. Cir.
2011).
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the same way to obtain the same result’ as the claim limitation.” AquaTex Indus. v.
Techniche Solutions, 419 F.3d 1374, 1382 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (quoting Graver Tank, 339
U.S. at 608); accord Absolute Software, 659 F.3d at 1139-40. 13
Prosecution history estoppel can prevent a patentee from relying on the doctrine
of equivalents when the patentee relinquished subject matter during the prosecution of the
patent, either by amendment or argument. AquaTex, 419 F.3d at 1382. In particular,
“[t]he doctrine of prosecution history estoppel limits the doctrine of equivalents when an
applicant makes a narrowing amendment for purposes of patentability, or clearly and
unmistakably surrenders subject matter by arguments made to an examiner.” Id.
(quoting Salazar v. Procter & Gamble Co., 414 F.3d 1342, 1344 (Fed. Cir. 2005)).
2.

Accused Products

Complainants argue:
For the ‘935 and ‘345 patents, the Accused Products are barrier
operators, including garage door operators, commercial barrier operators,
and gate operators. CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 187. Specifically, the
Accused Products are receivers and transmitters that implement CGI’s
“Tri-Band Radio” functionality. Id. The specifications for the accused
Tri-Band functionality recite that they are applicable for
CX-0038C.2
For garage door operator products, the motor operator, opener, and
13

“The known interchangeability of substitutes for an element of a patent is one of the
express objective factors noted by Graver Tank as bearing upon whether the accused
device is substantially the same as the patented invention. Independent experimentation
by the alleged infringer would not always reflect upon the objective question whether a
person skilled in the art would have known of the interchangeability between two
elements, but in many cases it would likely be probative of such knowledge.”
Warner-Jenkinson, 520 U.S. at 36.
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receiver are the portion that sits in a consumer’s garage to open and close
the garage door in response to signals from a transmitter, like a handheld
remote. CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 179-187 (also identifying accused
product models). Tri-Band is configured to enable the motor operators,
openers, and receivers to receive data from a compatible transmitter at
three frequencies: 310 MHz, 315 MHz, and 390 MHz. Id. at Q/A 181-182;
CX-0046.1 (Model Comparison Charts). The Accused Products include
the garage and barrier operator systems having both a transmitter and
receiver, as well as components thereof (like replacement and universal
transmitters). JX-0017 (Joint Statement Identifying Accused Products).
For purposes of this Investigation as it relates to the ‘935 and ‘345
patents, the parties agree that “[t]he Chamberlain™ C205 is representative
of all accused CGI operators, openers, and receivers, including any
accessories which include a receiver” and “the Chamberlain™ 953ESTD
is representative of all accused CGI transmitters.” Id; Resp. P.H. Br. at 78. Dr. Wells testifies that he also found the C205 receiver and 953ESTD
transmitter to be representative of the Accused Products for infringement
purposes. CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 188-193.
Compls. Br. at 10.
Respondent argues:
OHD asserts claims 1 and 16 of the ‘345 patent. JX-0004. OHD
asserts claims 1, 4, 16, and 19 of the ‘935 patent. JX-0005. OHD purports
to accuse hundreds of CGI products that incorporate CGI’s patented TriBand radio-frequency communication technology. For purposes of this
investigation only, CGI does not dispute that the Chamberlain C205 GDO
and 953ESTD transmitter are representative of products with the accused
Tri-Band functionality.
Resp. Br. at 8-9.
As seen from the parties’ arguments, the parties agree that Chamberlain™ C205 is
representative of all accused CGI operators, openers, and receivers, including any
accessories which include a receiver, and the Chamberlain™ 953ESTD is representative
of all accused CGI transmitters.
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3.

Direct Infringement
a.

Claim 1 of the ‘935 Patent
i.

[1pre] “A remote controlled barrier operating
system, comprising.”

The representative C205 receiver is a garage door (barrier) operator remotely
controlled by a transmitter, such as the representative 953ESTD transmitter. See CX0056 (C205 Owner’s Manual) at 34; CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 203-08.
ii.

[1a]/[1a.1] [the system comprising] “a
transmitter configured to: (a) switch an output
frequency to different channels, the switching
being performed at a transmitter-switching
rate.”

The representative transmitter is configured to switch its output frequency to three
different frequency channels: (1) 310 MHz, (2) 315 MHz, and (3) 390 MHz. See CX0037C.3 (

); CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 209-23; Villasenor Tr. 503.

The transmitter switches output frequencies every

See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 217;
CX-0552C (Keller Testimony) at 49:16-50:10; CX-0037C.3

CX-

0546.45-46 (CGI’s Interrogatory Resps.) CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 84, 92, 106; CX0558C (Phinney WS) at Q/A 113-14. A switching rate is the inverse of the time that the
transmitter stays on each channel, so switching output frequencies every
corresponds to a transmitter-switching rate of
(Wells WS) at Q/A 218-21; CDX-0005C.012 (Wells Demonstratives).
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iii.

[1a]/[1a.2] [the system comprising] “a
transmitter configured to … (b) on each of the
channels, transmit multiple copies of a message.”

As discussed below, the Accused Products satisfy this limitation. See CX-0559C
(Wells WS) at Q/A 224-49.
Under the proper claim construction, this limitation requires a “transmitter
configured to automatically transmit multiple copies of a message upon actuation of the
transmitter.” The parties have stipulated that the term “message” means “data sufficient
to operate a device.” Tri-Band “
See CX-0038C.9

. That functionality
Id.

” Id.; CX-0037C.3 (

The “message”

qualifies as data sufficient to operate a device:
See CX0038C.3 (
CGI’s transmitters are configured to transmit automatically “data sufficient to
operate a device”
.” See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 227-34; Villasenor Tr.
499-500
CGI’s corporate representative, Mr. Keller also admits:

See CX-0552C (Keller Dep. Tr.) at 46; Villasenor Tr. 511 (“A.

CX-0555C (Baer WS describing
source code) at Q/A 84-91, 106; CX-0558C (Phinney WS) at Q/A 113-14 (describing
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testing).
CGI’s transmitter specification recites that each time a user pushes a transmitter’s
button,
CX-0037C.3

See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 230-31.
As annotated above,
. Id. Likewise,
. Id. CGI’s
expert does not dispute the operation of the accused transmitters described above, yet
opines that
under OHD’s construction. See RX-0668C (Villasenor RWS) at Q/A 68-69.
This opinion is inconsistent with CGI’s own documents, which state, for example, “1
See CX-0037.3

Indeed,

on cross-examination, Dr. Villasenor conceded that
under OHD’s interpretation of
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what copy of a message is.” Villasenor Tr. 506

see also
RX-0668C (Villasenor RWS) at Q/A 44

Q/A 45
. 14
iv.

[1b]/[1b.1] [the system comprising] “a receiver
configured to: (a) switch a reception frequency
to the different channels at a receiver scan rate
that is different from the transmitter-switching
rate.

As discussed below, the Accused Products satisfy this limitation. See CX-0559C
(Wells WS) at Q/A 245-70.
Under the proper claim construction of “a receiver scan rate,” the representative
C205 receiver satisfies this limitation. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 253-62. “

CX-0038C.4

14

In any event, Dr. Villasenor’s opinions are not based on the stipulated construction of
“message.” Instead, Dr. Villasenor opines that the accused products do not infringe
because
Id. at Q/A 70. Infringement is
“determined by comparing the asserted claim to the accused device, not by comparing the
accused device to the figures of the asserted patent.” Catalina Lighting, Inc. v. Lamps
Plus, Inc., 295 F.3d 1277, 1286 (Fed. Cir. 2002).
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.” CX-0051C.6. As CGI’s expert admits, the accused receivers
Villasenor Tr.
507. CGI’s corporate representative’s testimony confirmed that configuration. See CX0552C (Keller Dep. Tr.) 67-68.
The receiver scan rate is the inverse of that normal or default rate, corresponding
to

which is different from the transmitter-switching rate of
See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 256-257; CX-0552C (Keller

Dep. Tr. 68); CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 97-101; CX-0558C (Phinney WS) at Q/A 41
(CDX-004C.018).
v.

[1b/1b.2] [the system comprising] “a receiver
configured to: … (b) on each of the channels,
receive data for a period of time greater than a
transmission time of one copy of the message;”

The Accused Products satisfy this limitation. The C205 receiver is configured to

. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 271283; CX-0038C.3-4

Both periods are longer than the
See CX-

0038C.3-4 (

. See CX0038C.3-4

; CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 99-101.
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Id.; CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 272-74. CGI’s receiver firmware source
code

See
CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 99-101. For instance,
See id.; CX0038C.3-4 (

).

Id.; see CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 99-101; Villasenor Tr. 508.

See
CX-0038C.3-4 (

.); CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 274-279; Villasenor

Tr. 508.
Both the

and

copy of a message, which is

periods are greater than a transmission time of one
in the Accused Products. See CX-0559C (Wells

WS) at Q/A 280-82.

See CX-0037C.3

.).

CGI’s expert opines this limitation is nevertheless not satisfied because,

. See RX-0668C (Villasenor RWS) at Q/A 84-85.
CGI cannot avoid infringement based on “the presence of elements or steps in addition to
those specifically recited in the claim.” Vivid Techs., 200 F.3d at 811. CGI argues that,
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as with the transmitter elements, the accused products do not infringe the receiver
limitations because
A comparison of the accused products to figures of the patent
is not dispositive. See Catalina Lighting, 295 F.3d at 1286. As to the claim, the accused
receivers are configured to

that is

“greater than a transmission time of one copy of the message”
vi.

[1c] [a system comprising] “a barrier operator
configured to operate a device at least in part in
response to receipt of a copy of the message on
any of the different channels.”

CX0038C.3

” CX-0328.3. Thus, representative C205 receiver is a “barrier operator,”
specifically a garage door opener, that operates a “device” (e.g., a garage door), at least in
part in response to a receipt of a copy of the message
different channels

on any of the
See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at

Q/A 284-92; CX-0065.1, 34-35 (C205 Owner’s Manual). CGI’s expert and its corporate
witness admit this. See Villasenor Tr. 510-511; CX-0552C (Keller Dep. Tr.) at 46, 82.
Specifically, the receiver firmware is configured

See CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 108-10. Dr.
Phinney tested the Accused Products and demonstrated that the Accused Products are
configured to
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. See CX-0558C (Phinney WS) at Q/A 32-35. The Accused Products
therefore satisfy this limitation of and infringe claim 1 of the ‘935 patent. See CX-0559C
(Wells WS) at Q/A 293-94.
b.

Claim 4 of the ‘935 Patent

Claim 4 depends from claim 1 of the ‘935 patent and requires “wherein a period
of time required by said receiver to receive the data over all of the different channels is
briefer than that required by said transmitter to perform the transmission of the multiple
copies of the message on one of the channels.” JX-0005 (‘935 Patent) at Claim 4. The
Accused Products satisfy this limitation.
See CX-0037C.4

CGI

concedes that the minimum time period required by the receiver to receive the data over
all of the different channels is

See CX-0541C (CGI Interrogatory Resps.) at 296

RX-0668C (Villasenor RWS) at Q/A 94.
Actual testing of the accused products by Dr. Phinney indicated

See
CDX-0004C.18 (Phinney Demonstratives (CX-0178-0188))

CX-0558C (Phinney WS) at Q/A 21, 37-41; Phinney Tr.
151-153

CX-

0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 376.
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As described on limitation [1a]/[1a.2], the Accused Products are configured to

See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 331-34; CX-0037C.3
CDX-0005C.014 (Wells Demonstratives).
. See CX0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 330-331.

. See CX-0559C

(Wells WS) at Q/A 332

The Accused

Products therefore satisfy claim 4, because the period to receive data over all of the
channels

is

briefer than the

on one channel.

See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 334; CDX-0004C.18 (Phinney Demonstratives (CX0178-0188)); CX-0558C (Phinney WS) at Q/A 21, 37-41; Phinney Tr. 151-153.
c.

Claim 1 of the ‘345 Patent

Claim 1 of the ‘345 patent is a system claim that is parallel in structure to claim 1
of the 935 patent with three key differences discussed below. See CX-0559C (Wells WS)
at Q/A 295-303; CDX-0005C (Wells Demonstratives) at .022-023 (comparing claim
language). The remaining limitations are likewise satisfied for the reasons described with
regard to claim 1 of the ‘935 patent. CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 300-25.
i.

[1a.1] [the system comprising] “a transmitter
operatively connected to (a) perform iterative,
sequential setting of an output frequency of a
transmitter to multiple channels.”

It should be noted that the underlined text in this limitation is not found in the
corresponding limitation [1a.1] of the ‘935 patent. Yet, this limitation is satisfied by the
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Accused Products. The representative CGI transmitter

See CX-0038C.9

CX-0037C.3

CX-

0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 305-306; CDX-0005C.024 (Wells Demonstratives); see also
CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 84-85, 92, 106; CX-0552C (Keller Dep. Tr.) at 49-50; CX0558C (Phinney WS) at Q/A 113-14.
ii.

[1a.2] [the system comprising] “a transmitter
operatively connected to … (b) on each of the
channels, perform transmission of multiple
copies of a message before tuning of the
transmitter, at a transmitter-switching rate, to a
next one of the multiple channels.”

The ordinary meaning of “before” is “earlier in time,” and the ordinary meaning
of the subject language merely requires that the transmitter transmit multiple copies of a
message on one channel at an earlier time than on another channel. The Tri-Band feature
of the Accused Products is configured so that

See CX0037C.3

CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 313-316; CDX-0005C.024

(Wells Demonstratives).

See CX-0037C.3

This transmission sequence is reflected in

the following demonstrative CDX-0005C.026 (Wells Demonstratives):
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See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 314-315; Wells Tr. 271-72.
The “transmitter switching rate” in this context is the inverse of the total time
required to transmit two copies of the message on

See

CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 314-15; RX-0668C (Villasenor RWS) at Q/A 97
The transmitter-switching rate is
See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at
Q/A 316. Thus, under the proper construction of the subject limitation, the Accused
Products meet this limitation.
iii.

[1b.1] [the system comprising] “a receiver
operatively connected to … (a) perform iterative,
sequential setting of a reception frequency of the
receiver to the multiple channels at a receiver
scan rate that is faster than the transmitter
switching rate”

Limitation [1b.1] of the ‘345 patent is largely the same as, and satisfied for the
same reasons as, limitation [1b.1] of the ‘935 patent. The underlined text in this
limitation is not found in the corresponding limitation [1b.1] of the ‘935 patent, and is
satisfied because the receiver switches every
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See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 321-23; CX-0038C.3-4

4.

Indirect Infringement

As discussed below, CGI induces infringement of claims 16 and 19 of the ‘935
patent and claim 16 of the ‘345 patent by instructing and encouraging installers and end
users to infringe those claims directly. Additionally, as discussed below, As discussed
below, CGI contributes to infringement of the ‘935 and ‘345 patents in two ways: (1)
importing and selling replacement and additional transmitters with Tri-Band Radio for
use with its installed base of receiver products with Tri-Band Radio; and (2) replacement
receivers and receiver parts with Tri-Band Radio that are imported for sale to users to
replace lost and broken receivers.
Both inducement and contributory infringement require that the respondent knew
or at least was willfully blind to fact that its actions would induce or contribute to the
direct infringement of the asserted patents. Global-Tech Appliances, Inc. v. SEB S.A.,
563 U.S. 754, 768-769 (2011).
a.

Induced Infringement

“Whoever actively induces infringement of a patent shall be liable as an
infringer.” Certain Biometric Scanning Devices, Components Thereof, Associated
Software, & Products Containing the Same, Inv. No. 337-TA- 720, Comm’n Op. at 5
(Nov. 10, 2011) (citing 35 U.S.C. § 271(b)). To be liable for inducement, a respondent
must have acted with specific intent to encourage direct infringement by another, which
may be shown with circumstantial evidence. See Commil USA LLC v. Cisco Systems,
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Inc., 135 S. Ct. 1920, 1926 (2015); Eli Lilly & Co. v. Teva Parenteral Meds., Inc., 845
F.3d 1357, 1368 (Fed. Cir. 2017).
CGI induces infringement of claims 16 and 19 of the ‘935 patent and claim 16 of
the ‘345 patent by instructing and encouraging installers and end users to infringe those
claims directly. See generally CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 338-58. When each
Accused Product is used by a user in the product’s normal and expected manner, as
encouraged and directed by CGI, that product infringes claims 16 and 19 of the ‘935
patent and claim 16 of the ‘345 patent. Id.; see also id. at Q/A 359-97. Inducement
requires “first that there has been direct infringement, and second that the alleged
infringer knowingly induced infringement and possessed specific intent to encourage
another’s infringement.” ACCO Brands, Inc. v. ABA Locks Mfr. Co., 501 F.3d 1307,
1312 (Fed. Cir. 2007) (citation omitted).
With respect to CGI’s specific intent, CGI admitted “it has knowledge of the
Asserted Patents.” CX-0532C (CGI’s Interrogatory Resps.) at 45. CGI instructs users to
(1) actuate the remote transmitters to utilize the Tri-Band functionality, and (2) pair their
replacement and universal transmitters with Tri-Band systems. See CX-0559C (Wells
WS) at Q/A 341, 357, 408, 411, 490, 498.
For example, CGI advertises that its transmitter products are “[e]asily
programmed and compatible with nearly every garage door opener made by
Chamberlain®, LiftMaster® and Craftsman®.” See, e.g., CX-0074 (3 button transmitter
webpage); CX-0078 (keychain transmitter webpage); CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 345352, 409, 490 (citing additional promotional material, webpages and guides cor accused
transmitters and receivers); CX-0541C (CGI’s Interrogatory Resps.) at 539. With its
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receiver products, CGI instructs its users how to pair the receiver with a transmitter so
that the transmitter can be used to operate the receiver. See, e.g., CX-0042 (LiftMaster 3Channel Universal Receiver guide); CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 345-52, 409, 490,
496-497 (citing other CGI technical material, guides, and webpages for accused receivers
and transmitters); CX-0554C (Study Dep. Tr.) at 66; CX-0553C (Lindemulder Dep. Tr.)
at 28, 45-48, 40-43.
Mr. Robert Study, one of CGI’s 30(b)(6) witnesses, confirmed that

. See CX0554C (Study Dep. Tr.) at 66. CGI’s internal documents show that

. See, e.g., CX0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 350, 352, 354-356; CX- 0012C.1 (Evolution Features &
Benefits); CX-0014C.1 (LiftMaster Evolution Messaging Concepts); CX-0064
(HCTDCUL Product Spotlight); see also CX-0532C (CGI’s Interrogatory Resps.)

When, as here, CGI has “both knowledge of the patent and specific intent to cause
the acts constituting infringement,” CGI has the specific intent to induce infringement
under § 271(b). Ricoh Co. v. Quanta Computer Inc., 550 F.3d 1325, 1343 (Fed. Cir.
2008) (citation omitted); Water Techs. Corp. v. Calco, Ltd., 850 F.2d 660, 668-69 (Fed.
Cir. 1988). As set forth below, customers of CGI’s Accused Products and installers of
those products directly infringe the asserted method claims 16 and 19 of the ‘935 patent
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and claim 16 of the ‘345 patent.
b.

Direct Infringement by End Users and Installers
i.

Claim 16 of the ‘935 Patent

Claim 16 of the ‘935 patent is a method claim that largely parallels claim 1 of the
‘935 patent, with two notable differences discussed below. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at
Q/A 359-62 (describing differences); CDX-0005C.030-31 (Wells Demonstratives)
(comparing claims). As Dr. Wells explains, the Accused Products operate in the manner
in which they are configured to operate. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 370-75. Dr.
Phinney’s testing corroborates that conclusion. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 276;
CX-0558C (Phinney WS) at Q/A 29-41; CDX-0004C.018 (Phinney Demonstratives (CX0178-0188)). Each of these other limitations are satisfied when the Accused Products are
used by end users and installers. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 363-65.
[16b.1] [the method comprising] “operating a receiver, including (a)
performing iterative, sequential switching of a receiver to the multiple
channels in a manner that is asynchronous with the switching of the
transmitter at a receiver scan rate that is faster than the transmitterswitching rate.”
Step [16b.2] is largely the same as limitation [1b.2] of the ‘935 patent, and
practiced for the same reasons, and further requires that the transmitter switching is
“asynchronous” with the receiver switching. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 366368. CGI’s transmitter switches its output frequency every
Id.; see CX-0038C.2
limitation [1b.1] of JX0005 (‘935 Patent); Villasenor Tr. 512
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[16b.2] [the method comprising] “operating a receiver, including … (b) on
each of the different channels, receiving data for a period of time greater
than a transmission time of one copy of the message.”
Step [16b.2] is shares certain characteristics of limitation [1b.2] of the ‘935
patent, but requires actually receiving data on each of the different channels while
operating the receiver in response to the actuation of a transmitter. See CX-0559C (Wells
WS) at Q/A 369-72. CGI’s Tri-Band Radio functionality practices this other requirement
when the Accused Products are used in their normal and intended manner.

See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 369-72; CX-0552C (Keller Dep. Tr.) at 82, 84;
CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 106; see CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 97-104, 114-15;
CX-0558C (Phinney WS) at Q/A 41 (citing CDX-004C.018); see CX-0038C.3-4
The time for receiving data over each of the channels, whether
, is “greater than a transmission time of one copy of the message,” which is
. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 273-82.
ii.

Claim 19 of the ‘935 Patent

Claim 19 of the ‘935 patent is a method claim that depends from claim 16, but is
otherwise the same as claim 4 of the ‘935 patent. Claim 19 is infringed for the same
reasons discussed for claims 16 and 4 of the ‘935 patent. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at
Q/A 394-97.
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iii.

Claim 16 of the ‘345 Patent

Claim 16 of the ‘345 patent is a method claim but is otherwise parallel in structure
to, and infringed for the same reasons as, claim 1 of the ‘345 patent with two notable
differences. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 380-93. First, limitation [16a.2] requires
“operating” the transmitter and “performing” transmission of multiple copies of a
message on each of the channels. Id. at Q/A 387-89. That is satisfied for the same
reasons as limitation [16a.2] of the ‘935 patent claim 16, and the accused transmitters do
so “before switching of the transmitter to a next one of the multiple channels at a
transmitter-switching rate.” The evidence shows that

See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 387-88.
Second, limitation [16b.2] requires “operating a receiver” including “over each of
the channels, receiving data.” That requirement is satisfied for the same reason as for
[16b.2] of the ‘935 patent. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 390-91. CGI therefore
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induces infringement of claim 16 for the reasons explained above. Id. at Q/A 313-93.
c.

Contributory Infringement

Contributory infringement under section 337 can be shown if “(1) there is an act
of direct infringement in violation of Section 337; (2) the accused device has no
substantial non-infringing uses; and (3) the accused infringer imported, sold for
importation, or sold after importation within the United States, the accused components
that contributed to another’s direct infringement.” Spansion, Inc. v. Int’l Trade Comm’n,
629 F.3d 1331, 1353 (Fed. Cir. 2010); 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(1)(B).
In addition to operator systems employing Tri-Band,

See CX-0559C (Wells
WS) at Q/A 402-12; see also CX-0541C (CGI’s Interrogatory Resps.) at 26-39.

is contributory infringement.
As discussed below, CGI contributes to infringement of the ‘935 and ‘345 patents
in two ways: (1) importing and selling replacement and additional transmitters with TriBand Radio for use with its installed base of receiver products with Tri-Band Radio; and
(2) replacement receivers and receiver parts with Tri-Band Radio that are imported for
sale to users to replace lost and broken receivers.
CGI contributes to infringement by selling for importation into the United States,
importing into the United States, or selling within the United States after importation
replacement and additional transmitters. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 398-412;
488-94. For example, CGI has
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See CX-0541C (CGI’s Interrogatory Resps.) at 26-39.

CGI encourages users and installers to create those systems and perform those methods
with knowledge of the ‘935 and ‘345 patents. See CX-0532C (CGI’s Interrogatory
Resps.) at 45; CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 406, 408, 410. CGI specifically instructs
users and installers

. See CX-0554C (Study Dep. Tr.)
at 66.
The Tri-Band Radio feature in CGI’s replacement and additional transmitters has
no substantial noninfringing use, and constitutes a material part of the invention of the
‘935 and ‘345 patents. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 408-12, 493-94, 498. The
only purpose of the Tri-Band Radio feature in the transmitters is for use with receivers
having Tri-Band Radio, and to enable those receivers to receive data and respond to
messages from the transmitter at three frequencies. See id. The only alleged
“noninfringing use” that CGI’s expert has identified is that the Tri-Band Radio feature is
embedded in a larger product (i.e., a transmitter), and that those products as a whole may
have noninfringing uses. See RX-0668C (Villasenor RWS) at Q/A 124. Those nonaccused features are legally irrelevant. As the Federal Circuit held in Ricoh Co. v.
Quanta Computer Inc., CGI cannot “escape liability as a contributory infringer merely by
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embedding [Tri-Band Radio] in a larger product with some additional, separable feature
[that can be used for a noninfringing purpose] before importing and selling it.” 550 F.3d
at 1337. What matters is whether the infringing feature (the Tri-Band Radio) of the
transmitter has a substantial non-infringing use. 15 Inasmuch as Tri-Band Radio has no
such use, CGI’s sale and importation of unpaired transmitters having Tri-Band Radio is
contributory infringement. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 398-412, 490-91.
CGI also contributes to infringement by selling for importation into the United
States, importing into the United States, or selling within the United States after
importation standalone receivers, replacement receivers, and receiver parts imported for
sale to users to replace lost or broken receivers. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 39899; 411-12, 496-98.
See CX-0077

Id.; CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 496-98.

See CX-0559C
(Wells WS) at Q/A 410, 412, 496-98; CX-0541C (CGI’s Interrogatory Resps.) at 539.
CGI does not identify any noninfringing use for the Tri-Band Radio functionality for
15

The same is true of universal remotes imported by CGI. When sold for use with CGI
Tri-Band systems, those transmitters only operate using the infringing Tri-Band Radio
and lack substantial noninfringing uses.
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. Thus, for the reasons above, CGI’s importation and sale of
unpaired Tri-Band receivers constitutes contributory infringement.
5.

CGI’s Redesign

As discussed below, the evidence fails to establish that CGI’s potential redesign is
sufficiently fixed.
a.

Whether CGI’s Redesign Is Sufficiently Fixed

The Commission has a longstanding “policy in favor of adjudicating redesigns to
prevent subsequent and potentially burdensome proceedings that could have been
resolved in the first instance in the original Commission investigation.” Certain Human
Milk Oligosaccharides and Methods of Producing the Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-1120,
Comm’n Op. at 18 & n.21 (May 19, 2020) (“Oligosaccharides”). In Oligosaccharides,
the Commission stated that “the test for determining whether a respondent has met its
burden for adjudication of a redesigned or alternative product includes four factors: (1)
whether the product is within the scope of the investigation; (2) whether it has been
imported; (3) whether it is sufficiently fixed in design; and (4) whether it has been
sufficiently disclosed by respondent during discovery.” Id. (noting that “while
importation may be relevant to the inquiry, actual importation of the redesign is not a
mandatory requirement”).
OHD does not dispute the fact that CGI produced physical samples of purported
redesigned devices. Yet, as OHD argues, and as discussed below, CGI’s engineers and
corporate designees nevertheless testified that the potential redesign (1) is not a finished
product ready for commercialization, (2) has not been internally tested or approved for
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commercial production, (3) has not received necessary internal or regulatory approvals,
(4) is many months away from doing so, and (5) is not even the subject of a business
decision to proceed. See CX-0554C (Study Dep. Tr.) at 32-35.
CGI’s Internal Documents and Testimony. The produced specifications
produced by CGI for the purported redesign state that an “
See CX-0056C.1 (Engineering Spec. No.
CX-0057C.1 (Spec. No.

CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 418. CGI’s

engineering lead for the accused Tri-Band functionality, Mr. Keller, testified that

. See CX-0552C (Keller Dep. Tr.) at 116-120. Indeed,
Mr. Keller testified

Id. at 185. Likewise, CGI’s corporate designee on the purported redesigns, Mr. Study,
testified that

See CX-0554C (Study Dep. Tr.) at 30-31.
Necessary Internal Testing Required for Commercialization. Mr. Study
testified that
See CX-0554C (Study Dep.
Tr.) at 30-31, 34
When asked whether that
engineering process had started (on a date after the close of fact discovery), Mr. Study
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.” See CX-0554C (Study Dep. Tr.) at 32. CGI has not
established that its potential redesign would remain unchanged through CGI’s internal
review processes. Id. at 35, 91, 94-95.
FCC Approval.
. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 418,
427, 430, 43; CX-0056C.4 (Spec. No

); CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A

155-60. FCC regulations provide that “[a]n RF device must be approved using the
appropriate equipment authorization procedure before it can be marketed, imported, or
used in the United States.” RX-0763.1 (FCC Equipment Authorization); See id.; see
also, e.g., CX-0042 (LiftMaster 3-Channel Universal Receiver Guide) (including notice
to the public that they are prohibited from making any modifications to Accused Products
due to FCC requirements); Villasenor Tr. 521. CGI’s internal specifications state that the

See RX-0112C.45 (Product Requirements); Villasenor Tr. 518-519.
Mr. Study acknowledged that
. See CX-0554C (Study Dep. Tr.) at 45
Mr. Study testified that

. Id. at 34-35, 46-47

Underwriters Laboratories’ Approval.
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See CX-0554C (Study Dep. Tr.) at 44-45
Villasenor Tr. 518-519.

RX-0764.2.

See CX-0548C (CGI’s Interrogatory
Resps.) at 20. Dr. Villasenor conceded on cross examination that

. See Villasenor Tr. 527; CX-0571C

Not a Finalized Product Ready for Mass Production. In addition to the
engineering process, Mr. Study testified that
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See CX-0554C (Study Dep. Tr.) at 30-32; see also id. at 93-94
Indeed,
CGI’s expert appears to concede that

. See

RX-0668C (Villasenor RWS) at Q/A 130

b.

Whether CGI’s Redesign Infringes

In any event, CGI’s purported redesign, as presented at the hearing, infringes the
asserted claims of the ‘935 and ‘345 patents. It still satisfies the two elements that CGI
claims to have been affected: “receiving data” for longer than the transmission time of a
message (limitation b.2 of each asserted claim), and operating a device “at least in part in
response to a receipt of a copy of the message on any of the different channels”
(limitation c of each asserted claim). See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 427-66, 483-87.

. See CX-0056C.4 (Engineering Spec. No.
CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 436, 442-444; CX-0554C (Study
Dep. Tr.) at 18-20. CGI’s expert opines that

Learn mode.
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. See
CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 446-52. In

See CX-0554C (Study Dep. Tr.) at 38.
Id. at 26.
Source code examination also shows that

See CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 159-60.

. See id.; CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 450. As required by the claim, the
time for receiving data

is longer than the transmission time
See CX-0559C (Wells

WS) at Q/A 450; see also CX-0554C (Study Dep. Tr.) at 40-43.
CGI’s expert opines that “
See RX-0699C (Villasenor RWS) at Q/A 134. However, he did not
perform an independent analysis to dispute Mr. Baer’s source code analysis, which shows
See CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A
111-15. The revised specification recites

See CX-0056.C.4

CGI’s 30(b)(6) witness on the potential redesign testified that, “

” See CX-0554C (Study Dep. Tr.) at 37-38.
CGI’s expert also opines that
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CGI’s corporate representative on the redesigns testified that

. Id. at 39.
That testimony defeats the contrary opinion by CGI’s expert.
CGI’s barrier operator is at least “
See CX-0559C
(Wells WS) at Q/A 451, 455-57. The basis for Dr. Villasenor’s opinion that a

See Villasenor Tr. 532-533.
The relevant limitation [c] of each asserted claim requires “a device” is operated
in response to the message. See JX-0004 (‘345 Patent) at claims 1, 16; JX-0005 (‘935
Patent) at claims 1, 16; CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 459. The device of limitation [c]
is not limited to the barrier itself, and could instead be the transmitter (in which receipt of
a message causes the transmitter to operate by being paired with the receiver), see id., or
a light. See, e.g., CX-0041.2 (2-button and 4-button transmitters guide) (“Additional
buttons on the remote control can be programmed to operate other devices such as
additional garage door openers, light controls …”). Indeed, the ‘935 patent expressly
contemplates transmitters and lights as “devices.” See JX-0005 (‘935 Patent) at 1:30-33
(“wireless remote control devices such as radio frequency (RF) code transmitters”), 4:
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55-59 (“main controller 80 also monitors other devices, such as the lights”); Villasenor
Tr. 531-532. Tri-Band learn mode includes activation of such devices, including the
lights and controller (see CX-0044.1 (“Press the remote control button programmed in
step two until the garage door opener lights flash or two clicks are heard”)), and the
barrier itself. See id. at Step 6.
Even if “device” were limited to the barrier itself, the pertinent limitation [c]
requires that the receipt of the message is “in part” what causes the device to operate.
JX-0004 (‘345 Patent) at claims 1, 16; JX-0005 (‘935 Patent) at claims 1, 16.

See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 460. For example,

See CX-0044.1
Villasenor Tr. 533

Id. 535-536; CX-0044.1 (CGI 3
Button Remote Guide).
. See CX-0559C (Wells
WS) at Q/A 460.
A receiver operating in learn mode is within the scope of the asserted independent
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claims of the ‘935 patent and ‘345 patent. This is supported by, for example, unasserted
claims 2 and 3 of the ‘935 patent, which depend from asserted claim 1, and recite how the
receiver responds to data “from said transmitter during a learn mode.” JX-0005 (‘935
Patent) at Claims 2, 3; CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 461. Learn mode is thus within the
scope of claim 1 of the ‘935 patent. Id.
Learn mode in the purported redesign therefore infringes claims 1 and 16 of the
‘935 and ‘345 patents under the stipulated interpretation of “message.”
Regular operating mode. CGI’s redesign would also infringe outside of learn
mode. In the redesign,
. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 435-41; see
CX-0056C.3 (Engineering Spec. No.

. In contrast, the existing accused products

Thus, in the redesign,

. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 435-41. As Dr.
Villasenor admitted on cross examination,

Villasenor Tr. 542-543.
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Villasenor Tr. 542-543 (emphasis added).
This

was confirmed by Mr. Baer, the only expert

who reviewed and analyzed the redesign source code. The source code for the redesign
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See CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 155-160; cf id. at Q/A 110 (
. The source code thus
See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 436-41.
Applied to limitation b.2 of the asserted claims, the “message”
while the receiver of the purported redesign is
configured to

. See CX-

0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 441-443; see CX-0056C.3 (Engineering Spec. No.
see CX-0554C (Study Dep. Tr.) at 37-38.
CGI’s expert opines that
However, this opinion
disregards the stipulated construction of message, and Dr. Villasenor did not perform an
independent analysis of the source code to rebut Mr. Baer’s opinions. As Dr. Villasenor
admits,

Villasenor Tr. 486; see

also CX-0552C (Keller Dep. Tr.) at 88-89. Yet, Dr. Villasenor did not review or ask to
review any of the source code of the purported redesign, even after receiving Mr. Baer’s
report. Villasenor Tr. 486-487. Without that independent review, Dr. Villasenor cannot
reliably testify on the operation of the redesign.
In any event, even under CGI’s theory that
the redesign still would infringe under the doctrine of
equivalents. CGI’s redesign and the claim element (“a barrier operator configured to
operate a device at least in part in response to receipt of a copy of the message on any of
the different channels”) perform substantially the same function of avoiding interference
on any given RF channel by allowing a barrier operator to operate in response to
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receiving messages on a plurality of channels. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 483487. The redesign and the claim requirement perform that function in substantially the
same way:
. Id. The receiver still
would be configured to
Id. Further, both the redesign and the claim elements achieve
the same result: operating a device (a garage door) in part in response to receiving
messages from a transmitter on multiple RF channels. Id.
Further, the difference between the redesign and the final limitation of the
asserted claims that CGI alleges is literally absent would be insubstantial. See CX-0559C
(Wells WS) at Q/A 485-87.

Id. As CGI’s specification for its proposed redesign shows,

See CX-0056C.3 (

. Mr.

Study also confirmed that
See CX-0554C
(Study Dep. Tr.) at 38.

See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at
Q/A 427-33.
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See CX0554C (Study Dep. Tr.) at 18-20
For these reasons,
the redesign infringex claims 1 and 16 of the ‘935 and ‘345 patents.
Claims 4 and 19 of the ‘935 Patent
As discussed below, the redesign also would infringe claims 4 and 19 of the ‘935
patent, which require “wherein a period of time required by said receiver to receive the
data over all of the different channels is briefer than that required by said transmitter to
perform the transmission of the multiple copies of the message on one of the channels.”
CGI’s redesign would continue to infringe either if
See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at
Q/A 467-76, 482.
Assuming CGI’s argument that

The time to transmit multiple copies of a message is
In contrast, the time period required by the receiver to receive “the
data” in learn mode,

See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 469; CX-0056C.4
CX-0552C (Study Dep. Tr.) at 37-38.
See CX-0559C
(Wells WS) at Q/A 469; CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 155-60.
As discussed above,
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See CX-0056C.4 (

The time taken to receive data on
which is briefer than the transmission

time of multiple copies of the message

See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A

471-73.

Id. at Q/A 474-76.

Id. Thus the time to receive the data over
briefer than the time taken to transmit multiple copies of the data
Id. Thus, CGI’s redesign
would infringe each of claims 4 and 19 of the ‘935 patent.
c.

Indirect Infringement

Even if CGI were to implement its redesign and the redesigned system was found
not to infringe, CGI’s importation of accused transmitter and replacement receiver parts
still would constitute induced and contributory infringement. See CX-0559C (Wells WS)
at Q/A 488-98, 506-07. Specifically, as CGI’s Mr. Study admits, CGI’s purported
redesigns are
CX-0554C
(Study Dep. Tr.) at 67; see also id. 18-20, 30, 66-67.
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See CX-0541C (CGI’s Interrogatory Resps.) at 26-39.

(see, e.g., CX-0074 (3 button remote
webpage); CX-0048.1 (GDO Comparison Chart); CX-0047.1 (GDO Accessory
Compatibility Chart)), and does so with knowledge of the asserted patents, which
constitutes induced infringement.
Moreover, CGI’s importation and sale of

constitutes contributory infringement for the same reasons discussed
above. In particular, as discussed,

that constitutes a material part of the invention without substantial
noninfringing use.
Likewise, CGI did not argue that it would modify its replacement receiver parts in
its redesign. As explained above, the importation and sale of those unmodified
replacement receiver parts is contributory infringement. When those replacement parts
are used in CGI’s previously imported and sold Tri-Band Radio receiver products and
paired with CGI’s transmitters that have the Tri-Band Radio feature, they will form a
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system and perform a method that infringes the asserted claims and has no substantial
noninfringing use. See Contributory Infringement, above.
C.

Domestic Industry (Technical Prong)

With respect to domestic industry, complaints assert claims 1, 4, 16, and 19 of the
‘935 patent and claims 1 and 16 of the ‘345 patent.
Complainants argue, inter alia:
Overhead Door’s Domestic Industry products satisfy the technical
prong of the domestic industry requirement because the products practice
at least one valid claim of the ‘935 patent and the ‘345 patent. CX-0559C
(Wells WS) at Q/A 508-615. The “technical prong” of the DI requirement
is satisfied when the complainant shows “that articles exist that are covered
by at least one claim of the asserted patent.” Certain Computers &
Computer Peripheral Devices, & Components Thereof, & Prods.
Containing Same, Inv. No. 337- TA-841, Comm’n Op., 2014 WL
5380098, at *17 (U.S.I.T.C. Jan. 9, 2014).
The Domestic Industry Products are garage door barrier operator
systems including a receiver and transmitter that implement OHD’s “auto
seek dual frequency” feature. CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 511-515
(listing product names). OHD’s Infinity 2000 system is representative of
the functionality in all of the domestic industry products. Id. at Q/A 516521; see also JX-0018 (Complainant’s List of DI Products); CX-0555C
(Baer WS) at Q/A 15-18 (source code review confirms
representativeness). CGI does not dispute that the Infinity 2000 system is
representative. See RX-0699C (Villasenor RWS) at Q/A 156-163.
As set forth below, the Infinity 2000 system embodies and/or
practices claims 1, 4, 16, and 19 of the ‘935 patent and claims 1 and 16 of
the ‘345 patent. CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 522-615. CGI disputes
only one element in each claim — “receiver scan rate” — is not practiced
by the DI products, and only under CGI’s erroneous proposed
construction. Under OHD’s construction of “receiver scan rate,” the DI
products undisputedly practice the asserted claims. Moreover, the DI
products practice the subject claims even under CGI’s construction.
See Compls. Br. at 113-14; see id. 114-18.
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Respondent argues:
OHD cannot prove that its alleged domestic industry products, as
represented by Model Infinity 2000, practice any asserted claim. As
discussed above, the correct construction of the term “receiver scan rate,”
which limits every asserted claim, requires “a set rate at which the receiver
switches frequencies, which rate is not affected by the detection of a
signal.” In describing Infinity 2000, however, Dr. Wells concedes that:
REDACTED

CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 559. Accordingly, OHD’s Infinity 2000
lacks “a set rate at which the receiver switches frequencies, which rate is
not affected by the detection of a signal.”
REDACTED
Because OHD’s receivers do not practice an element
required by every asserted claim, OHD cannot satisfy the domestic
industry requirement.
Resp. Br. at 88.
1.

Applicable Law

A violation of section 337(a)(1)(B), (C), (D), or (E) can be found “only if an
industry in the United States, with respect to the articles protected by the patent,
copyright, trademark, mask work, or design concerned, exists or is in the process of being
established.” 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(2). Section 337(a) further provides:
(3) For purposes of paragraph (2), an industry in the United States
shall be considered to exist if there is in the United States, with
respect to the articles protected by the patent, copyright, trademark,
mask work, or design concerned—
(A) significant investment in plant and equipment;
(B) significant employment of labor or capital; or
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(C) substantial investment in its exploitation, including
engineering, research and development, or licensing.
19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(3).
These statutory requirements consist of an economic prong (which requires
certain activities) and a technical prong (which requires that these activities relate to the
intellectual property being protected). Stringed Musical Instruments, Comm’n Op. at 13.
The burden is on the complainant to show by a preponderance of the evidence that the
domestic industry requirement is satisfied. Navigation Devices, Comm’n Op. at 5.
“To determine the relationship between a domestic industry and protected articles
(the ‘technical prong’ of the domestic industry requirement), the Commission determines
whether the industry produces articles covered by the asserted claims.” Crocs, Inc., 598
F.3d at 1306-07.
The test for the technical prong of the industry requirement “is essentially the
same as that for infringement, i.e., a comparison of domestic products to the asserted
claims.” Alloc, 342 F.3d at 1375. “In other words, the technical prong requires proof that
the patent claims cover the articles of manufacture that establish the domestic industry.
Put simply, the complainant must practice its own patent.” Crocs, Inc., 598 F.3d at 1307.
It is sufficient to show that the domestic industry practices any claim of the
patent, not necessarily an asserted claim. Microsphere Adhesives, Comm’n Op. at 7-16.
2.

Domestic Industry Products

Complainants argue:
The Domestic Industry Products are garage door barrier operator
systems including a receiver and transmitter that implement OHD’s “auto
seek dual frequency” feature. CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 511-515
(listing product names). OHD’s Infinity 2000 system is representative of
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the functionality in all of the domestic industry products. Id. at Q/A 516521; see also JX-0018 (Complainant’s List of DI Products); CX-0555C
(Baer WS) at Q/A 15-18 (source code review confirms
representativeness). CGI does not dispute that the Infinity 2000 system is
representative. See RX-0699C (Villasenor RWS) at Q/A 156-163.
Compls. Br. at 113-14.
For the ‘345 and ‘935 patents, respondent agrees that “OHD alleges its Model
Infinity 2000 is representative of its domestic industry products.” Resp. Br. at 9.
*

*

*

As discussed below, the representative domestic industry products (Model Infinity
2000) practice independent claims 1 and 16 from each of the ‘935 and ‘345 patents.
3.

Claim 1 of the ‘935 Patent

[1pre] The Infinity 2000 system practices ‘935 patent limitation [1pre]. See CX0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 528-31; cf. RX-0668C (Villasenor RWS) at Q/A 158. The
Infinity 2000 is a remote controlled barrier operator system that contains a receiver and
can be remotely controlled by a compatible transmitter. See CX-0017.2-.3 (Infinity 2000
Garage Door Openers); CDX-0005C.035 (Wells Demonstratives); CX-0068 (Infinity
2000 Wall Opener) at 4, 16.
[1a]/[1a.1] The Infinity 2000 practices ‘935 patent limitation [1a]/[1a.1]. See
CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 532-41; cf. RX-0668C (Villasenor RWS) at 72. The
Infinity 2000 system includes a transmitter having the “auto seek dual frequency”
functionality that switches output frequencies between two channels. See CX-0559C
(Wells WS) at Q/A 532, 536; CX-0017.2 (Infinity 2000 Garage Door Openers). The
transmitter switches output frequencies REDACTED , corresponding to a transmitter93
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switching rate of approximately

REDACTED . See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at

QA 538-39; CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 19-26.
[1a]/[1a.2] The Infinity 2000 system practices ‘935 patent limitation [1a]/[1a.2].
See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 542-46; cf. RX-0668C (Villasenor RWS) at Q/A 158.

REDACTED
. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A
543-44; CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 22-26.
[1b]/[1b.1] Under the proper claim construction of “receiver scan rate,” the
Infinity 2000 system practices ‘935 patent limitation [1b]/[1b.1]. See CX-0559C (Wells
WS) at Q/A 551-54; cf. RX-0668C (Villasenor RWS) at Q/A 158 (no opinions regarding
this limitation under OHD’s construction of “receiver scan rate”).

REDACTED

. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at
Q/A 552; CX-0017.2 (Infinity 2000 Garage Door Openers); CX-0555C (Baer WS) at
Q/A 29-35.

REDACTED

See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 553; CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 21,
25-35.
[1b]/[1b.2] The Infinity 2000 system practices ‘935 patent limitation [1b]/[1b.2].
See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 559-61; cf. RX-0668C (Villasenor RWS) at Q/A 158.

REDACTED
. See
CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 562-65; CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 32-33. That is
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longer than the time required to transmit one copy of a message, which is REDACTED . See
CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 561; CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 21, 25-35.
[1c] The Infinity 2000 system practices ‘935 patent limitation [1c]. See CX0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 562-65; cf. RX-0668C (Villasenor RWS) at Q/A 158. The
Infinity 2000 includes a barrier operator configured to operate in response to a receipt of
a copy of a message on any of the two different channels (

REDACTED

). See

CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 562; CX-0017.2 (Infinity 2000 Garage Door Openers);
see CX-0082 (Infinity 2000 website) at Features; CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 36-37.
Accordingly, the Infinity 2000 practices claim 1 of the ‘935 patent.
2.

Claim 4 of the ‘935 Patent

The Infinity 2000 system practices the additional requirement of claim 4 of the
‘935 patent. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 583-87; cf. RX-0668C (Villasenor RWS)
at Q/A 159. The time required to receive data over all the channels is REDACTED
, which is briefer than the time required to
transmit multiple copies of the message on one channel REDACTED ). See CX-0559C (Wells
WS) at Q/A 583-87; CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 21-35; JX-0005 (‘935 Patent) at claim
4.
3.

Claim 16 of the ‘935 Patent

Claim 16 of the ‘935 patent is practiced for similar reasons to claim 1 of the ‘935
patent. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 588-602. CGI’s expert only disputes the
“receiver scan rate” element for the same reason as claim 1, and is incorrect for the same
reasons above. CGI’s expert does not dispute that the other limitations of claim 16 are
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practiced. See RX-0668C (Villasenor RWS) at Q/A 160. Claim 16 is a method that is
performed by OHD itself and by end users and installers that use the Infinity 2000
system. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 590-93. The Infinity 2000 practices the
limitation of claim 16 that the receiver switches “in a manner that is asynchronous with
the switching of a transmitter at a receiver scan rate” because its transmitter switches
frequencies every

REDACTED

, and its receiver switches every REDACTED . See CX-0559C

(Wells WS) at Q/A 594; CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 21-35. The Infinity 2000’s source
code is configured so that

REDACTED

See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 597-600; CX-0555C (Baer WS) at
Q/A 27-35; CX-0017.2 (Infinity 2000 Garage Door Openers).
4.

Claim 19 of the ‘935 Patent

The Infinity 2000 practices claim 19 of the ‘935 patent for the same reasons as
claims 4 and 16 of the ‘935 patent. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 616-19; cf. RX0668C (Villasenor RWS) at Q/A 161.
5.

Claim 1 of the ‘345 Patent

Claim 1 of the ‘345 patent is practiced for reasons similar to those set forth with
respect to claim 1 of the ‘935 patent. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 569-82. Dr.
Villasenor only disputes the “receiver scan rate” element under CGI’s construction of that
term. See RX-0668C (Villasenor RWS) at Q/A 162. Dr. Villasenor does not dispute that
the other limitations of ‘345 patent claim 1 are practiced by the domestic industry
products. See RX-0668C (Villasenor RWS) at Q/A 162.
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Specifically, the Infinity 2000 system has a transmitter and receiver that set
frequencies in an “iterative, sequential” manner. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 571,
578; CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 21-26. The Infinity 2000 practices transmission of
multiple copies of a message is “before tuning of a transmitter, at a transmitter-switching
rate, to a next one of the multiple channels” by

REDACTED

See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 574; CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A
21-26.
6.

Claim 16 of the ‘345 Patent

Claim 16 of the ‘345 patent is practiced for similar reasons to claim 16 of the ‘935
patent and claim 1 of the ‘345 patent. See CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 603-15. CGI’s
expert again disputes only the “receiver scan rate” element under CGI’s construction of
that term, (RX-0668C (Villasenor RWS) at Q/A 163), and that opinion is incorrect for the
same reasons discussed in ‘935 patent claim 1. Dr. Villasenor does not dispute that the
other limitations of ‘345 patent claim 16 are practiced by the domestic industry Products.
Id. at 73.
D.

Patentability Under 35 U.S.C. § 101

Respondent argues that the asserted claims of the ‘345 and ‘935 patents are patent
ineligible under section 101. See Resps. Br. at 88-93. Complainants disagree. See
Compls. Br. at 75-81.
For the reasons set forth below, respondent has not shown that the asserted claims
of the ‘345 and ‘935 patents are patent ineligible under section 101.
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1.

Applicable Law

In Alice Corp. Pty. Ltd. v. CLS Bank International, the Supreme Court reaffirmed
a two-step inquiry to determine whether claims “are directed to a patent-ineligible
concept” under section 101, such as an abstract idea. 573 U.S. 208, 218 (2014). Step one
“look[s] at the focus of the claimed advance over the prior art to determine if the claim’s
character as a whole is directed to excluded subject matter.” Koninklijke KPN N.V. v.
Gemalto M2M GmbH (“KPN”), 942 F.3d 1143, 1149 (Fed. Cir. 2019). The Federal
Circuit has “caution[ed] against ‘overgeneralizing claims’ in the § 101 analysis,
explaining that characterizing the claims at ‘a high level of abstraction’ that is ‘untethered
from the language of the claims all but ensures that the exceptions to § 101 swallow the
rule.’” TecSec, Inc. v. Adobe Inc., 978 F.3d 1278, 1294 (Fed. Cir. 2020) (quoting Enfish,
LLC v. Microsoft Corp., 822 F.3d 1327, 1337 (Fed. Cir. 2016)). At step one, a court
cannot “disregard elements of the claims at issue that the specification makes clear are
important parts of the claimed advance in the combination of elements.” Id. Claims that
are “directed to a specific improvement in the capabilities of computing devices” are not
abstract, and the Alice inquiry ends. Core Wireless, 880 F.3d at 1361.
Even if the claims are directed to ineligible material at step one, the claims are
nonetheless eligible at step two if the claims add “an ‘inventive concept.’” Alice, 573
U.S. at. 217-18. “[A]n inventive concept can be found in the non-conventional and nongeneric arrangement of known, conventional pieces.” BASCOM Global Internet Servs. v.
AT&T Mobility LLC, 827 F.3d 1341, 1350 (Fed. Cir. 2016). The party challenging the
claims must establish that the additional elements, individually or in combination, do not
“involve more than performance of well-understood, routine, and conventional activities
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previously known to the industry.” Aatrix Software, Inc. v. Green Shades Software, Inc.,
882 F.3d 1121, 1128 (Fed. Cir. 2018). “The question of whether a claim element or
combination of elements is well-understood, routine and conventional to a skilled artisan
in the relevant field is a question of fact … [that] must be proven by clear and convincing
evidence.” Berkheimer v. HP Inc., 881 F.3d 1360, 1368 (Fed. Cir. 2018).
2.

Patentability
a.

Whether the Claims Are Abstract

Respondent argues, inter alia:
Alice step one. The asserted claims of the ʼ345 and ʼ935 patents
are directed to wirelessly communicating signals within a movable barrier
operator system, which the Federal Circuit has made clear is an abstract
idea. See Chamberlain Grp., Inc. v. Techtronic Indus. Co., 935 F.3d 1341,
1346 (Fed. Cir. 2019) (invalidating claims “directed to wirelessly
communicating status information about a system” in the context of
“movable barrier operator systems”). Each asserted claim merely invokes
conventional “transmitters” and “receivers” that cycle between different
frequency “channels” in order to purportedly avoid interference on any
single channel. See Wells Tr. 759:16-760:6. This is clear from the claims
themselves, which repeatedly focus on “switching” between “multiple
channels” (‘345 patent) or “different channels” (‘935 patent).
Resp. Br. at 88-89.
The ‘345 and ‘935 patents addressed a real problem relating to interference in
wireless barrier operator systems, and solve that problem using non-conventional
configurations of a transmitter and receiver. This was a significant problem that
frustrated homeowners who could effectively be locked out of their garages. See CX0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 258, 290. The record shows that the government’s rollout of
the Land Mobile Radio system in response to the 9/11 attacks caused havoc in that
regard, putting 50 million garage door operators at risk. See, e.g., CX-0061.4 (Military
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Jams Garage Door Openers (Dec. 6, 2004)). Overhead Door’s Dual Frequency Auto
Seek embodiment of the asserted claims “allow[s] reliable operation and reduc[es]
frequency interference.” See CX-0017.1-2 (Infinity 2000 Garage Door Openers). That
technological advance and the tangible benefits it confers were praised shortly after
commercial launch. See, e.g., CX-0071 (Mike Quiriault, Remote Control Range, Ezine
Articles (Dec. 2, 2011).
The ‘345 and ‘935 patents improve the use of RF signaling in prior art barrier
operator systems by modifying the pre-existing message transmission in two main steps.
See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 288. First, asserted claims 1 and 16 of both patents
recite switching channels to transmit multiple copies of a message to “avoid the noise and
interference of any one channel.” JX-0005 (‘935 Patent) at 2:16-22. Second, the claimed
solution’s receiver scans between multiple channels—at a rate that is different than the
transmitter’s switching—to ensure that the “RF receiver will detect data packets on the
first pass for that RF channel.” Id. at Claims 1, 16 (“receiver scan rate” is “different from
the transmitter-switching rate,” and “period of time” for receiving data is “greater than a
transmission time of one copy of the message”; JX-0004 (‘345 Patent) at Claims 1, 16.
Therefore, the claims recite patent-eligible advances, not abstract ideas. The
claims recite a specific implementation of wireless communication that uses channel–
switching to solve the interference bottleneck created by conventional systems utilizing a
single, fixed RF frequency. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 287-97. By increasing
the receiver scan rate relative to the transmitter switching rate, the patented solution
further improves the overall signaling scheme by solving the problem of missing packets
that may result from channel-switching. Id. at Q/A 287-88, 291-94. The claims are thus
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direct toward the implementation of specific technical solutions to address specific
problems arising from prior art communication technology.
The asserted claims are directed to more than just the idea of “wirelessly
communicating signals over multiple frequencies.” The claims explicitly recite that the
system and method “operate a device at least in part in response to receipt of a copy of a
message on any one of the different channels” see, e.g., JX-0005 (‘935 Patent) at Claim
1, and thereby recite more than mere wireless communication of data.
b.

Whether the Asserted Claims Add an Inventive
Concept

Respondent argues, inter alia:
Alice step two. Nothing in the claims recites an inventive concept
that could transform the claimed abstract idea. The claims merely recite
conventional, off-the-shelf hardware to perform “routine functions, such
as transmitting and receiving signals,” which is “not enough” to satisfy
step two. Affinity Labs of Texas, LLC v. DIRECTV, LLC, 838 F.3d 1253,
1262 (Fed. Cir. 2016). Indeed, OHD admits that remotely controlling
“barrier operator systems . . . using RF signaling” was “typical[].” OHD
Prehearing Br. 272; see also Villasenor Tr. 491:3-8. And the patents’
common specification admits that any technology required to practice the
claims was conventional and well known—for example, “there are many
architectures that could be used for receiver 78,” and “[t]he control circuit
46 may be of any suitable construction.” JX-0005 at 5:4-5, 5:23-25.
Likewise, “[a]ny method for performing RF channel switching or
changing is acceptable,” and “[t]he method of frequency change is
irrelevant.” Id. at 5:29-33. Thus, the patents do not purport to recite any
technological solution (e.g., a new way to transmit, receive, or switch
frequencies), but admittedly use preexisting technology as a tool to carry
out the abstract idea of wirelessly communicating signals over multiple
channels.
Resp. Br. at 91.
Even if the claims were directed to an abstract idea, they are eligible at Alice step
two because the additional elements add an inventive concept. The evidence at hearing
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showed that the “conventional activities previously known to the industry” (Aatrix, 882
F.3d at 1128), involved single, fixed-frequency RF communication. See JX-0005 (‘935
Patent) at 1:67-2:2. As Dr. Wells testified, the “conventional” approach used by the
industry was exclusively mono-frequency, even in the face of challenges from RF
interference such as that created by the government’s implementation of a new radio
system that caused vast interference with existing garage opener systems. See CX-0608C
(Wells RWS) at Q/A 132.
The patents were a departure from the conventional approach. As Dr. Villasenor
acknowledged, conventional means what was “traditional and ordinary at the time.”
Villasenor Tr. 560. The industry association’s recommended response to the interference
crisis was either purchasing a retrofit to utilize a different, single fixed RF frequency or
another garage operator entirely. See CX-0060.2 (DASMA #374). Chamberlain’s
remote compatibility guide shows that each and every operator manufacturer utilized
single, fixed frequency communication in 2008/2009. See CX-0603; Villasenor Tr. 560.
Chamberlain’s response to the interference issue was identical – it “switched their radio
frequency to 315 MHz, in response to the U.S. Departments of Defense and Homeland
Security use of the 390 Mhz frequency.” See CX-0545C (CGI Interrogatory Resps.) at
14. Thus, the asserted claims employed technology that was far from “traditional and
ordinary at the time.” Thus, the asserted claims recite a non-conventional arrangement
and configuration of a transmitter and receiver to improve the RF communication
schemes used in barrier operator systems. Id. at Q/A 299-300. Though prior art systems
used RF to communicate messages via a “single, fixed channel,” the claimed solution
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configures these components in an inventive way to solve the prior art interference
vulnerability exacerbated in a multiple barrier operator system. Id. at Q/A 298-302.
In addition, it was unconventional for a remote RF transmitter to transmit multiple
copies of a message on multiple RF channels because it was considered unwise and a
waste of valuable battery power. Id. at Q/A 269, 271, 299-301; CX-0589 (Keller-460) ¶¶
7, 52; see also Villasenor Tr. 596 (POSA would have been “mindful to avoid approaches
that would require too much power consumption, as this would lead to shortened battery
life”). Further, it was equally unconventional for multi-channel systems to have a
receiver that switches frequencies “asynchronous[ly]” or at a rate “different than” the
transmitter’s switching. See JX-0005 (‘935 Patent), Claims 16, 1; CX-0608C (Wells
RWS) at Q/A 287; RX-0389 at 1:44-46, 1:67-2:2; Villasenor Tr. 590-591. Claims 4 and
19 of the ‘935 patent recite additional features that further improve the overall reception
of the prior art RF systems by reducing interference through channel switch while
maximizing the ability for the system to take action based on receipt of a message on one
of the corresponding channels. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 291.
The Federal Circuit has held that unconventional arrangements of arguably
conventional components that solve technological problems arising in communication
systems add an inventive concept at step two. See, e.g., Amdocs (Israel) Ltd. v. Openet
Telecom, Inc., 841 F.3d 1288, 1301 (Fed. Cir. 2016) (claimed “enhance[ement]” of
networking records involved arguably generic network components “working in an
unconventional distributed fashion to solve a particular technological problem” of
reducing network congestion); BASCOM, 827 F.3d at 1350.
CGI did not show that the components themselves were conventionally used in
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the field at the time. Indeed, CGI’s actions in moving from one mono-frequency to
another in the 2005 timeframe was occasioned in part by the unavailability of
components for multi-channel RF communication. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A
300-01; CX-0538C (CGI’s Interrogatory Resps.), at Rog. No. 31; CX-0545C (CGI’s
Interrogatory Resps), at Rog No. 53.
E.

Validity of the ‘345 and ‘935 Patents

Respondent argues that (1) Keller anticipates or renders obvious certain asserted
claims; and (2) Witkowski in view of Zinn renders obvious certain asserted claims. See
Resps. Br. at 93-116. Complainants disagree. See Compls. Br. at 81-113.
For the reasons set forth below, respondent has not shown by clear and
convincing evidence that the asserted claims of the ‘345 and ‘935 patents are invalid.
1.

Applicable Law

One cannot be held liable for practicing an invalid patent claim. See Pandrol
USA, LP v. AirBoss Railway Prods., Inc., 320 F.3d 1354, 1365 (Fed. Cir. 2003).
Nevertheless, each claim of a patent is presumed to be valid, even if it depends from a
claim found to be invalid. 35 U.S.C. § 282; DMI Inc. v. Deere & Co., 802 F.2d 421 (Fed.
Cir. 1986).
A respondent that has raised patent invalidity as an affirmative defense must
overcome the presumption by “clear and convincing” evidence of invalidity. Checkpoint
Systems, Inc. v. United States Int’l Trade Comm’n, 54 F.3d 756, 761 (Fed. Cir. 1995).
a.

Anticipation

Anticipation under 35 U.S.C. § 102 is a question of fact. z4 Techs., Inc. v.
Microsoft Corp., 507 F.3d 1340, 1347 (Fed. Cir. 2007). Section 102 provides that,
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depending on the circumstances, a claimed invention may be anticipated by variety of
prior art, including publications, earlier-sold products, and patents. See 35 U.S.C. § 102
(e.g., section 102(b) provides that one is not entitled to a patent if the claimed invention
“was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in
public use or on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of the
application for patent in the United States”).
The general law of anticipation may be summarized, as follows:
A reference is anticipatory under § 102(b) when it satisfies particular
requirements. First, the reference must disclose each and every element of
the claimed invention, whether it does so explicitly or inherently. Eli Lilly
& Co. v. Zenith Goldline Pharms., Inc., 471 F.3d 1369, 1375
(Fed.Cir.2006). While those elements must be “arranged or combined in
the same way as in the claim,” Net MoneyIN, Inc. v. VeriSign, Inc., 545
F.3d 1359, 1370 (Fed.Cir.2008), the reference need not satisfy an
ipsissimis verbis test, In re Bond, 910 F.2d 831, 832-33 (Fed.Cir.1990).
Second, the reference must “enable one of ordinary skill in the art to make
the invention without undue experimentation.” Impax Labs., Inc. v.
Aventis Pharms. Inc., 545 F.3d 1312, 1314 (Fed.Cir.2008); see In re
LeGrice, 49 C.C.P.A. 1124, 301 F.2d 929, 940-44 (1962). As long as the
reference discloses all of the claim limitations and enables the “subject
matter that falls within the scope of the claims at issue,” the reference
anticipates -- no “actual creation or reduction to practice” is required.
Schering Corp. v. Geneva Pharms., Inc., 339 F.3d 1373, 1380-81
(Fed.Cir.2003); see In re Donohue, 766 F.2d 531, 533 (Fed.Cir.1985).
This is so despite the fact that the description provided in the anticipating
reference might not otherwise entitle its author to a patent. See Vas-Cath
Inc. v. Mahurkar, 935 F.2d 1555, 1562 (Fed.Cir.1991) (discussing the
“distinction between a written description adequate to support a claim
under § 112 and a written description sufficient to anticipate its subject
matter under § 102(b)”).
In re Gleave, 560 F.3d 1331, 1334 (Fed. Cir. 2009).
b.

Obviousness

Under section 103 of the Patent Act, a patent claim is invalid “if the differences
between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subject
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matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a
person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.” 16 35 U.S.C.
§ 103. While the ultimate determination of whether an invention would have been
obvious is a legal conclusion, it is based on “underlying factual inquiries including: (1)
the scope and content of the prior art; (2) the level of ordinary skill in the art; (3) the
differences between the claimed invention and the prior art; and (4) objective evidence of
nonobviousness.” Eli Lilly and Co. v. Teva Pharmaceuticals USA, Inc., 619 F.3d 1329
(Fed. Cir. 2010).
The objective evidence, also known as “secondary considerations,” includes
commercial success, long felt need, and failure of others. Graham v. John Deere Co.,
383 U.S. 1, 13-17 (1966); Dystar Textilfarben GmbH v. C.H. Patrick Co., 464 F.3d 1356,
1361 (Fed. Cir. 2006). “[E]vidence arising out of the so-called ‘secondary
considerations’ must always when present be considered en route to a determination of
obviousness.” Stratoflex, Inc. v. Aeroquip Corp., 713 F.2d 1530, 1538 (Fed. Cir. 1983).
Secondary considerations, such as commercial success, will not always dislodge a
determination of obviousness based on analysis of the prior art. See KSR Int’l Co. v.
Teleflex Inc., 550 U.S. 398, 426 (2007) (commercial success did not alter conclusion of
obviousness).
“One of the ways in which a patent’s subject matter can be proved obvious is by
noting that there existed at the time of invention a known problem for which there was an
obvious solution encompassed by the patent’s claims.” KSR, 550 U.S. at 419-20. “[A]ny
16

The standard for determining whether a patent or publication is prior art under section
103 is the same as under 35 U.S.C. § 102, which is a legal question. Panduit Corp. v.
Dennison Mfg. Co., 810 F.2d 1561, 1568 (Fed. Cir. 1987).
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need or problem known in the field of endeavor at the time of invention and addressed by
the patent can provide a reason for combining the elements in the manner claimed.” Id.
Specific teachings, suggestions, or motivations to combine prior art may provide
helpful insights into the state of the art at the time of the alleged invention. Id. at 420.
Nevertheless, “an obviousness analysis cannot be confined by a formalistic conception of
the words teaching, suggestion, and motivation, or by overemphasis on the importance of
published articles and the explicit content of issued patents. The diversity of inventive
pursuits and of modern technology counsels against limiting the analysis in this way.” Id.
“Under the correct analysis, any need or problem known in the field of endeavor at the
time of invention and addressed by the patent can provide a reason for combining the
elements in the manner claimed.” Id. A “person of ordinary skill is also a person of
ordinary creativity.” Id. at 421.
Nevertheless, “the burden falls on the patent challenger to show by clear and
convincing evidence that a person of ordinary skill in the art would have had reason to
attempt to make the composition or device, or carry out the claimed process, and would
have had a reasonable expectation of success in doing so.” PharmaStem Therapeutics,
Inc. v. ViaCell, Inc., 491 F.3d 1342, 1360 (Fed. Cir. 2007); see KSR, 550 U.S. at 416 (a
combination of elements must do more than yield a predictable result; combining
elements that work together in an unexpected and fruitful manner would not have been
obvious). 17

17

Further, “when the prior art teaches away from combining certain known elements,
discovery of a successful means of combining them is more likely to be nonobvious.”
KSR, 550 U.S. at 416 (citing United States v. Adams, 383 U.S. 39, 52 (1966)).
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2.

Anticipation: Keller

CGI has not met its burden of showing that Keller anticipates any of the asserted
claims of the ‘935 and ‘345 patents. CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 15-95. As an
initial matter, the PTO already considered Keller, and did not cite it against the patent
claims. Id. at Q/A 18-19; JX-0004.3 (‘345 Patent) (listing Keller’s issued patent as a
prior art reference); JX-0010.5 (‘935 Patent File History); Villasenor Tr. 570. As the
Federal Circuit has instructed, it “may be harder to meet the clear and convincing burden
when the invalidity contention” is predicated on art already considered by the PTO.
Sciele Pharma Inc. v. Lupin Ltd., 684 F.3d 1253, 1260 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Moreover,
anticipation requires a disclosure arranged as in the claim. A party may not mix and
match embodiments to establish anticipation. Microsoft Corp. v. Biscotti, Inc., 878 F.3d
1052, 1069 (Fed. Cir. 2017).
a.

on each of the channels, performing transmission of
multiple copies of a message (‘345 Patent [1a]/[1a.2],
[16a][16a.2]; ‘935 Patent [1a]/[1a.2], [16a]/[16a.2])

The ‘935 and ‘345 patent claims require transmitting multiple copies of a message
on each channel with an actuation of the transmitter. See, e.g., JX-0005 (‘935 Patent)
limitations [1a.2] (“on each of the channels, transmit multiple copies of a message”, [4],
[16a.2], [19]; JX-0004 (‘345 Patent) limitations [1a.2], [16a.2]. Keller does not disclose
these limitations. CGI’s expert relies on Keller’s Figure 8 embodiment for this
limitation, but nothing in that embodiment is reasonably construed as sending multiple
copies of a message on each channel. Keller’s pertinent disclosure sends one copy of a
message on each channel in three parts. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 22-58. The
disclosure of Keller is:
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As represented in FIG. 8 the active transmission of security code portions
at 315 MHZ (63a, 63b, 63c) occurs when active transmission at 390 MHZ
(67a, 67b and 67c) is not occurring. In this way the security codes can be
contemporaneously transmitted . . .
RX-0044 (Keller) ¶ 0023. Keller thus teaches portions of a message and depicts three
portions (a, b, and c) comprise a “security code,” or message. See CX-0608C (Wells
RWS) at Q/A 24; Wells Tr. 762-763. CGI’s expert offers two alternative, yet
unpersuasive, theories for why Keller discloses multiple copies of a message.
i.

“two packet theory” of a “message”

As shown in the annotated figure below, CGI’s expert initially opined that when
applying the stipulated construction of “message,” packets 63a and 63b constitute a
message.

See RX-0003C (Villasenor WS) at Q/A 61 (citing RX-0044 (Keller) at Fig. 8).
CGI’s “two packet theory” is unpersuasive inasmuch as it is inconsistent with
Keller’s description of its Figure 8 embodiment. In Keller’s Figure 8, a “message” of the
asserted claims is labeled as a “security code.” See RX-0003C (Villasenor WS) at Q/A
45. However, the “security code” is described as transmitted as three consecutive
“security code portions” labeled “63a, 63b, and 63c,” not two. See CX-0608C (Wells
RWS) at Q/A 26-29. Keller expressly indicates that three portions comprise a code
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because “substantially the same code portion will be transmitted as shown by the couplets
(63a, 67a); (63b, 67b) and (63c, 67c).” See RX-0044 (Keller) ¶ 23.
A POSA would understand from this disclosure that the security code is the
combination of 63a, 63b, 63c, and that the device will not operate without 63c. See CX0608C (Wells RWS at Q/A 24. Indeed, the plain and ordinary meaning of a “portion” is
“a part or share.” Id. at Q/A 30; see CX-0610 (Definition of “portion,” OXFORD ENGLISH
DICTIONARY (2008)). Keller’s claims confirm that ordinary meaning of “portion”:
Keller’s claim 4, for example, states that “each security code comprises a plurality of
security code portions.” See RX-0044 (Keller) claim 4; CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A
53.
Keller’s prosecution history also demonstrates that a “portion” is used by Keller
consistent with its plain and ordinary meaning. See Arthrocare Corp. v. Smith &
Nephew, Inc., 406 F.3d 1365, 1371 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (finding prosecution history of prior
art patent can “make clear” what is disclosed in the prior art patent); CX-0608C (Wells
RWS) at Q/A 54. In distinguishing Keller’s invention from the prior art, the applicant
distinguished “a portion of the security code” from “a complete message”:
Applicant describes contemporaneously sending two messages at two
frequencies so that the receiver can select a message based upon reception of
only a portion of the security code as a default at one of the frequencies. This
is to the exclusion of other frequencies … without waiting to receive or not
receive a complete message without waiting to complete a bad cycle.
See CX-0089 (Keller File History). A POSA would thus understand that two security
code portions do not constitute an entire message in the context of Figure 8, and that
Keller does not disclose transmitting multiple copies of a message. See CX-0608C
(Wells RWS) at Q/A 53-55.
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Dr. Villasenor’s “two packet theory” depends on, inter alia, packets 63a and 63c
having identical content despite being labeled differently. However, that is wrong given
that a POSA would be aware of the requirements of the MPEP with regard to labeling of
figures, and a POSA would be aware that Keller’s labeling of items within Figure 8
indicates that such packets have different content, such that two packets cannot form a
complete message. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 32. Thus, a POSA would not
have understood the data in packets 63c and “63d” (if 63d existed) to be a “copy” of the
data in packets 63a and 63b as required by Dr. Villasenor’s “two packet theory.” See JX0005 (‘935 Patent) at Claim 1 (“on each of the channels, transmit multiple copies of a
message”), id. at Claim 16. If 63c and so-called 63d were intended to be “copies” of the
message, Keller would have labeled them as “63a” and “63b” again. See CX-0608C
(Wells RWS) at Q/A 33; Wells Tr. 763-764.
Indeed, that convention would have been required by the MANUAL OF PATENT
EXAMINING PROCEDURE, which states: “the same part of an invention appearing in more
than one view of the drawing must always be designated by the same reference character,
and the same reference character must never be used to designate different parts.” CX0611 (MPEP § 608.02 (citing 37 C.F.R. 1.84(p)(4)). A POSA reviewing Keller would
thus understand that 63a,63b, and 63c all have different content, and depicting multiple
copies of a message on that channel would have required repeating those designations
multiple times. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 32, 56; Wells Tr. 763-764.
A POSA would thus appreciate that Keller follows MPEP § 608.02 when labeling
items. Indeed, in Figure 8, Keller labels the “guard time” between transmissions with the
same reference character (65) because the guard time is identical between packet
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transmissions (see all three views of the guard time in Figure 8 below, all labelled as the
same 65). See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 32-33, 56. In contrast, each of packets
63a, 63b, and 63c have a different reference character, confirming that each is different
from the other:

See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 32 (annotating RX-0044 (Keller) at Fig. 8). By the
same token, Keller states that 63a, 63b, and 63c are “substantially the same code
portion[s]” as 67a, 67b, and 67c, respectively. RX-0044 (Keller) ¶ 23. The “a” “b” and
“c” designations show elements having the same data, while “63” and “67” signify the
different channels of transmission. Id., see CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 32-33, 56;
CX-0611 (MPEP § 608.02 (citing 37 C.F.R. 1.84(p)(4)).
Contrary to CGI’s argument, that Figure 8 shows that the receiver receives only
“2 full packets” before restarting its rapid scan rate supports OHD’s argument that Figure
8 discloses a message divided into three portions. Keller explains that “[t]he reception of
transmission is similar to that shown in FIG. 7 in that when valid code digits are found at
one frequency e.g., 315 MHZ, the reception may convert to that frequency alone for
further reception.” RX-044 (Keller) ¶ 23. Yet, in Figure 8, Keller’s receiver restarts its
scanning upon receiving two packets, rather than staying on the channel indefinitely (in
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contrast to the receiver shown in Figure 7). See Villasenor Tr. 509-510. This restart is
because the complete message was not received, in that the third packet was not received.
RX-044 (Keller) Fig. 8; Wells Tr. 764-765.
One of ordinary skill would understand CGI’s arguments to be erroneous from
other evidence as well. CGI’s own documents indicate that those in the field label
packets with different data with designations (as the MPEP requires). When CGI
conveys that the same data packets or frames will be repeated on a single channel in its
own documents, it does so by using the same label on figures. In its technical
specifications,
See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at
Q/A 35, citing CX-0037C.1
0040C.1

CX-0038C.1

CX-

Other prior art references from the time show that

patentees labeled things the same when they wanted to convey transmission of the same
data, and differently otherwise. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 34, 57; CX-0592
(US Patent No. 7,324,451) at Figs. 2-4 (labeling packets as either “A” or “B”); CX0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 45-46 (explaining why a POSA would not have understood
Keller to transmit multiple copies of a message); CX-0589 (Keller-460) ¶¶ 7, 52).
Keller does not depict multiple copies of a message being transmitted on each
frequency, as required by the claims. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 29-30, 47.
Instead, according to Dr. Villasenor, the second message on a channel is packet 63c and
what he refers to as a packet he labels “63d” – a designation he fashions out of whole
cloth. See RX-0003C (Villasenor WS) at Q/A 61. Even assuming that this is correct, and
that there are indeed two messages transmitted on the first channel, it does not disclose
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transmitting multiple copies of a message on each channel. Keller depicts only three
packets (67a, 67b, and 67c) on the other channel, and not four. See Villasenor Tr. 583584; CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 36, 47. However, multiple copies of a message
under Dr. Villasenor’s “two packet theory” would require at least four. Id.
For these reasons, a POSA would understand “security code portions” in Figure 8
to mean each of the three portions a, b, and c, and that each portion is required to form a
complete message. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 29-31. Thus, packets 63a and
63b, without 63c, cannot form a “message.”
ii.

Keller’s Paragraph 18 and Claim 2

CGI also relies on sections of Keller outside the Figure 8 description. However,
as explained below, these sections relate to embodiments different from the embodiment
of Figure 8. CGI cannot establish anticipation by combining “multiple, distinct teachings
… to achieve the claimed invention.” Microsoft Corp., 878 F.3d at 1069.
CGI relies on paragraph 18 of Keller, specifically: “the security code is
transmitted in portions each of which may include an entire security code or less than an
entire security code in accordance with priority established formats. For example, a
security code may comprise 40 trinary digits which are transmitted as two 20 digit
security code portions to be accumulated at the receiver 13 and controller 19.” See RX0003C (Villasenor WS) at Q/A 76 (emphasis in original), citing RX-0044 (Keller) ¶ 18.
However, that disclosure does not relate to the embodiment of Figure 8. See CX-0608C
(Wells RWS) at Q/A 37-40; Wells Tr. 761. Keller’s paragraph 18 discusses splitting a
security code into “two 20 digit security code portions,” but Figure 8 and its
corresponding text teaches three security code portions (63a, 63b, 63c). See RX-0044
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(Keller) ¶ 23, Fig. 8. This shows that the Figure 8 embodiment is different from the
embodiment of paragraph 18. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 38, 40; Wells Tr.
761-762.
CGI’s expert cites Keller’s claim 2 as disclosing the transmission of multiple
copies of a message. See RX-0003C (Villasenor WS) at Q/A 76. Keller’s claim 2 states,
“a transmitter . . . wherein the security code is repetitively transmitted at both the first rf
frequency and the second rf frequency.” See RX-0044 (Keller) claim 2. However, this
claim also depends from claim 1, which requires that the claimed “control apparatus”
controls “the rf transmission to contemporaneously transmit portions of the obtained
security code at both the first rf frequency and the second rf frequency.” RX-0044
(Keller) claim 1. The plain and ordinary meaning of “contemporaneous” is “existing at
or occurring in the same period of time.” See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 42; CX0589 (Definition of “contemporaneous,” OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY (2008)). As
such, Keller’s claim 1 and claim 2 are directed to transmitting security code portions at
the same time on both frequencies, such as shown in Keller’s Figure 7. See CX-0608C
(Wells RWS) at Q/A 41-44. That is not what Figure 8 discloses. In Figure 8, security
code portions are transmitted on one frequency “during the non-transmission at the other
frequency.” See RX-0044 (Keller) at ¶ 23; CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 42. The
graphic below shows the difference:
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Keller’s prosecution history confirms that “contemporaneous” transmission of
security code portions, as contemplated by claim 2 of Keller, is different from the Figure
8 embodiment. During prosecution, Keller’s applicants distinguished between
“contemporaneous” transmission and serial transmission: “LeMense serially transmits the
same message at two frequencies …. The claims describe contemporaneously
transmitting ….” See CX-0089.78 (Keller File History); CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A
44.
iii.

“multiple copies of a message” on Each Channel
Under Single Packet Theory

Dr. Villasenor opines that Keller can be interpreted in a second and entirely
different fashion – that a single data packet (e.g., 63a) is the claimed “message.” Dr.
Villasenor relies again on Paragraph 18, this time on text reciting that “the security code
is transmitted in portions each of which may include an entire security code or less than
an entire security code.” RX-0003C (Villasenor WS) at Q/A 61. However, that theory
re-writes the disclosure of Figure 8, which recites instead “transmission of security code
portions at 315 MHZ (63a, 63b, 63c).” See Keller ⁋ 23; CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A
49-58. The existence of this alternative theory suggests that, at best, Keller’s teachings
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are ambiguous and cannot anticipate. Wasica, 853 F.3d at 1284 (“it has long been
understood that ambiguous references do not, as a matter of law, anticipate a claim”).
Moreover, Dr. Villasenor omits the end of the sentence upon which this theory is
predicated. That portion recites transmission of “an entire security code or less than an
entire security code in accordance with priority established formats.” See RX-0044
(Keller) at ¶ 18. Thus, a “portion” of a security code can include an “an entire security
code” only “in accordance with priority established formats.” See CX-0608C (Wells
RWS) at Q/A 51-52. Neither Keller nor CGI’s experts offers any such exemplary
formats. See Wells Tr. 761-762. This disclosure likewise is ambiguous, at best. Id.; CX0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 51-52. Dr. Villasenor’s single packet theory is incorrect for
additional reasons.
As discussed above, a “portion” in Keller is just that – a portion, not a whole. The
discussion of Figure 8 by Keller is that the items labeled 63a, 63b, and 63c are “security
code portions,” not messages. See RX-0044 (Keller) ¶ 23; CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at
Q/A 53-55. Second, even if a “portion” generally could be a full “message,” because
63a, 63b, and 63c carry different designations, a POSA would understand the specific
teachings of Keller to indicate that none of them carry the same data, and so they cannot
constitute multiple copies of the same message. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 5358 (also citing CX-0089 (Keller File History), CX-0592 (U.S. Patent No. 7,324,451), and
CX-0591 (U.S. Patent App. Pub. No. 2008/0259960). A POSA would understand that
the security code portions of Figure 8 could not constitute multiple copies of a message
for this independent reason. See also RX-0044 (Keller) ¶¶ 23, 25; CX-0611 (MPEP §
608.02 (citing 37 C.F.R. 1.84(p)(4)). Thus, Keller does not disclose transmitting
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“multiple copies of a message” under Dr. Villasenor’s single-packet theory.
b.

a receiver configured to (a) switch a reception
frequency to the different channels at a receiver scan
rate that is different from the transmitter switching rate
(‘345 Patent [1b]/[1b.1]; ‘935 Patent [1b]/[1b.1])

Keller also does not disclose the receiver limitations of the ‘935 and ‘345 patent
claim 1. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 71-86. In fact, Keller says nothing about
any receiver reception time. Id. at Q/A 73. Nor does Keller recite any information
whatsoever about a receiver scan rate, the time it takes to receive a data packet, or about
the time to receive a single copy of a message. Id. Thus, Keller does not clearly and
convincingly disclose “switching a reception frequency to the different channels at a
receiver scan rate that is different from the transmitter switching rate.” Id. at Q/A 80.
CGI’s expert does not identify any textual disclosure of this element. Instead, he
infers relative scale from Keller’s Figure 8. The sole basis for CGI’s expert’s opinion is
the suggestion that the rectangles labeled “data packets” on the transmitter lines 63 and
67 in Figure 8 appear larger than the rectangles on the receiver line, which he interprets
to mean that the receiver scan rate is faster than the transmitter switching rate. See RX0003C (Villasenor WS) at Q/A 64.
Yet, an interpretation about time periods drawn from a single figure in a prior art
reference with no supporting evidence in the text is not clear and convincing evidence.
Hologic, Inc. v. SenoRx, Inc., 639 F.3d 1329, 1338-39 (Fed. Cir. 2011) (ruling that
allegedly anticipatory reference did not disclose a limitation relating to “asymmetry about
a longitudinal axis” where it only had a hand drawn figure without accompanying text as
to asymmetry). The manner of interpreting Figure 8 is subject to legitimate dispute, as
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Dr. Wells demonstrates. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 74-83. At best, ambiguity
exists as to the manner in which a POSA would interpret the subject items from Figure 8,
which precludes any finding of anticipation. Id. at Q/A 81-82.
Keller’s drawings are not to scale. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 75-79.
As the Federal Circuit has held “speculative modeling premised on unstated assumptions
in prior art patent drawings cannot be the basis for challenging the validity of claims
reciting specific dimensions not disclosed directly in such prior art.” Nystrom v. TREX
Co., 424 F.3d 1136, 1149 (Fed. Cir. 2005). While Keller teaches that the “guard time”
65—time between packet transmissions—is 1.5 times the time of transmission of one
data packet (63a or 67a), the guard time and data packets are depicted as identical in
length:

CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 78; CDX-0009C.01 (Wells Reb. Demonstrative (RX0044)). CGI’s expert admitted on cross-examination that (a) the word “scale” doesn’t
appear in the description of Figure 8 (Villasenor Tr. 572); (b) a POSA would know from
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the depiction in Figure 8 that Figure 8 is not drawn “precisely to scale.” Id. 573-574. A
POSA thus would know that no inferences could legitimately be drawn about any timing
with respect to the receiver. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 74-83.
c.

a receiver configured to “(b) on each of the channels,
receive data for a period of time greater than a
transmission time of one copy of the message” (‘345
Patent [1b]/[1b.2]; ‘935 Patent [1b]/[1b.2])

Keller also lacks any disclosure of this element. Keller lacks any textual
disclosure as to this element. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 84-86. The experts
disagree as to how to interpret Keller’s Figure 8, which means the reference is at best
ambiguous, which is insufficient to establish anticipation. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS)
at Q/A 81-82. Dr. Villasenor’s opinion depends on an inference from Figure 8; but as
explained above, Figure 8 is not to scale, cannot be relied upon to clearly and
convincingly establish length of reception time. Id. at Q/A 74-83; CDX-0009C.01 (Wells
Reb. Demonstrative (RX-0044)) (showing Keller’s Figure 8 is not to scale).
Moreover, if anything, Figure 8 would indicate to a POSA that the receiver
receives data for a period of time less than the transmission time of a message. The
number of packets transmitted is greater than the number of packets received: three
packets are transmitted (63a, 63b, 63c), yet the receiver only receives “2 FULL
PACKET.” See RX-0044 (Keller) at Fig. 8; CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 85. Keller
does not disclose receiving data for a period of time greater than a transmission time of
one copy of a message, as required by the asserted claims. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS)
at Q/A 84-86.
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d.

a Transmitter to “perform iterative, sequential setting
of an output frequency of a transmitter to multiple
channels” (‘345 Patent, [1a.2], [16a.2])

Keller does not disclose these limitations because there is no disclosure of
switching output frequencies after transmitting multiple copies of a message. See CX0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 59-70; see also, e.g., CX-0586 (definition of iterative and
sequential); CX-0587 (definition of contemporaneous); RX-0044 (Keller) ¶¶ 26; CX0089 (Keller File History), 2009-01-21 Remarks at 7, 9.
e.

Receiver Elements of Claim 16 (‘345 Patent
[16b]/[16b.1-2]; ‘935 Patent [16b]/[16b.1-2])

Claim 16 of the ‘935 and ‘345 patents are the corresponding method claims to
claim 1. So they are not anticipated by Keller for the reasons claim 1 is not anticipated.
See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 87-89. However, there is additional subject matter
missing from Keller as to these claims. Id. at Q/A 90-95. Whereas claim 1’s text
requires a receiver “configured to” receive data on each channel (or “operatively
connected” to receive data on each channel), claim 16 requires the actual reception of
data on each channel. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 90. CGI cannot satisfy its
clear and convincing burden that Keller discloses those requirements. In fact, it discloses
the opposite: receiving data on one and only one of the disclosed channels. First, Figure
8 itself depicts limited reception (less than a full message) and only on a single channel.
See RX-0044 (Keller) at Fig. 8; CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 91-92; Villasenor Tr.
585-586 (admitting no reception on other frequency). In the description of Figure 8,
Keller recites that its receiver, when it detects data on a frequency, “may convert to that
frequency alone for further reception” in the same manner disclosed in Figure 7. See RX121
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0044 (Keller) ¶ 23; see id. Fig. 7, ¶ 25 (“will continue to focus on the frequency at which
code presence was detected to accumulate or enter security code.”). Thus, Keller
exclusively receives data on one of its two channels, not on “each of the channels” as
required by claim 16 of the ‘935/’345 patents. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 91.
Keller’s prosecution history shows its lack of disclosure of this element. Id. at
Q/A 92. During prosecution, the applicants represented that the receiver’s reception on
any one channel is “to the exclusion of other frequencies for at least the complete
reception of the security code and for a time thereafter.” See CX-0089.49 (Keller File
History); CX-0089.116 (Keller File History). Thus, Keller teaches away from receiving
data on each of the different channels as required by claims 16 of the ‘935 and ‘345
patents. See CX-0089.49 (‘615 File History) at Jan. 21, 2009); CX-0608C (Wells RWS)
at Q/A 94-95.
3.

Whether Claims 4, 16 and 19 of the ‘935 Patent and Claim 16
of the ‘345 Patent Are Rendered Obvious by Keller
a.

Claims 4 and 19

As discussed below, Keller lacks any disclosure of the additional subject matter of
claims 4 and 19 of the ‘935 patent. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 101-17.
CGI’s expert bases his obviousness opinion on the view that the independent
claims are anticipated. Claims 4 and 19 depend from claim 1 and claim 16, respectively.
In analyzing claims 4 and 19, CGI’s expert assumes that Keller anticipates the
independent claims, which is incorrect. See RX-0003C (Villasenor WS) at Q/A 82
(citing RX-0044 (Keller) ¶ 23, Figure 8); CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 101-03.
Claims 4 and 19 requires determining the time for receiving data “over all of the
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different channels.” There is no dispute that Keller lacks any such disclosure. Nor does
CGI’s expert cite any other prior art reference that disclosed reception time “over all of
the different channels” that is “briefer” than the transmission time for multiple copies of a
message as claimed. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 104. Instead, CGI’s expert
relies on hindsight-driven theory about Keller’s reception time. RX-0003C (Villasenor
WS) at Q/A 82. Evidence does not support CGI’s expert’s opinion that the “complete
reception of the message” by Keller’s receiver would take 150 ms. See id.; CX-0608C
(Wells RWS) at Q/A 104-05. Dr. Villasenor’s predicate is an unsupported opinion
concerning the transmission times of the message, but Keller lacks any teaching that the
transmission time is the same as reception time for a message.
CGI’s expert’s analysis is based on hindsight, working backwards by using the
claim as a guide to lead to obviousness. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 106-07.
That is improper. Otsuka Pharm. Co. v. Sandoz, Inc., 678 F.3d 1280, 1296 (Fed. Cir.
2012) (“The inventor’s own path itself never leads to a conclusion of obviousness; that is
hindsight.”). Keller teaches away from claims 4 and 19. While the claims require
receiving data “over all of the different channels,” Keller receives “data” on only one
channel “to the exclusion of the other” channels. See CX-0089 (Keller File History) at
Supplemental Response (Feb. 23, 2009), at 11; CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 108-14.
Dr. Villasenor provides no persuasive rationale for motivation to modify Keller.
For example, he provides no prior art that suggests or supplies the requisite modification,
or a reason to combine such a reference with Keller in the manner required to obtain the
claimed subject matter. See id. To the contrary, various factors would have led a POSA
away from, for example, transmitting multiple copies of a message in Keller including:
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(1) diminished battery life resulting from transmitting multiple copies of a message on
each of multiple channels, and (2) minimizing the complexity of short-range
communication systems. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 269-70, 301; CX-0583
(Article entitled “The 7 Most Important Tips to Increase the Battery Life of Your Radio
Remote Control”); CX-0589 (Keller-460) ¶ 52; Villasenor Tr. 596 (admitting that a
POSA would “have been mindful to avoid approaches that would require too much
power consumption, as this would result in shortened battery life”); CX-0582 (Garage
Door Guide); CX-0047 (Accessory Compatibility Chart, LiftMaster); CX-0584 (Vital
Engineering Philosophy); CX-0588 (“The Art of System Architecting”) at 7, 8; CX-0060
(DASMA Technical Data Sheet).
There is no art that discloses the missing limitation, and Dr. Villasenor’s reliance
on the purported “knowledge of a POSA” is insufficient to supply the missing limitation.
See, e.g., Arendi S.A.R.L v. Apple, Inc., 832 F.3d 1355, 1361-63 (Fed. Cir. 2016). 18 Thus,
Dr. Villasenor’s opinion that a POSA would have utilized one’s “knowledge” to modify
Keller in the precise manner required to achieve the missing limitations is insufficient.
See id. at 1362 (alleged common sense “cannot be used as a wholesale substitute for
reasoned analysis and evidentiary support, especially when dealing with a limitation
missing from the prior art references specified”). Indeed, Dr. Villasenor opines that
Keller would be modified to “increase redundancy,” but at the same time opines that
Keller already solved the problem to which it was directed. See RX-0003C (Villasenor
WS) at Q/A 82, 124.
18

Cf. Koninklijke Philips N.V. v. Google LLC, 948 F.3d 1330, 1338 (Fed. Cir. 2020)
(expert evidence corrobated by prior art).
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b.

Claim 16 of the ‘345 Patent or Claim 16 of the ‘935
Patent

CGI argues that “Keller renders the receiver elements obvious for the same
reasons set forth [ ] regarding claims 4 and 19 of the ‘935 patent.” Resp. Br. at 105. CGI
is wrong for the same reasons that claim 4 of the ‘935 patent would not have been
obvious in view of Keller discussed above. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 98-100.
4.

Obviousness - Witkowski in View of Zinn

CGI also argues that U.S. Patent Publication US2007/0152798 (“Witkowski”) and
U.S. Patent No. 6,996,399 (“Zinn”) render obvious the asserted claims of the ‘935 patent
and ‘345 patent. See Resp. Br. at 105-12; RX-0003C (Villasenor WS) at Q/A 89. As
discussed below, CGI failed to establish that either Witkowski, Zinn, or their
combination disclose each limitation of the asserted claims. Nor has it been shown that
there was a motivation to combine the specific teachings of the references in the manner
proposed. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 118-244.
a.

Zinn

The Zinn reference is entitled “Wireless Device and Method Using Frequency
Hopping and Sweep Modes,” and is generally directed to a wireless device and method
using frequency hopping with a receiver operating in a frequency sweep mode. Zinn
does not disclose nearly all of the limitations of the asserted patents. Zinn does not
disclose a barrier operating system or barrier operator, as required by the claims of both
asserted patents. CGI’s expert admits this. See RX-0003C (Villasenor WS) at Q/A 90.
Zinn does not disclose “on each of the channels, performing transmission of multiple
copies of the message,” as required by the claims of both asserted patents.
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Zinn does not disclose a transmitter to “perform iterative, sequential setting of an
output frequency of a transmitter to multiple channels,” as required by claim 1 of the ‘345
patent. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 151-54. CGI’s expert concedes that the
transmitter of Zinn switches channel frequencies in a “pseudo-random” pattern (see RX0003C (Villasenor WS) at Q/A 94 (quoting RX-0031 (Zinn) at 3:51-56), which is
different from a “sequential and iterative” pattern. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A
154. Zinn does not disclose a receiver that switches to different channels, as required by
both asserted patents. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 157; RX-0031 (Zinn) at 3:314:5, Figs. 3A, 3B, 4A; cf. id. at Fig. 2B, 1:64-2:4. Zinn does not disclose the claims
transmitter-switching rate and receiver scan rate, as required by both asserted patents.
CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 159-63.
Zinn does not disclose claims 4 and 19 of the ‘935 patent. See CX-0608C (Wells
RWS) at Q/A 164-67. CGI’s expert opines, without explanation, that Zinn’s disclosure
that the receiver scans the frequency spectrum “quickly” discloses the timing
requirements of these claims. See RX-0003C (Villasenor WS) at Q/A 110, 116. Again,
the word “quickly” does not disclose the specific timing requirements of this claim.
b.

Witkowski

The Witkowski reference is entitled “Transmitter and Method for Transmitting an
RF Control Signal,” and generally teaches a “transmitter and method for transmitting an
RF control signal at multiple frequencies,” such as for a garage door opener system. See
RX-0046 (Witkowski) at Cover, ¶¶ 1-2; CX-0603 (Wells RWS) at Q/A 119. Witkowski
was considered during prosecution of the ‘345 patent, which issued as a valid patent over
the Witkowski reference. See, e.g., JX-0009 (‘345 Patent File History) at Aug. 15, 2014
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Non-Final Rejection; see also JX-0005.02 (‘935 Patent) (listing Witkowski in
“References Cited”). It is thus harder for CGI to meet its clear and convincing burden to
prove invalidity based on Witkowski. Sciele, 684 F.3d at 1260. CGI’s expert also admits
that not all the limitations of the ‘345 patent and ‘935 patent were disclosed in
Witkowski. See RX-0003C (Villasenor WS) at Q/A 89.
Witkowski teaches a transmitter that transmits one message on one channel, and
then one copy of the message on a second channel. See RX-0046 (Witkowski) ¶ 16; CX0603 (Wells RWS) at Q/A 119-20. Witkowski does not disclose nearly all of the
limitations of the asserted patents.
Witkowski does not disclose on each of the channels, performing transmission of
multiple copies of a message. Witkowski only discloses transmitting a single message on
each channel. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 169-75; RX-0046 (Witkowski) ¶¶ 16,
19 (disclosing transmitting one copy of the message). CGI’s expert admitted that
Witkowski uses “message” in the singular. See Villasenor Tr. 594.
Witkowski does not disclose the transmitter-switching rate or the receiver scan
rate, as required by both asserted patents. As Dr. Wells testified, a “predetermined period
of time” is not enough information for a POSA to discern whether there is a transmitterswitching rate. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 176-80. CGI’s expert does not
opine that Witkowski discloses a receiver scan rate. See RX-0003C (Villasenor WS) at
Q/A 96.
Witkowski does not disclose a receiver that switches to different channels, as
required by both asserted patents. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 181-84. CGI’s
expert cites to paragraph 16 of Witkowski with no analysis of how that paragraph relates
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to this claim limitation. See RX-0003C (Villasenor WS) at Q/A 96.
Witkowski does not disclose a transmitter to “perform iterative, sequential setting
of an output frequency of a transmitter to multiple channels.” See CX-0608C (Wells
RWS) at Q/A 185-87. CGI’s expert concedes that Witkowski does not disclose the full
scope of these limitations. See RX-0003C (Villasenor WS) at Q/A 94.
Witkowski does not disclose receiving data, over each of the channels, for a
period greater than required for transmission of one copy of a message, as required by
both asserted patents. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 188-93.
Witkowski does not disclose claims 4 and 19 of the ‘935 patent. During
prosecution of the ‘345 patent, the patent examiner explicitly noted that this limitation
was not disclosed. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 200 (citing JX-0009 (‘345 Patent
File History).
c.

Combination of Witkowski and Zinn

Even combining Witkowski and Zinn, the combination does not teach, suggest, or
render obvious many limitations. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 202-12.
Neither Witkowski nor Zinn discloses transmitting multiple copies of a message
on each channel. See ‘935 Patent (JX-0005) and ‘345 Patent (JX-0004) limitations
[1a]/[1a.2], [16a]/[16a.2]; CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 204-05. Witkowski discloses
transmitting one copy of a message only on one channel, followed by transmitting one
copy of the message on a second channel. Zinn, on the other hand, does not disclose
transmitting multiple copies of a message. Id. Inasmuch as neither reference teaches
using multiple copies of a message, or any prospective benefits of doing so, a POSA
would not have combined the references. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 204-05.
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Neither Witkowski nor Zinn discloses the claimed transmitter-switching rate and
receiver scan rate. See ‘935 Patent (JX-0005) and ‘345 Patent (JX-0004) limitations
[1a]/[1a.], [1b]/[1b.1] [16a]/[16a.1], [16b]/[16b.1]; CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 206207. CGI’s expert does not opine that Witkowski discloses a transmitter-switching rate
or a receiver scan rate. As to Zinn, Dr. Villasenor points to the frequency sweep rate
disclosed in Zinn discloses the receiver scan rate of the asserted claims. Yet, “sweeping”
a frequency spectrum differs from a receiver scanning multiple channels programmed at
specific frequencies. Thus, both Witkowski and Zinn fail to disclose, teach, or suggest
the claimed transmitter-switching rate and receiver scan rate. Id.
The combination does not disclose a transmitter that performs “iterative,
sequential setting of an output frequency of a transmitter to multiple channels.” See ‘345
Patent (JX-0004) limitations [1a]/[1a.1], [16a]/[16a.1]; CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A
208-09. CGI does not provide teaching or suggestion in Zinn or Witkowski that would
have motivated a POSA to ignore Zinn’s teachings on its pseudo-random channel
switching and instead implement a sequential and iterative channel switching. Id.
Neither Witkowski nor Zinn disclose the timing requirements of claims 4 and 19
of the ‘935 patent. See ‘935 Patent (JX-0005) at Claims 4, 19; CX-0608C (Wells RWS)
at Q/A 210-11. As described above, CGI’s expert cites language that the scanning
receiver disclosed in Zinn sweeps “quickly,” RX-0003C (Villasenor WS) at Q/A 110, and
that the transmission time in Witkowski is “brief in duration.” See id. These descriptions
do not instruct a POSA on the relative time to receive data and the time to transmit
multiple copies of a message. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 211.
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d.

Motivation to Combine Witkowski and Zinn

Even if CGI were found to have shown the alleged combination of Witkowski and
Zinn to disclose each limitation of the asserted claims, CGI failed to establish any
motivation to combine Witkowski and Zinn, as discussed below. See CX-0608C (Wells
RWS) at Q/A 213-44.
Zinn is not analogous art. Prior art is analogous either if “the art is from the same
field of endeavor, regardless of the problem addressed,” or “if the reference is not within
the field of the inventor’s endeavor, whether the reference still is reasonably pertinent to
the particular problem with which the inventor is involved.” Wyers v. Master Lock Co.,
616 F.3d 1231, 1237 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (citation omitted). Zinn satisfies neither prong.
CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 214-222. Unlike Zinn, which was directed to reducing
complexity and costs in wireless systems with a range of up to 1000km, the ‘935 and
‘345 patents are directed to barrier operator systems, and were directed to solving
interference problems in barrier operator systems. See, e.g., CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at
62; RX-0031 (Zinn) at 2:5-14, 5:65-67; JX-0005 (‘935 Patent) at 1:42-62.
CGI’s expert does not explain why a POSA would have selected Witkowski and
Zinn out of the “sea” of other prior art references, or why a POSA would have been
motivated to combine them to specifically arrive at the claimed invention. See CX0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 122-135, 223-242; WBIP, LLC v. Kohler Co., 829 F.3d
1317, 1337 (Fed. Cir. 2016). As Dr. Wells explains, there were scores of potential
solutions to RF interference, including abandoning RF in favor of infra-red signaling, for
instance. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 123-35. A POSA would have considered
other paths as potential ways to address the problem of interference in barrier operator
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systems. Id.; see, e.g., CX-0575 (U.S. Patent No. 6,437,527) at 3:29-31; CX-0579
(Interpretation: Infrared versus Radio Frequency Systems); CX-0580 (CGI article); RX0389 (U.S. Patent No. 4,850,036) at 1:53-59, 7:6-12; CX-0581 (RFI-GDO Garage Door
Opener RFI Kit, PALOMAR); CX-0070 (WASH. POST Article (Feb. 27, 2005)), RX-0390
(U.S. Patent No. 4,890,108); CX-0590 (U.S. Patent No. 7,289,014) at 1:11-16; CX-0582
(Garage Door Guide); CX-0585 (DE102009020008); RX-0388 (U.S. Patent No.
4,763,592)).
CGI’s expert states that “the POSA would recognize that the receiver in
Witkowski could be improved by utilizing the teaching in Zinn regarding frequency
sweeping.” See RX-0003C (Villasenor WS) at Q/A 90. However, a POSA would not
have been motivated to combine Witkowski and Zinn, including that the prior art as a
whole taught away from the asserted claims. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 12531. A POSA would not have expected the combination of Witkowski and Zinn to
succeed, given these two systems were invented by different companies, directed to
different problems in different fields, and conflicted with one another. See CX-0608C
(Wells RWS) at Q/A 226. Merely stating that references are directed to the same field of
technology cannot establish that a POSA would be motivated to combine references. See
In re Nuvasive, Inc., 842 F.3d 1376, 1383 (Fed. Cir. 2016).
Even if one were to have selected Zinn and Witkowski to combine, CGI’s expert
does not provide any basis why a POSA would swap only the particular teachings of the
receiver in Zinn (and not, for example, its transmitter) to combine with the particular
teachings in Witkowski that purportedly disclose the limitations of the asserted claims.
See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 130-35, 233-40. One must avoid a conclusory
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opinion that is “not sufficient and is fraught with hindsight bias.” ActiveVideo Networks,
Inc. v. Verizon Commc’ns, Inc., 694 F.3d 1312, 1327 (Fed. Cir. 2012).
CGI’s position does not take into account the potential disadvantages of
combining Witkowski and Zinn. Various factors would have led a POSA away from
combining these two references, including: (1) diminished battery life resulting from
transmitting multiple copies of a message on each of multiple channels, CX-0608C
(Wells RWS) at Q/A 175, 229-30 (citing CX-0583 (Article entitled “The 7 Most
Important Tips to Increase the Battery Life of Your Radio Remote Control”; Villasenor
Tr. 596 (admitting that a POSA would “have been mindful to avoid approaches that
would require too much power consumption, as this would result in shortened battery
life”); and (2) minimizing the complexity of short-range communication systems, CX0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 231 (citing CX-0582 (Garage Door Guide); CX-0047
(Accessory Compatibility Chart, LiftMaster); CX-0584 (Vital Engineering Philosophy);
CX-0588 (“The Art of System Architecting”) at 7, 8; CX-0060 (DASMA Technical Data
Sheet); RX-0031 (Zinn) at 2:5-14). Due to the potential disadvantages with no
reasonable expectation of success from combining these two references, a POSA would
not have been motivated to combine Witkowski and Zinn. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS)
at Q/A 228-40.
There would be no reasonable expectation of success in making the combination
for the same reasons the examiner found the asserted claims patentable over Witkowski
and Blaker. During prosecution, the examiner considered and issued the ‘345 patent
claims over the Witkowski/Blaker. Blaker’s frequency sweeping receiver is analogous to
the frequency sweeping receiver of Zinn. The applicants correctly identified that
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modifying Witkowski in view of a frequency sweeping receiver would improperly alter
the principle of operation of Witkowski. For the same reasons, there would be no
reasonable expectation of success in combining Witkowski and Zinn. See CX-0608C
(Wells RWS) at Q/A 238-40.
5.

Objective Indicia of Nonobviousness

Objective indicia of non-obviousness further demonstrate that the claims of the
‘935 and ‘345 patents are not obvious over the prior art, which “must always when
present be considered.” In re Cyclobenzaprine, 676 F.3d at 1075-79.
a.

Commercial Success

As discussed above, the domestic industry products practice claims of both
patents. The domestic industry products have been commercially successful as a result of
the claimed inventions of the ‘935 and ‘345 patents. See CX-0607C (Mulhern RWS) at
Q/A 13, 30-49; CDX-0008C.1 (Commercial Success Opinion); CX-0608C (Wells RWS)
at Q/A 247-52.
The domestic industry products have been commercially successful, generating
approximately

in revenues from January 2016 through July 2020, CX-

0607C (Mulhern RWS) at Q/A 31-44 (citing sales spreadsheets), because of their autoseek dual frequency functionality that allows “reliable operation and reducing frequency
interferences,” resulting from the use of the inventions in the ‘935 and ‘345 patents. See
CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at 73-76; CX-0607C (Mulhern RWS) at Q/A 20-23, 53-57; RX0572.2 (Infinity 2000 Garage Door Openers). Like the CGI products,
that practices the
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asserted claims of the ‘935 and ‘345 patents, indicating a direct nexus to the asserted
patents. See CX-0607C (Mulhern RWS) at Q/A 57; JX-0018 (OHD Domestic Industry
Product Disclosure); CX-0559C (Wells WS) at Q/A 17; CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A
247. OHD’s domestic industry products incorporating the patented technology also
constitute a significant portion of the total market share for operators. See CX-0607C
(Mulhern RWS) at Q/A 45-49.

See CX-0607C (Mulhern
RWS) at Q/A 45-49; CX-0327C.1 (Operators Market Share Trend 2009–2020). OHD’s
marketing materials further demonstrate that CGI’s products have experienced
commercial success due to their incorporation of the patented technology. See CX0607C (Mulhern RWS) at Q/A 57, 60-62 (discussing OHD marketing materials); CX0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 247-52.
b.

Industry Praise

Industry praise for the patented functionalities also supports nonobviousness. See
CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 253-56. For example, the OHD brand was awarded the
Women’s Choice Award for “Most Recommended National Garage Door Brand” eight
years running, directly as a result of its improved signal performance. That improved
signal performance is the result of OHD’s auto-seek dual frequency functionality that
practices the claimed inventions of the ‘935 and ‘345 patents.) See, e.g., CX-0071 (Mike
Quiriault, Remote Control Range, Ezine Articles (Dec. 2, 2011).
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c.

Long-Felt but Unfulfilled Need

The asserted claims of the ‘935 patent and ‘345 patent solved a long-felt but
unsolved need to provide a low-cost solution to RF interference in garage door openers.
RF interference was well documented in the industry, causing unreliable home access
issues that were particularly concerning for those living near military bases.
The ‘935 and ‘345 patents addressed this problem with an effective and redundant
system involving transmission on multiple different frequencies (without a need for prior
communication as to which frequency will be used). This addressed issues in the
marketplace related to RF interference that caused problems with garage door systems
using transmitters and receivers operating on a single frequency. See, e.g., CX-0071
(Mike Quiriault, Remote Control Range). CGI’s expert opines the
RX0003C (Villasenor WS) at Q/A

See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 260; CX0060.1-2 (DASMA Technical Data Sheet #374). Yet, CGI’s documents show that

See CX-0608C (Wells
RWS) at Q/A 261; see, e.g., CX-0052C.1 (Evolution Radio Overview, 11/04/09); CX0053C.1 (Chamberlain Radios, Interference, and Attenuation).
d.

Evidence of Copying

CGI introduced its infringing Tri-Band radio functionality in 2011, after the
effective filing date of the asserted patents and years after the commercial introduction of
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Overhead Door’s Auto-Seek Dual Frequency functionality. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS)
at Q/A 262-265; CX-0047C (LiftMaster Accessory Compatibility Chart); see also CX0532C (CGI’s Response to Interrogatory No. 20 (Aug. 21, 2020)
CGI’s documents indicate that

See, e.g., CX-0050C (CGI
Spreadsheet dated

CX-0013C.1 (GDO Growth Plan); CX-0069C.1

(NGX Launch Presentation); CX-0015C.1 (GDO Evolution 5-Year Plan); CX-0011C.1
(Key Evolution Feature Priority List); 0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 262-65.
Complainants argue that CGI’s subsequent adoption of the infringing technology
in the face of its admitted knowledge of the asserted patents is sufficient to establish a
presumption of copying.
While there is some circumstantial evidence that suggests the possibility of
copying, the administrative law judge is not persuaded that the record evidence
establishes copying by CGI.
e.

Teaching Away

The prior art cited by CGI’s expert (discussed above), and the prior art as a whole,
also taught away from the claimed inventions. See CX-0608C (Wells RWS) at Q/A 26671. The ‘935 and ‘345 patents provide a specific system for improving the operation of
barrier operator systems in the presence of RF interference on one or more RF bands.
However, the inventions of the ‘935 and ‘345 patents went against the conventional
wisdom by making a system that was more complex.
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f.

Failure of Others

Complainants argue, “The nonobviousness of the claimed inventions is further
evidenced by the failure of others, including CGI itself, to develop a solution to the
problem of RF interference in barrier system operators.” See Compls. Br. at 113. Yet,
the record does not contain evidence of others attempting, but failing, to address the
problems solved by the inventors.
V.

U.S. Patent No. 7,180,260
U.S. Patent No. 7,180,260 (“the ‘260 patent”), entitled “Barrier Operator

Controller With User Settable Control Limits When Entrapment Device Present,” issued
on February 20, 2007, to named inventors Larry Murphy and Ulrich Theile. JX-0001
(‘260 Patent). The ‘260 patent application was filed on February 21, 2006, and claims
priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 11/171,798, filed on June 30, 2005.
Id. The Summary of the Invention section of the ‘260 patent states, “The present
invention provides a barrier operator controller which includes means providing for the
user of the operator to set certain control limits, such as maximum forces exerted by the
operator when opening and closing the barrier, as long as an external entrapment device
is present and operably connected to the operator controller.” JX-0001 at 1:38-44. The
‘260 patent has a total of 12 claims.
Complainants assert independent claims 1 and 7 and dependent claims 2, 3, and 8
of the ‘260 patent.
As discussed below, the evidence shows that (1) the asserted claims are infringed
by the accused products; (2) complainants have satisfied the technical prong of the
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domestic industry requirement; (3) asserted claims are patent eligible under section 101;
and (4) the asserted claims are not invalid.
Asserted independent claims 1 and 7 and dependent claims 2, 3, and 8 of the ‘260
patent read as follows:
1. A motor driven barrier operator for moving a barrier
between open and closed positions, comprising:
a motor driveably connected to said barrier for
moving said barrier between said open and closed
positions;
a controller operably connected to said motor;
a control module including user input controls for
commanding said controller;
an external entrapment device associated with said
barrier and adapted to be operably connected to
said controller for providing a signal to said
controller indicating the presence of said
external entrapment device; and
said controller is responsive to user input of one of
barrier opening and closing force limit values
when said external entrapment device is
connected to said controller to adjust said at least
one of said force limits exerted on said barrier by
said motor when moving said barrier between said
open and closed positions.
2. The operator set forth in claim 1 including:
an indicator for indicating to a user of said operator
when said user is required to input said limit
values.
3. The operator set forth in claim 1 wherein:
said controller includes means for measuring and
storing values related to electrical current input to
said motor during operation to move said barrier
between said open and closed positions.
7. A method for adjusting an internal control limit for a
motorized barrier operator, comprising:
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establishing a profile of at least one operating
parameter of said operator when moving said
barrier between open and closed limit positions;
storing profile values in a controller associated with
said operator;
determining if an external entrapment device is
operably connected to said operator;
causing said controller to automatically set control
limit values of said parameter for controlling said
motor if said external entrapment device is not
operably connected to said controller; and
requiring a user input of control limit values to said
controller if said external entrapment device is
operably connected to said controller.
8. The method set forth in claim 7, further comprising:
generating a signal to said user to advise said user of
the requirement to set said control limit values.
JX-0001 (‘260 Patent) at 6:58-7:16, 7:29-8:12 (emphasis added).
A.

Claim Construction
1.

Applicable Law

Claim construction begins with the plain language of the claim. 19 Claims should
be given their ordinary and customary meaning as understood by a person of ordinary
skill in the art, viewing the claim terms in the context of the entire patent. 20 Phillips v.

19

Only those claim terms that are in controversy need to be construed, and only to the
extent necessary to resolve the controversy. Vanderlande Indus. Nederland BV v. Int’l
Trade Comm., 366 F.3d 1311, 1323 (Fed. Cir. 2004); Vivid Tech., Inc. v. American Sci. &
Eng’g, Inc., 200 F.3d 795, 803 (Fed. Cir. 1999).
20

Factors that may be considered when determining the level of ordinary skill in the art
include: “(1) the educational level of the inventor; (2) type of problems encountered in
the art; (3) prior art solutions to those problems; (4) rapidity with which innovations are
made; (5) sophistication of the technology; and (6) educational level of active workers in
the field.” Environmental Designs, Ltd. v. Union Oil Co., 713 F.2d 693, 696 (Fed. Cir.
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AWH Corp., 415 F.3d 1303, 1312-13 (Fed. Cir. 2005), cert. denied, 546 U.S. 1170
(2006).
In some instances, claim terms do not have particular meaning in a field of art,
and claim construction involves little more than the application of the widely accepted
meaning of commonly understood words. Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1314. “In such
circumstances, general purpose dictionaries may be helpful.” Id.
In many cases, claim terms have a specialized meaning, and it is necessary to
determine what a person of skill in the art would have understood the disputed claim
language to mean. “Because the meaning of a claim term as understood by persons of
skill in the art is often not immediately apparent, and because patentees frequently use
terms idiosyncratically, the court looks to ‘those sources available to the public that show
what a person of skill in the art would have understood disputed claim language to
mean.’” Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1314 (quoting Innova/Pure Water, Inc. v. Safari Water
Filtration Sys., Inc., 381 F.3d 1111, 1116 (Fed. Cir. 2004)). The public sources identified
in Phillips include “the words of the claims themselves, the remainder of the
specification, the prosecution history, and extrinsic evidence concerning relevant
scientific principles, the meaning of technical terms, and the state of the art.” Id. (quoting
Innova, 381 F.3d at 1116).
In cases in which the meaning of a claim term is uncertain, the specification
usually is the best guide to the meaning of the term. Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1315. As a
general rule, the particular examples or embodiments discussed in the specification are
not to be read into the claims as limitations. Markman v. Westview Instruments, Inc., 52
1983), cert. denied, 464 U.S. 1043 (1984).
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F.3d 967, 979 (Fed. Cir. 1995) (en banc), aff’d, 517 U.S. 370 (1996). The specification
is, however, always highly relevant to the claim construction analysis, and is usually
dispositive. Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1315 (quoting Vitronics Corp. v. Conceptronic, Inc., 90
F.3d 1576, 1582 (Fed. Cir. 1996)). Moreover, “[t]he construction that stays true to the
claim language and most naturally aligns with the patent’s description of the invention
will be, in the end, the correct construction.” Id. at 1316.
Claims are not necessarily, and are not usually, limited in scope to the preferred
embodiment. RF Delaware, Inc. v. Pacific Keystone Techs., Inc., 326 F.3d 1255, 1263
(Fed. Cir. 2003); Decisioning.com, Inc. v. Federated Dep’t Stores, Inc., 527 F.3d 1300,
1314 (Fed. Cir. 2008) (“[The] description of a preferred embodiment, in the absence of a
clear intention to limit claim scope, is an insufficient basis on which to narrow the
claims.”). Nevertheless, claim constructions that exclude the preferred embodiment are
“rarely, if ever, correct and require highly persuasive evidentiary support.” Vitronics, 90
F.3d at 1583. Such a conclusion can be mandated in rare instances by clear intrinsic
evidence, such as unambiguous claim language or a clear disclaimer by the patentees
during patent prosecution. Elekta Instrument S.A. v. O.U.R. Sci. Int’l, Inc., 214 F.3d
1302, 1308 (Fed. Cir. 2000); Rheox, Inc. v. Entact, Inc., 276 F.3d 1319 (Fed. Cir. 2002).
If the intrinsic evidence does not establish the meaning of a claim, then extrinsic
evidence may be considered. Extrinsic evidence consists of all evidence external to the
patent and the prosecution history, and includes inventor testimony, expert testimony, and
learned treatises. Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1317. Inventor testimony can be useful to shed
light on the relevant art. In evaluating expert testimony, a court should discount any
expert testimony that is clearly at odds with the claim construction mandated by the
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claims themselves, the written description, and the prosecution history, in other words,
with the written record of the patent. Id. at 1318. Extrinsic evidence may be considered
if a court deems it helpful in determining the true meaning of language used in the patent
claims. Id.
2.

A Person of Ordinary Skill in the Art

Complainants argue:
OHD proposes that a POSA at the time of the invention would be a
person with a bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering, computer
engineering, or a related field, with one to two years of industry
experience; this POSA would have been familiar with moveable barrier
operator systems and the components and underlying technologies used in
them or similar components and technologies. CX-0556C (Conrad WS) at
Q/A 29. CGI proposes a similar definition. RX-0001C (Hassoun WS) at
Q/A 38. No substantive issues relating to the ‘260 patent in this
Investigation turn on the level of skill that is adopted, see Resps. P.H. Br.
at 23 n.6, and OHD’s and Dr. Conrad’s opinions would be the same under
either definition, CX-0556C (Conrad WS) at Q/A 29.
Compls. Br. at 126-27.
Respondent argues:
For all asserted patents, a person of ordinary skill in the art
(“POSA”) would include a person who has at least the equivalent of a
bachelor’s degree in a technical field such as electrical engineering,
computer engineering, or computer science, or the equivalent through
relevant practical experience. RX-0003C (Villasenor WS) at Q/A 32; RX0001C (Hassoun WS) at Q/A 38; RX-0002C (Heegard WS) at Q/A 56.
More work experience can compensate for less education, and vice versa.
Id. Either as an individual or as a team, this person would have access to,
consult with, or otherwise possess the skills and experience of individuals
with additional specialties, such as in mechanical engineering, industrial
and product design, and radio frequency transmission and reception. 21 Id.
Resp. Br. at 27-28; see Resp. Br. at 130 (“Neither party contends that the adoption of one
21

Neither party contends that the differences between CGI’s and OHD’s proposed POSA
definition are material.
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level of ordinary skill over another affects the substantive disputed issues, and both
experts agree that the analyses are the same under both parties’ levels of ordinary skill.”).
As seen above, the parties agree that their definitions are similar. Yet,
respondent’s proposed definition is more persuasive because it is broader, and
complainants’ proposed experience requirement is unnecessarily restrictive. Thus, as
proposed by respondent, the administrative law judge finds that a person of ordinary skill
in the art with respect to the ‘935 and ‘345 patents is a person who has at least the
equivalent of a bachelor’s degree in a technical field such as electrical engineering,
computer engineering, or computer science, or the equivalent through relevant practical
experience. Additionally, this person would have access to, consult with, or otherwise
possess the skills and experience of individuals with additional specialties, such as in
mechanical engineering, industrial and product design, and radio frequency transmission
and reception.
3.

“[U]ser input of . . . limit values”

Below is a chart showing the parties’ proposed claim constructions.
Claim Term

OHD’s Proposed
Construction

“user input of . . . limit
values”
(‘260 Patent, Claim 1)
“user input of . . . limit
values to said
controller”

Plain meaning: “user
interaction resulting in
setting . . . limit values”

(‘260 Patent, Claim 7)
Compls. Br. at 127-31; Resp. Br. at 130-40.
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CGI’s Proposed
Construction

Plain and ordinary
meaning, i.e., direct
input by a user of
numerical values
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As indicated, complainants and respondent propose that the claim term at issue be
given its plain, or plain and ordinary, meaning. The parties also set forth what they
propose such a plain meaning is to one of ordinary skill in the relevant art. 22 Although
the parties’ proposals relating to the level of ordinary skill do not substantially differ (as
discussed above), there are differences in their arguments concerning the way that one of
ordinary skill would understand the claim term in the context of the patent, even when
given its plain meaning. For the reasons discussed below, the administrative law judge
has determined that the claim terms “user input of . . . limit values” and “user input of . . .
limit values to said controller” should be given their plain and ordinary meaning, i.e.,
“user interaction resulting in setting . . . limit values.”
The plain and ordinary meaning of “user input of . . . limit values” is “user
interaction resulting in setting . . . limit values.” See CX-0556C (Conrad WS) at Q/A 57.
This construction accurately reflects the plain meaning of “user input” (a user interaction
that results in something) and “of … limit values” (the user input results in setting limit
values). Id.
CGI’s proposed construction replaces “user input of … limit values” with “direct
input by a user of numerical values.” This addition of the limiting language “direct” and
“numerical” departs from the term’s ordinary meaning without any support. See id. at
Q/A 58. Indeed, Dr. Hassoun admitted that the specification does not foreclose indirect
22

The practice explaining plain meaning with the context of one having ordinary skill is
consistent with the practice required throughout this investigation. See, e.g., GR. 6.c
(“On the date set in the procedural schedule, the parties shall file proposed constructions
of each term identified by any party for claim construction, including any claim term that
a party contends should be given its plain and ordinary meaning. Any party that contends
that a claim term should be given its plain and ordinary meaning shall define the plain
and ordinary meaning of the claim term to one of ordinary skill in the relevant art.”).
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input of limit values, and that “numerical” is never used in the claims or specification.
Hassoun Tr. 669-671. CGI’s proposal to inject additional limiting language is not
persuasive. SuperGuide Corp. v. DirecTV Enterprises, Inc., 358 F.3d 870, 875 (Fed. Cir.
2004) (“it is important not to import into a claim limitations that are not a part of the
claim”).
CGI’s construction also conflicts with several dependent claims. See CX-0556C
(Conrad WS) at Q/A 62. Dependent claim 3 describes one way for the force limit values
to be set in response to user input: “said controller includes means for measuring and
storing values related to electrical current input to said motor.” JX-0001 (‘260 Patent) at
Claim 3. This language shows that the invention could be implemented in a way where
the user input causes the controller to measure the “values” and then store them. CGI’s
proposed construction would exclude this type of indirect user input. See CX-0556C
(Conrad WS) at Q/A 63. Dependent claim 4 describes another way that the barrier
operator can set force values in response to user input: the barrier operator of claim 1
includes “a visual display for displaying to a user of said operator a condition of said
controller requiring user input of information to determine threshold force limit values.”
JX-0001 (‘260 Patent) at Claim 4. The phrase “user input of information to determine
threshold force limit values” similarly shows that “user input” need not be direct
numerical input of specific limit values but instead can be of “information to determine”
them. CGI’s construction likewise would exclude such input. See CX-0556C (Conrad
WS) at Q/A 63.
Dependent claim 12 describes a particular way that the barrier operator can
require user input of force limit values, i.e., through a “user interface [which] includes
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means for enabling said user to make inputs of increasing control limit values and
decreasing control limit values, respectively.” JX-0001 (‘260 Patent) at Claim 12. Claim
12 thus specifies that user input includes an action by a user to “increase” or “decrease” a
value (for example, to press an up arrow to increment a value). CGI’s proposed
construction would read out such indirect input. See CX-0556C (Conrad WS) at Q/A 64;
Baxalta Inc. v. Genentech, Inc., 972 F.3d 1341, 1345-46 (Fed. Cir. 2020) (rejecting
district court’s narrow construction because it conflicted with language in dependent
claims). Independent claims should not be construed to exclude material recited in
dependent claims. See Chamberlain Grp., Inc. v. Techtronic Indus. Co., 676 F. App’x
980, 986 (Fed. Cir. 2017) (“The inclusion of a particular limitation in a dependent claim
does not suggest that the limitation is eschewed by the claim from which it depends. []
Rather, it compels the opposite conclusion.”).
The specification is likewise inconsistent with CGI’s proposed construction. The
specification describes permitting the user to adjust or set force limits without further
limiting the form of input. See CDX-0002C.007 (JX-0001 (‘260 Patent) at 1:30-33, 1:
38-43, 1:63-2:2). Moreover, Figure 2 describes a preferred embodiment of the user input
controls, which it depicts as an up arrow button labeled “80” and a down arrow button
labeled “82.” The specification describes a display that can be used to show numerical
values being adjusted by the arrows or to present a menu, message, or prompt to the user.
JX-0001 (‘260 Patent) at 3:67-4:3, 5:24-26, 5:61-64. The specification discloses that
“switches 80 and 82 may be used to set values of, for example, force or speed limits” Id.
at 4:5-6. This type of interface would permit only “up” or “down” as the user input. The
fact that the specification describes such input as constituting a way for a user to “set
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values of . . . force or speed limits” clearly indicates that it falls within the ambit of “user
input of a . . . limit value.” See CX-0556C (Conrad WS) at Q/A 66; Phillips, 415 F.3d at
1316 (“The construction that stays true to the claim language and most naturally aligns
with the patent’s description of the invention will be, in the end, the correct
construction.”).
Figure 2 supports OHD’s proposed construction. Figure 2 falls within OHD’s
proposed construction because it accepts information from the user and results in the
setting of a limit value. See CX-0556C (Conrad WS) at Q/A 66. It is inconsistent with
CGI’s proposed construction because a user pressing an “up” or “down” arrow with no
knowledge of the numerical value assigned to that button press does not constitute direct
input of any numerical value.
The extrinsic evidence further supports OHD’s proposed construction because
“user input” has a well-understood meaning in the field of embedded systems. CX0556C (Conrad WS) at Q/A 61. A thermostat is a common household example of an
embedded system. Id. at Q/A 61. A user can control the temperature by way of user
input, that can be accomplished in a number of ways: a user may press up and down
arrows, a user may select pre-defined settings (such as “away”), a user may alter the
position of a dial or sliding control, and other types of input are possible. Although these
interactions would all constitute user input of a temperature value, none of these
circumstances include a user directly entering a numerical value. Id. This example
further shows that “user input of a … limit value” is not limited to direct user input of a
numerical value.
OHD’s proposed construction is consistent with the way the term would have
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been understood in the field of motorized barrier operators and other embedded systems.
Most motorized barrier operators, and most embedded systems in general, lack fullfunction keyboards for input, and many do not have output displays. See CX-0556C
(Conrad WS) at Q/A 60. Thus, these systems typically provide for a user to enter values
indirectly (for example, by pressing up and down buttons rather than entering a number
directly). Id. at Q/A 61.
4.

“[P]roviding a signal to said controller indicating the presence
of said external entrapment device”

Below is a chart showing the parties’ proposed claim constructions.
Claim Term
“providing a signal to said
controller indicating the
presence of said external
entrapment device”
(‘260 Patent, Claim 1)

OHD’s Proposed
Construction

CGI’s Proposed
Construction

Plain meaning: “providing a
signal to said controller
indicating the availability of
said external entrapment
device”

Plain and ordinary meaning,
i.e., “providing a signal to
said controller indicating
whether said external
entrapment device is present
or not present.

Compls. Br. at 131-34; Resp. Br. at 140-46.
For the reasons discussed below, the administrative law judge has determined that
the claim term “providing a signal to said controller indicating the presence of said
external entrapment device” should be given its plain and ordinary meaning, i.e.,
“providing a signal to said controller indicating the availability of said external
entrapment device.”
The dispute between the parties is whether indicating “presence” means indicating
availability (as OHD proposes), or indicating presence and the lack of presence as CGI
proposes.
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Claim 1 of the ‘260 patent requires, among other things, the controller to receive
the signal and then to act on it by “respon[ding] to user input of one of barrier opening
and closing force limit values when said external entrapment device is connected.” JX0001 (‘260 Patent) at Claim 1. In this context, this signal from the external entrapment
device is what informs the controller that it is appropriate to allow the user to provide
input of force limit values because a backup safety system is available to prevent the user
from unintentionally creating risks during the process of providing input. See JX-0001
(‘260 Patent) at 5:49-53 ( “a user of the operator . . . is afforded the opportunity to set
these limits if an external entrapment device is present and operably connected to the
controller,” which is “a desirable feature”).
Consequently, the signal at issue must indicate to the controller that the external
entrapment device is available to alert the controller to an unsafe condition that occurs. A
POSA would therefore understand “presence” to refer to a functional presence of the
device—a “present” device is one that is available to signal an entrapment. See CX0556C (Conrad WS) at Q/A 69-72.
Figure 3 depicts a step 92 asking “External entrapment present?” See JX-0001
(‘260 Patent) at Fig. 3. The specification describes this step: “if an external entrapment
device is operably connected to the controller 30 at step 92, the microprocessor 48
proceeds to generate a signal to a user of the operator to set control limits.” Id. at 5:2024. In other words, “presence” must look to whether the device is “operably
connected”—a concept that implies not just whether the device is “present or not present”
but available for use (i.e., functionally present). The specification not only ties “present”
and “operably connected” together in relation to Figure 3, but also on multiple other
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occasions. See JX-0001 (‘260 Patent) at 1:30-33 (“an external entrapment device is
present and operably connected”), 5:16-18 (“an external entrapment device 38 and/or 39
is not present and operably connected.”).
The extrinsic evidence further supports OHD’s proposed construction. Dr.
Conrad explained that one of ordinary skill would not interpret “present” to refer to
physical presence in this context. See CX-0556C (Conrad WS) at Q/A 69. The purpose
of this invention is to respond to, or to require, user input only when the controller can
ensure that the external entrapment device is capable of alerting the controller when an
obstruction is placed in the barrier’s path. Id. at Q/A 36-37; CX-0606C (Conrad RWS) at
Q/A 163-64. An external entrapment device that is simply physically present may not be
capable of providing this information. See CX-0556C (Conrad WS) at Q/A 69-71. Its
beam may be misaligned, or there may already be an obstruction so that the external
entrapment device is incapable of alerting the operator if a new obstruction is added. Id.
A POSA would thus have understood the term, in the proper context, to refer to the
external entrapment device’s availability. Id. at Q/A 69.
CGI’s proposed construction adds a new requirement to the claim, which is that
the signal also indicate when the external entrapment device is “not present,” language
that Dr. Hassoun admitted is not used anywhere in the patent claims, title, or
embodiments. See Hassoun Tr. 672-673. Dr. Hassoun also admitted that the
specification describes situations in which the entrapment device is present and others
where it is not present. Id. at 673-675. The fact that claim 1 follows the formulation of
the invention that determines whether the external entrapment device is “present”
demonstrates that the patentee was not claiming a “not present” formulation in the
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asserted claims.
B.

Infringement Analysis of the ‘260 Patent

As discussed above, complainants assert independent claims 1 and 7 and
dependent claims 2, 3, and 8 of the ‘260 patent.
For the reasons discussed below, the Accused Products (for the ‘260 patent)
infringe independent claims 1 and 7 and dependent claims 2, 3, and 8 of the ‘260 patent.
1.

Applicable Law

Under 35 U.S.C. §271(a), direct infringement consists of making, using, offering
to sell, or selling a patented invention without consent of the patent owner. The
complainant in a section 337 investigation bears the burden of proving infringement of
the asserted patent claims by a “preponderance of the evidence.” Certain Flooring
Products, Inv. No. 337-TA-443, Comm’n Notice of Final Determination of No Violation
of Section 337, 2002 WL 448690, at *59, (Mar. 22, 2002); Enercon GmbH v. Int’l Trade
Comm’n, 151 F.3d 1376 (Fed. Cir. 1998).
Literal infringement of a claim occurs when every limitation recited in the claim
appears in the accused device, i.e., when the properly construed claim reads on the
accused device exactly. 23 Amhil Enters., Ltd. v. Wawa, Inc., 81 F.3d 1554, 1562 (Fed.
Cir. 1996); Southwall Tech. v. Cardinal IG Co., 54 F.3d 1570, 1575 (Fed Cir. 1995).
If the accused product does not literally infringe the patent claim, infringement
might be found under the doctrine of equivalents. “Under this doctrine, a product or
23

Each patent claim element or limitation is considered material and essential. London v.
Carson Pirie Scott & Co., 946 F.2d 1534, 1538 (Fed. Cir. 1991). If an accused device
lacks a limitation of an independent claim, the device cannot infringe a dependent claim.
See Wahpeton Canvas Co. v. Frontier, Inc., 870 F.2d 1546, 1552 n.9 (Fed. Cir. 1989).
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process that does not literally infringe upon the express terms of a patent claim may
nonetheless be found to infringe if there is ‘equivalence’ between the elements of the
accused product or process and the claimed elements of the patented invention.” WarnerJenkinson Co., Inc. v. Hilton Davis Chemical Co., 520 U.S. 17, 21 (1997) (citing Graver
Tank & Mfg. Co. v. Linde Air Products Co., 339 U.S. 605, 609 (1950)). “The
determination of equivalence should be applied as an objective inquiry on an
element-by-element basis.” 24 Id. at 40.
“An element in the accused product is equivalent to a claim limitation if the
differences between the two are insubstantial. The analysis focuses on whether the
element in the accused device ‘performs substantially the same function in substantially
the same way to obtain the same result’ as the claim limitation.” AquaTex Indus. v.
Techniche Solutions, 419 F.3d 1374, 1382 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (quoting Graver Tank, 339
U.S. at 608); accord Absolute Software, 659 F.3d at 1139-40. 25
Prosecution history estoppel can prevent a patentee from relying on the doctrine
of equivalents when the patentee relinquished subject matter during the prosecution of the
patent, either by amendment or argument. AquaTex, 419 F.3d at 1382. In particular,
“[t]he doctrine of prosecution history estoppel limits the doctrine of equivalents when an
24

“Infringement, whether literal or under the doctrine of equivalents, is a question of
fact.” Absolute Software, Inc. v. Stealth Signal, Inc., 659 F.3d 1121, 1130 (Fed. Cir.
2011).
25

“The known interchangeability of substitutes for an element of a patent is one of the
express objective factors noted by Graver Tank as bearing upon whether the accused
device is substantially the same as the patented invention. Independent experimentation
by the alleged infringer would not always reflect upon the objective question whether a
person skilled in the art would have known of the interchangeability between two
elements, but in many cases it would likely be probative of such knowledge.”
Warner-Jenkinson, 520 U.S. at 36.
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applicant makes a narrowing amendment for purposes of patentability, or clearly and
unmistakably surrenders subject matter by arguments made to an examiner.” Id.
(quoting Salazar v. Procter & Gamble Co., 414 F.3d 1342, 1344 (Fed. Cir. 2005)).
2.

Accused Products

Complainants argue:
The CGI products at issue (“the ‘260 Accused Products”) include
garage door openers and gate openers that infringe the ‘260 patent. OHD
rigorously proved that these products all work in materially the same way
with respect to CGI’s infringement of the ‘260 patent. First, Mr. Baer
reviewed all source code that CGI produced and determined that
Baer Tr. 185:16-24; CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 81
CX0556C (Conrad WS) at Q/A 50. Dr. Conrad (who also reads source code)
conferred with Mr. Baer about Mr. Baer’s methodology and confirmed
Mr. Baer’s analysis based on his own independent review of source code
printouts and documentation produced in this case. CX-0556C (Conrad
WS) at Q/A 21; Baer Tr. 190:14-24; Conrad Tr. 300:24-301:6; 358:19-23.
Based on this rigorous analysis, Dr. Conrad and Mr. Baer selected a single
directory of source code and used it to analyze the common functionality
across all accused products. CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 79-80. Dr.
Conrad then walked through documents for two representative accused
products—CGI’s Models 8500 and 3850—and this source code to show
how all Accused Products infringe. See, e.g., CX-0556C (Conrad WS) at
Q/A 75-83. This thorough analysis and proof, which is entirely
substantively unrebutted by CGI, establishes representativeness. See
Certain Led Lighting Devices, Led Power Supplies, & Components
Thereof, Initial Determination, No. 337-TA-1081, 2018 WL 7350925, at
*59-60 (Dec. 19, 2018); cf. TiVo, Inc. v. Echostar Comm. Corp., 516 F.3d
1290, 1308 (Fed. Cir. 2008); Hassoun Hrg. 679:21-15 (admitting he did
not review of the Model 8500 source code).
CGI’s purported redesign further corroborates this analysis. For
the potential redesign, CGI produced a single set of source code and a
single redesigned product number based on the same code upon which Mr.
Baer and Dr. Conrad relied. CX-0540C (CGI 12/8 Contentions) at 16-17;
CX-0107C (Redesign Prod. Req. Doc.). In fact, the proposed redesign
involves precisely the same source code that Mr. Baer analyzed. Hassoun
Tr. 688:11-18 (“Q. All right. Dr. Hassoun, now even though you say, on
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the infringement side of the world, Mr. Baer relied on the wrong code for
infringement, whatever that means, CGI’s proposed redesign is to the
same source code that Mr. Baer relied on; is that right? A. That is my
understanding, yes.”). The foregoing further supports the conclusion that
there are no material differences among these products—were it
otherwise, CGI would have needed multiple, separate source code
redesigns to address all ‘260 Accused Products. CX-0556C (Conrad WS)
at Q/A 53.
CGI makes two attempts to rebut this showing of
representativeness. Tellingly, neither involves any source code analysis
whatsoever. But in any event, both fail.
3.

Garage Door Openers

CGI argues that OHD’s representativeness analysis does not take
into account a supposed difference between the various accused garage
door openers. But this argument misrepresents CGI’s products in an
attempt to draw a distinction where none exists.
CGI contends that most accused products represent
which it contends “
Resp. P.H. Br. at 12. CGI then asserts that its
Id. at 237. CGI thus contends that OHD has shown
representativeness only for the narrow set of products that supposedly are
not
Resp. P.H. Br. at But contrary to CGI’s
contentions, the

0102C

) at 3.

admits that
acknowledged that
Resp. P.H. Br. at 236
93

RXId. at 1. Even Dr. Hassoun

RX-0666C (Hassoun RWS) at Q/A

The ALJ should reject CGI’s contention
that OHD did not prove infringement by the
undisputed that

Moreover, even if this were the case, it is
See, supra Section
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V.B.
The lone difference between Models 8500 and 3850 and the bulk
of the Accused Products is that the user must press two buttons on the
3850 instead of one on the 8500 to start the infringing process. But this
difference is immaterial to infringement, which. Eeven CGI admits that
this is immaterial to infringement because it CGI never even argues that
this additional button press ias a basis for non-infringement. See generally
Resp. P.H. Br. at Section IX.C. Indeed, the extra button press needed to
enter the force adjustment mode for Model 8500 has no bearing on
infringement because the extra step the user must take to enter the mode
where infringement occurs does not transform the accused device from an
infringing one to a non-infringing one. See VirnetX Inc. v. Apple Inc., 792
F. App’x 796, 806 (Fed. Cir. 2019) (rejecting non-infringement argument
based on a “location check” functionality that requires extra steps and
often prevents initiation of performance of the infringing operation);
Genentech, Inc. v. Chiron Corp., 112 F.3d 495, 501 (Fed. Cir. 1997)
(“‘Comprising’ is a term of art . . . which means that the named elements
are essential, but other elements may be added and still form a construct
within the scope of the claim.”).
4.

Gate Openers

CGI next attempts to argue—again with no mention of source
code—that its gate openers materially differ from its garage door openers
with respect to infringememt. But the only actual difference is an option
in the gate openers to fine-tune the force limits that takes place “[o]nce the
initial limits have been set” using the infringing method. CX-0005
(LA400UL Manual) at 24; see also Resp. P.H. Br. at 240-50. This
“additional step[]” which can take place after infringement is already
complete, is irrelevant to infringement, and CGI has not identified
anything in the claim language that excludes optional fine-tuning from the
scope of the claims. Smith & Nephew, Inc. v. Ethicon, Inc., 276 F.3d
1304, 1311 (Fed. Cir. 2001) (“claims are infringed when all of the steps
thereof are performed”); Vivid Techs., Inc. v. Am. Sci. & Eng’g, Inc., 200
F.3d 795, 811 (Fed. Cir. 1999) (“infringement is not avoided by the
presence of elements or steps in addition to those specifically recited in the
claim.”).
CGI also points to physical differences between door and gate
operators, stating that “the manner of opening and closing is
fundamentally different” and that certain gates can create hazards while
closing and opening. Resp. P.H. Br. at 240-41; see also RX-0666C
(Hassoun RWS) at Q/A 111. Although it is true that some gates swing
and may look superficially different from garage doors, it is undisputed
that they involve the same relevant control limits. CX-0556C (Conrad
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WS) at Q/A 102; RX-0666C (Hassoun RWS) at Q/A 108-10. CGI’s gates
(both swinging and sliding) have travel limits that define where they start
and stop, just as with garage doors. CX-0556C (Conrad WS) at Q/A 96,
98; Id. RX-0666C (Hassoun RWS) at Q/A 110. They also have force
limits that cap the amount of force applied by their motor, just as with
CGI’s garage doors. CX-0556C (Conrad WS) at Q/A 102; RX-0666C
(Hassoun RWS )at 108-9. And they have external entrapment devices that
ensure the gate moves only when there are no obstacles in the way. CX0556C (Conrad WS) at Q/A 101. These superficially different
appearances of swinging gates and garage doors do nothing to negate Mr.
Baer’s and Dr. Conrad’s analysis showing that gate operator source code
treats these limits the same way as garage door operator source code. CX0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 151 (“similar functionality as described
[regarding CGI Representative Products] was found for CGI gate operator
receivers.”).
Compls. Br. at 122-26. 26
Respondent argues:
OHD purports to accuse hundreds of CGI products that, for the
purposes of the ‘260 patent and this investigation, fall into two
categories—(1) Model 8500/Model 3850, which OHD has selected as
purported representative products; and (2) CGI’s Evolution line of GDO
products (the “Evolution Products”), which account for the vast majority
of products that OHD accuses of infringement (collectively, the “Accused
Products”). Model 8500 and Model 3850 each practice functionalities that
predate the Evolution products.
(CX-0606C (Conrad RWS) at Q/A 56, 158),
CX-0015C (5-Year Plan GDO Evolution).

OHD alleges that the automatic force-setting feature of all ‘260
Accused Products infringes independent claims 1 and 7 (and their
respective dependent claims), and the automatic travel limit feature
infringes independent claim 7 (and its respective dependent claim), yet
fails to account for critical differences between Model 8500/Model 3850
and the Evolution Products.
26

In this Initial Determination, unless noted otherwise, when quoting, emphases are from
the original source, and footnotes from the original source are omitted.
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Resp. Br. at 9-10.
As seen from the parties’ arguments, there is no dispute that complainants chose
CGI’s Models 8500 and 3850 as representative products for the ‘260 patent. The main
dispute is whether those products are representative of the accused product for the ‘260
patent. The specific issues related to representativeness of those products are discussed
below in the context of an infringement analysis for the asserted claims.
3.

Direct Infringement

As discussed above, complainants assert independent claims 1 and 7 and
dependent claims 2, 3, and 8 of the ‘260 patent.
Complainants argue, inter alia:
As CGI admitted in its opening statement, infringement turns on
claim construction. Opening Tr. 68:2-7 (“I do think that claim
construction is the easy resolution to all of the issues here . . . . [I]t’s all
about claim construction.”). Given that CGI’s proposed constructions are
fundamentally flawed, that concession effectively ends the infringement
inquiry. Thus, there is not much meaningful disagreement on how the
accused products function. For example, the parties agree what type of
“user input” the accused products accept, and the only question is whether
“user input of … limit values” should be construed to read in requirements
of direct user input of numerical limit values. This “user input” qualifies
under OHD’s correct construction, and even if the ALJ reads in CGI’s
improper limitations, it qualifies under the doctrine of equivalents.
Similarly, the parties agree that CGI’s accused products include a
Resp. P.H. Br. At Section IX.C.4; Compl. P.H.
Br. at IV.S.1.a.(5); CX-0556C (Conrad WS) at Q/A 80-88, and they only
disagree as to the appropriate construction of the “presence” limitation.
CX-0556C (Conrad WS) at Q/A 80-88.
Left with no meaningful arguments about how the products
function, CGI throws up a smokescreen by claiming that OHD’s experts
did not “examine[] both the [source] code and all other materials.”
Opening Tr. 91:23; Hassoun Tr. 704:7-10. This is plainly false. Dr. Baer
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testified as to his thorough and holistic source code review. CX-0555C
(Baer WS) at Q/A 79; see supra Section V.B. CGI did not ask Mr. Baer a
single question on this subject on cross-examination.
Dr. Conrad independently testified that, in addition to reviewing
Mr. Baer’s source-code analysis, he personally reviewed “quite a bit of
CGI source code, both C and Assembly language.” Conrad Tr. 358:8-23;
see also id. at 358:6-20 (counsel for CGI stating “. . . I have to apologize
for [stating Dr. Conrad had not examined the source code]. It was—it was
my wording of ‘examined’ . . . I’m not questioning that that’s what you
did….”). That apology does not alter the fundamental facts that CGI’s
assertion was entirely wrong.
CGI then doubled down on this misrepresentation: despite Dr.
Conrad’s unambiguous testimony that he both reviewed source code in
“both C and Assembly language” (the only languages in which it was
produced) and pertinent CGI documents, Conrad Tr. 358:8-23, Dr.
Hassoun erroneously asserted that he was “the only one who both
reviewed the code in its natural language and looked at all the other
materials, the manuals, the patent, et cetera,” Hassoun Tr. 704:7-10. Dr.
Hassoun’s statement was doubly wrong—Dr. Conrad had reviewed all of
this information but also Dr. Hassoun had not in fact viewed the Assembly
code for Model 8500. Hassoun Tr. 678:21-25 (“Q. . . . Dr. Hassoun, in
your expert report, you didn’t even provide a review of the 8500 source
code, correct? A. No . . . .”). Dr. Conrad—not Dr. Hassoun—was the
expert who reviewed all relevant code and materials.
The credibility differences hardly end there. Dr. Conrad’s
testimony was straightforward, compelling, and corroborated both by Dr.
Baer’s source code review and various documentary evidence. Dr.
Hassoun, by way of contrast, erroneously testified as set forth above,
constantly attempted to recant admissions from his deposition testimony,
offered flawed claim construction positions, and was repeatedly and
effectively impeached. See Hassoun Tr. 674:13-25, 678:10-679:4, 686:23687:7, 690:20-691:4; 706:20-707:9. Between the parties’ experts o the
‘260 patent, Drs. Baer and Conrad’s testimony plainly was more credible.
Compls. Br. at 135-36; see id. at 122-26, 136-55.
Respondent argues that complainants have not shown that the Accused Products
and the redesigned products infringe asserted independent claims 1 and 7 and dependent
claims 2, 3, and 8 of the ‘260 patent. See Resp. Br. at 120-29, 146-69.
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For the reasons discussed below, the Accused Products (for the ‘260 patent)
infringe independent claims 1 and 7 and dependent claims 2, 3, and 8 of the ‘260 patent.
a.

Claim 1 of the ‘260 Patent
i.

Undisputed Limitations

As discussed below, the CGI Representative Products satisfy the preamble, and
the following limitations: “a motor driveably connected to said barrier for moving said
barrier between said open and closed positions,” “a controller operably connected to said
motor,” and “a control module including user input controls for commanding said
controller.” CGI does not dispute these limitations. See Resp. Br. at 146-59.
Both Model 8500 and Model 3850 employ a motor connected to a garage door
(i.e., a barrier) to move the barrier between the open and closed positions. See CDX0002C.010 (CX-0006 (8500 Manual) at 20); CX-0006 (8500 Manual) at 6, 23; CDX0002C.011 (CX-0006 (8500 Manual) at 6); CDX0002C.012 (CX-0024 (3850 Manual) at
6). The operator receives signals from the control module that cause the motor to drive
the barrier, demonstrating that this controller is operably connected to the motor. See
CX-0006 (8500 Manual) at 10, 34 (identifying a logic board); CX-0024 (3850 Manual) at
13; JX-0001 (‘260 Patent) at Fig. 2. The controller is wired to a user interface (“a control
module”) so the controller can process user input and control the motor. See CX-0006
(8500 Manual) at 10; CX-0024 (3850 Manual) at 13. Users can move the garage door by
pressing buttons on the head unit itself, the wall unit, or a remote. See CX-0006 (8500
Manual) at 19-20; CX-0024 (3850 Manual) at 23-24.
Gate Operators
CGI argues that CGI Representative Products are not representative of gate
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operators. It is argued:
OHD has likewise not established by the preponderance of
evidence that the Model 8500 is representative of gate operators and
instead relies on the conclusory statements of its experts. See CX-0556C
(Conrad WS) at Q/A 49; see also CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A
83. Indeed, the evidence shows that there are substantial differences
between the two as they relate to the accused functionalities. For example:
•

Unlike Model 8500, gate operators allow for manual, analog
adjustment (or “fine tun[ing]”) of forces at any point, regardless of
the presence or operable connectivity of any external entrapment
device. RX-0666C (Hassoun RWS) at Q/A 108.

•

Gates are considered hazardous while closing and opening, while
for regulatory reasons GDOs are only considered hazardous in the
closing direction. See RX-0666C (Hassoun RWS) at Q/A 111. This
leads to fundamentally different operational requirements.

•

There are also several obvious differences between gate operators
and GDOs that would not escape a casual observer, much less a
POSA. For instance, the manner of opening and closing is
fundamentally different, carries different risks, and different
remedies for these risks. See RX-0666C (Hassoun RWS) at Q/A
108-111.

Further, Dr. Conrad admitted that there are material differences between
gate operators and garage door operators, admitting that “[t]he [GDOs]
that I reviewed did not have the option to turn a potentiometer.” RX0666C (Hassoun RWS) at Q/A 112. Dr. Conrad confirmed on crossexamination that “CGI residential garage door operators . . . [do] not offer
the ability to fine-tune the force with a potentiometer,” a feature central to
any inquiry under the ‘260 patent, which precludes the user from being
able to directly influence values unless an external entrapment device is
connected. Conrad Tr. at 347:23-348:3.
Resp. Br. at 128-29.
Even if CGI Representative Products are not representative of gate operators, the
evidence shows that both slide and swing gates satisfy the same limitations. Both the
LA500UL and RSL12UL use a motor to drive a gate (i.e., a barrier) between open and
closed positions. See CX-0005 (LA500UL Swing Gate Manual) at 18, 29, 34; CX-0565
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(RSL12UL Slide Gate Manual) at 8, 44. The RSL12UL and LA500UL manuals depict a
motor driving the sliding and swinging gate. See CX-0565 (RSL12UL Manual) at 44;
CX-0005 (LA500UL Manual) at 29. The gate operators—like the door operators—
contain a main logic board (the claimed “controller”). See CX-0005 (LA500UL) at 20
(describing control box and wiring); CX-0565 (RSL12UL) at 28 (depicting control
board); CX-0556C (Conrad) at Q/A 98. The control board is wired to the control
module, which causes the motor to drive the barrier upon user input received from the
control module. See CX-0005 (LA500UL Manual) at 12, 25, 31-32; CX-0565
(RSL12UL) at 19, 23.
ii.

“[A]n external entrapment device . . . operably
connected to said controller . . . indicating the
presence of said external entrapment device”

As noted above, the administrative law judge determined that the disputed claim
term “providing a signal to said controller indicating the presence of said external
entrapment device” should be given its plain and ordinary meaning, i.e., “providing a
signal to said controller indicating the availability of said external entrapment device.”
Under the correct claim construction or CGI’s construction, the CGI
Representative Products satisfy this element of claim 1. CGI Representative Products
have “an external entrapment device associated with said barrier and adapted to be
operably connected to said controller.” These models feature a safety reversing sensor
that qualifies as an external entrapment device. See CX-0556C (Conrad WS) at Q/A 8084; CX-0006 (8500 Manual) at 15; JX-0001 (‘260 Patent) at 1:44-51, 2:61-65; CX0554C (Study Dep. Tr.) at 162; CX-0025.
See Hassoun Tr. 680-681; CX-0003C (PRD - Prod. Req.
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Doc.) at 15. CGI disputes that the remainder of this limitation (“for providing a signal to
said controller indicating the presence of said external entrapment device”) is satisfied for
CGI Representative Products.
Under the correct claim construction of “providing a signal to said controller
indicating the presence of said external entrapment device,” the safety reversing sensor
provides “a signal to said controller indicating the availability of said external entrapment
device.”

See CX-0556C (Conrad WS) at
Q/A 69.

See CX-0555C (Baer
WS) at Q/A 121-23.

. Id.; see also CX-0554C (Study Dep. Tr.) at 157.

See CX-0556C (Conrad WS) at Q/A 69. Therefore, Under
the correct claim construction, the CGI Representative Products practice this limitation.
Id.
The CGI Representative Products also satisfy this limitation under CGI’s
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See CX-0556C (Conrad WS) at Q/A 69-72.

See CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 123; CX-0556C
(Conrad WS) at Q/A 85. CGI criticizes Dr. Conrad’s analysis for

See CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 123;
CX-0556C (Conrad WS) at Q/A 85.
As argued by complainants, this limitation is also infringed under the doctrine of
equivalents. The function of this claim element is to provide the controller with
information that it can use in determining whether to respond to user input of force limit
values.

See CX-0556 (Conrad WS) at Q/A 86. The CGI Representative
Products achieve this in substantially the same way as the literal claim scope:

. Id. at Q/A 87. They
achieve the same result of improving the safety associated with user adjustment of
control limits by ensuring that “the user [is permitted] to adjust the force limits as long as
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an external entrapment device is present and operably connected to the door controller.”
JX-0001 (‘260 Patent) at 1:30-34. Also, there is an insubstantial difference between a

Id.
Gate Operators
As discussed above, CGI argues that CGI Representative Products are not
representative of gate operators. See Resp. Br. at 128-29. Even if this were true, the
evidence shows that both slide and swing gates satisfy this limitation under either
construction. Both slide and swing gate operators include at least one external
entrapment device associated with the barrier. See CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 149-51;
CX-0005 (LA500UL Manual) at 19 (describing the “eyes” and “edge” external
entrapment devices). The external entrapment device sends a signal to the controller
indicating its state. See CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 151.
iii.

“[S]aid controller is responsive to user input . . .
when moving said barrier between said open and
closed positions”

As discussed above, the administrative law judge determined that the disputed
claim terms “user input of . . . limit values” and “user input of . . . limit values to said
controller” should be given their plain and ordinary meaning, i.e., “user interaction
resulting in setting . . . limit values.”
CGI Representative Products practice the portion of this limitation requiring them
to “adjust said at least one of said force limits exerted on said barrier by said motor when
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moving said barrier between said open and closed positions.” CGI Representative
Products adjust force limits for both the upward and downward directions of travel. See
CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 130, 136, 139; CX-0556C (Conrad WS) at Q/A 129.
Under the correct claim construction, the CGI Representative Products have
controllers that are “responsive to user interaction resulting in setting one of barrier
opening and closing force limit values when said external entrapment device is connected
to said controller.” The CGI Representative Products are responsive to user interaction in
the form of pressing a button. See CX-0556C (Conrad WS) at Q/A 90-91, CX-0555C
(Baer WS) at Q/A 116-17, 130; CX-0554C (Study Dep. Tr.) at 168-169.

See CX-0556C (Conrad WS) at Q/A 129-30; CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 136; see also
CX-0537C (CGI 10/30 Contentions) at 140

See CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 134-36.

27

See Resp. Br. at 155; RX-0666C

27

Dr. Hassoun bases these assertions both on his review of the source code and his
alleged “testing” of a ‘260 Accused Product that
See RX-0666C (Hassoun RWS) at Q/A 212.
ee RDX-0011C (Ex. 2 to Hassoun Expert Report).
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(Hassoun RWS) at Q/A 162. However, the existence of this

does not

negate infringement as a matter of law. CIAS, Inc. v. All. Gaming Corp., 504 F.3d 1356,
1361 (Fed. Cir. 2007) (holding that “comprising” language “does not of itself exclude the
possible presence of additional elements or steps” for purposes of an infringement
analysis). Nor does it in any way negate what Mr. Baer and Dr. Conrad explained based
on their review of the source code: the accused controllers

See CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 134-36; CX-0556C
(Conrad WS) at Q/A 89-93. At most, CGI’s argument about an
See RX0666C (Hassoun RWS) at Q/A 162.

Under CGI’s proposed construction, the controller is “responsive to direct input
by a user of one of barrier opening and closing force limit numerical values when said
external entrapment device is connected to said controller” at least under the doctrine of
equivalents. See CX-0556C (Conrad WS) at Q/A 92. The function of this claim
limitation is to indicate “activities required of the user . . . to set values of, for example,
force or speed limits to be imposed on the motor 28 of the operator via the control
circuitry.” JX-0001 (‘260 Patent) at 4:4-8. Both the claim limitation and the CGI
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Representative Products perform substantially the same function of establishing limit
values by way of user input of numerical values (as required by CGI’s construction) or
user input that causes values to be set (as in the CGI Representative Products); through
each, a user provides input causing limit values to be set. See CX-0556C (Conrad WS) at
Q/A 92. This limitation and the CGI Representative Products achieve the function in
substantially the same way—by accepting user input (for example, the user pressing a
button, whether that button directly inputs a numerical value or causes a value to be set).
For example, Dr. Conrad testified that Figure 2 of the ‘260 patent, while not
showing a numerical keypad for the user to type in a number, displays up and down
arrows that could help the user set numerical values inside of the unit itself. See Conrad
Tr. 355-356 (“by using the up and down arrows, you are actually putting in numerical
values”). 28 There is no substantial difference between “direct input by a user of
numerical values” and a controller responsive to user input as practiced in the adjustment
method of the CGI Representative Products because the controller establishes numerical
control or force limit values in response to user input. See CX-0556C (Conrad WS) at
Q/A 93. As such, the claim limitation and CGI Representative Products achieve the same
result: setting limit values based on a response to user input. There is an insubstantial
difference between the two. In both scenarios, the controller establishes a control limit
value in response to user input; both involve “activities required of the user . . . to set
values of, for example, force or speed limits to be imposed on motor 28 of the operator
via the control circuitry,” as specified in the ‘260 patent. JX-0001 (‘260 Patent) at 4:4-8.
28

Nevertheless, Dr. Conrad confirmed that the more appropriate construction is OHD’s
because it is more appropriate for the design to prevent a user from “picking out of the air
all sorts of numbers.” Conrad. Tr. 356.
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Gate Operators
As discussed above, CGI argues that CGI Representative Products are not
representative of gate operators. See Resp. Br. at 128-29. Even if this were true, the
evidence shows that both slide and swing gates satisfy this limitation under either
construction. Both slide and swing gate operators include at least one external
entrapment device associated with the barrier. See CX-0555 (Baer WS) at Q/A 149-51;
CX-0005 (LA500UL Manual) at 19 (describing the “eyes” and “edge” external
entrapment devices). The gate operators function in materially the same manner as the
garage door operators. See CX-0556 (Conrad WS) at Q/A 96-102. The source code for
gate operators allows user interaction in the same manner as garage door operators if the
external entrapment device is available. See CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 151.
b.

Claim 2 of the ‘260 Patent

The CGI Representative Products satisfy the limitation “an indicator for
indicating to a user of said operator when said user is required to input said limit values.”
Claim 2 is directed to the operator of claim 1, which is satisfied for the reasons described
above. The CGI Representative Products generate a signal to a user by flashing
particular lights when the products enter into auto force learn programming mode. See
CX-0006 (8500 Manual) at 20 (describing adjustment instructions); CX-0024 (3850
Manual) at 23-24 (describing adjustment instructions); CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A
118-20

; CX-

0003C (Prod. Req. Doc.) at 17

The operator requires the

user to set force limits because it enters a mode in which the user must set force limit
values in order to proceed. See CX-0556C (Conrad WS) at Q/A 106; CX-0555C (Baer
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WS) at Q/A 118-20. Further, the manuals of the CGI Representative Products directly
instruct users to follow these adjustment steps. See CX-0006 (8500 Manual) at 19-20;
CX-0024 (3850 Manual) at 23-24.
Gate Operators
As discussed above, CGI argues that CGI Representative Products are not
representative of gate operators. See Resp. Br. at 128-29. Even if this were true, the
evidence shows that both slide and swing gates satisfy this limitation. Both slide and
swing gate operators generate a signal to the user by flashing particular lights when
entering into limit setting mode. See CX-0005 (LA500UL Manual) at 22 (“limit setup
LEDs . . . indicate the status of the limits”). The gate operators also require the user to
set force limit values because they enter a mode in which the user must set force limit
values to proceed. See CX-0556C (Conrad WS) at Q/A 109.
c.

Claim 3 of the ‘260 Patent

CGI does not dispute that the CGI Representative Products satisfy the limitation
“said controller includes means for measuring and storing values related to electrical
current input to said motor during operation to move said barrier between said open and
closed positions,” except to the extent that it asserts that the CGI Representative Products
do not practice claim 1, from which claim 3 depends. See Resp. Br. at 160. The CGI
Representative Products infringe claim 1. Inasmuch as these products satisfy the
additional limitation of claim 3, they infringe claim 3.
Dr. Conrad identifies the controller as a microcontroller or microprocessor that
receives input and affects the function of the motor. The source code
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See CX-0555C (Baer
WS) at Q/A 130, Q/A 137-39.
Gate Operators
As discussed above, CGI argues that CGI Representative Products are not
representative of gate operators. See Resp. Br. at 128-29. Even if this were true, the
evidence shows that both slide and swing gates satisfy this limitation. A function in the
source code receives an electric current reading as a force and evaluates it and then the
force values are stores. See CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 151.
d.

Claim 7 of the ‘260 Patent
i.

Undisputed Limitations

The CGI Representative Products satisfy the preamble, and the following
limitation: “storing profile values in a controller associated with said operator.” CGI
does not dispute this. See Resp. Br. at 160-65. The CGI Representative Products are
motorized barrier operators and practice a method for adjusting an internal control limit.
The manuals for the CGI Representative Products describe how a user can adjust force
and travel limits. CX-0006 (8500 Manual) at 19-20. The controller associated with the
operator

. See CX-0554C (Study
Dep. Tr.) at 164, 181.

. See CX-0555C (Baer WS)
at Q/A 128-48.
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Gate Operators
As discussed above, CGI argues that CGI Representative Products are not
representative of gate operators. See Resp. Br. at 128-29. Even if this were true, the
evidence shows that both slide and swing gates satisfy this limitation. Both the
LA500UL and RSL12UL are motorized barrier operators that use a motor to drive a gate
(i.e., a barrier) between open and closed positions. The controller of the gate operators is
responsible for receiving user input and instructing motor function. The manuals
describe the steps a user takes to adjust force and travel limits. See CX-0005 (LA500UL
Manual) at 22-23; CX-0565 (RSL12UL Manual) at 21. Further, the source code instructs
the controller’s storage of limit values. See CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 151.
ii.

“[E]stablishing a profile of at least one operating
parameter of said operator when moving said
barrier between open and closed limit positions”

The CGI Representative Products practice this limitation in two ways: through (1)
force limits and (2) travel limits. CGI does not dispute that the CGI Representative
Products satisfy this limitation as to force limit values. See Resp. Br. at 160-62. As
discussed above, the user can adjust force limit values. The CGI Representative Products
establish arrays of force limits associated with different positions along the up and down
directions of travel. See CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 128-48.
CGI disputes this limitation as to travel limits. Specifically, Dr. Hassoun opines
that travel limits cannot ‘exist[] ‘between open and closed limit positions’ when the travel
limits are the ‘open and closed limit positions.’” See CX-0666 (Hassoun RWS) at Q/A
239. Yet, that misreads the claim language. The claimed control limits do not “exist”
between open and closed limit position; instead they relate to the barrier’s movement
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between open and closed positions. See JX-0001 (‘260 Patent) at Claim 7. A closed
travel limit, for example, can relate to the barrier’s movement from an open to a closed
position because it dictates where that movement will stop. CGI waived any contention
that the claim language should be construed in the manner Dr. Hassoun appears to
suggest. See Order No. 2 at G.R. 6(d); Order No. 5 at 2 (requiring “each party’s proposed
construction of disputed terms” by December 4, 2020). CGI otherwise does not dispute
that its accused products satisfy this limitation, which is also supported by other
evidence. See CX-0554C (Study Dep. Tr.) at 164, 181.
Gate Operators
As discussed above, CGI argues that CGI Representative Products are not
representative of gate operators. See Resp. Br. at 128-29. Even if this were true, the
evidence shows that both slide and swing gates satisfy this limitation. For example, the
manuals describe the steps a user takes to adjust force and travel limits resulting in a
profile of limits, materially the same as for the CGI Representative Products. See CX0005 (LA500UL) at 22-23; CX-0565 (RSL12UL) at 21. Further, the source code
instructs the storage of limit values. See CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 151.
iii.

“[D]etermining if an external entrapment device
is operably connected to said operator”

The CGI Representative Products satisfy this limitation. As discussed above, the
controller
See CX-0556C (Conrad WS) at Q/A 123; CX-0555C (Baer
WS) at Q/A 121-23.
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. See CX-0556C (Conrad WS)
at Q/A 123.
Id.

. See Resp. Br. at 162-63.
However, the premise of CGI’s argument is wrong because

See CX-0556C (Conrad
WS) at Q/A 85-88.
Gate Operators
As discussed above, CGI argues that CGI Representative Products are not
representative of gate operators. See Resp. Br. at 128-29. Even if this were true, the
evidence shows that both slide and swing gates satisfy this limitation. For example, as
discussed, the gate operators also function in a different manner depending on whether
the external entrapment device is bad.
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iv.

“[C]ausing said controller to automatically set
control limit values . . . if said external
entrapment device is not operably connected to
said controller”

The CGI Representative Products satisfy this limitation because

See CX-0556C (Conrad WS) at Q/A 124-127; CX-0555C (Baer WS) at
131-133. CGI makes two counterarguments.
First, CGI argues that travel limits cannot be the claimed “control limits.” It is
argued:
Travel limits do not meet this limitation. Contrary to Dr. Conrad’s
assertion, CX-0556C (Conrad WS) at Q/A 118, travel limits are not
covered by claim 7 because “control limit” does not include travel limits.
RX-0666C (Hassoun RWS) at Q/A 164-168. The patent defines “control
limits” as “values which will effect stopping or reversing of the motor if
an obstruction is encountered by the barrier.” Id. at Q/A 165; JX-0001
(‘260 patent) at Abstract. In contrast, travel limits represent the open and
closed positions of a door. RX-0666C (Hassoun RWS) at Q/A 164-168.
Therefore, no element of claim 7 is satisfied with respect to travel limits.
Resp. Br. at 160.
CGI waived any such argument, however, as it never sought a construction of
“control limits” that would exclude travel limits. See RX-0701 (Joint Claim Construction
Chart); see Order No. 2 at G.R. 6(d); Order No. 5 at 2. In any event, the plain meaning of
“control limits”—limits used in controlling the motorized barrier operator—is not so
narrow. This narrow reading also conflicts with the specification, which describes using
“control limits” for a variety of purposes beyond determining when the barrier has
encountered an obstacle, such as adjusting for “misalignment of the guide tracks … [or]
wear and tear.” JX-0001 (‘260 Patent) at 5:49-58.
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Second, CGI argues that because

This argument misreads the claim. The claim addresses an
automatic setting that occurs in a particular context: when the external entrapment device
not operably connected
. In the CGI Representative Products,

See CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 131-33; CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 121-23, Q/A
131-33; CX-0554C (Study Dep. Tr.) at 184, 185; CX-0541C (CGI 12/15 Contentions) at
218.
Gate Operators
As discussed above, CGI argues that CGI Representative Products are not
representative of gate operators. See Resp. Br. at 128-29. Even if this were true, the
evidence shows that both slide and swing gates satisfy this limitation. For example, the
gate operators operate similarly to the garage door operators—by responding to user
input of limit values only if an external entrapment device is not bad and otherwise using
automatically set values. See CX-0555C (Baer WS) at Q/A 149-51.
v.

“[R]equiring a user input of control limit values
to said controller if said external entrapment
device is operably connected to said controller”

The CGI Representative Products satisfy this limitation under either construction.
Under the correct claim construction, as discussed above with respect to claim 1, those
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products include controllers that require user input for adjusting barrier opening and
closing force limit values because they enter a mode that requires user input, and the
operators respond to this user input when the external entrapment device is operably
connected to the controller.
Under CGI’s proposed construction, this limitation is satisfied under the doctrine
of equivalents for the same reasons discussed for the claim 1 element: “said controller is
responsive to user input of one of barrier opening and closing force limit values when
said external entrapment device is connected to said controller to adjust said at least on of
said force limits exerted on said barrier by said motor when moving said barrier between
said open and closed positions.” This claim 7 limitation and the CGI Representative
Products perform substantially the same function in the substantially the same way to
achieve the same result. Moreover, there is no substantial difference between the literal
scope of the limitation under CGI’s construction and the method practiced by CGI
Representative Products. Id.
Gate Operators
As discussed above, CGI argues that CGI Representative Products are not
representative of gate operators. See Resp. Br. at 128-29. Even if this were true, the
evidence shows that both slide and swing gates satisfy this limitation. For example, as
discussed above with respect to claim 1, the gate operators operate similarly to the garage
door operators by requiring user input of limit values only if an external entrapment
device is not bad and otherwise using automatically set values. See CX-0555C (Baer
WS) at Q/A 149-51.
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